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Abstract
Big data is a growing area of research with some important research challenges that mo-
tivate our work. We focus on one such challenge, the variety aspect. First, we introduce
our problem by defining heterogeneous data as data about objects that are described by
different data types, e.g., structured data, text, time-series, images, etc. Through our work
we use five datasets for experimentation: a real dataset of prostate cancer data and four
synthetic dataset that we have created and made them publicly available. Each dataset
covers different combinations of data types that are used to describe objects. Our strategy
for clustering is based on fusion approaches. We compare intermediate and late fusion
schemes. We propose an intermediary fusion approach, Similarity Matrix Fusion (SMF),
where the integration process takes place at the level of calculating similarities. SMF pro-
duces a single distance fusion matrix and two uncertainty expression matrices. We then
propose a clustering algorithm, Hk-medoids, a modified version of the standard k-medoids
algorithm that utilises uncertainty calculations to improve on the clustering performance.
We evaluate our results by comparing them to clustering produced using individual el-
ements and show that the fusion approach produces equal or significantly better results.
Also, we show that there are advantages in utilising the uncertainty information as Hk-
medoids does. In addition, from a theoretical point of view, our proposed Hk-medoids
algorithm has less computation complexity than the popular PAM implementation of the
k-medoids algorithm. Then, we employed late fusion that aggregates the results of clus-
tering by individual elements by combining cluster labels using an object co-occurrence
matrix technique. The final cluster is then derived by a hierarchical clustering algorithm.
We show that intermediate fusion for clustering of heterogeneous data is a feasible and
efficient approach using our proposed Hk-medoids algorithm.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This chapter serves as an introduction to the research. In Section 1.1 we give some general
background on big data and direct the discussion towards heterogeneous data and the
motivation of dealing with it. Section ?? gives the research hypothesis, while Section
1.3 summarises the objectives of this study as well as its road-map. Boundaries and
limitation are presented in Section 1.4 and the main contributions of the research are
stated in Section 1.5. The chapter ends in Section 1.6 with the structure of the remaining
parts of the thesis.
1.1 Background and motivation
Big data is produced daily by digital technology such as social networks, web logs, traffic
sensors, broadcast audio streams, online banking transactions, music file hosting services,
financial markets, and so on. Big data is not only huge in volume but also has the prop-
erties of velocity and variety [147]. The three Vs of volume, velocity and variety refer
to different aspects of big data that overwhelm the processing capacity of conventional
systems. Volume describes massive datasets (e.g. terabytes, petabytes of data); velocity
refers to the increasing rate at which data flows (e.g. continuously streaming data); and
variety defines data variability which does not fit the conventional structured database
(e.g. images, free text, video, sound). The three categories can also overlap in some
1
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context to provide real challenges for data analysis. Interestingly, valuable patterns and
information lie within this data complexity. However, exploiting the value in such data
requires new processing methods.
The research presented in this thesis tries to explore big data. Given the large scope of
such enterprise, we narrow our investigation to the variety aspect of big data. We inter-
pret variety as referring to the presence of heterogeneous data types such as text, images,
audio, structured data, time series etc. In this research, we set out to deal explicitly with
variety in the data. In particular, we address the complexity that occurs when objects to
be analysed are described by multiple data types. For example, in a hospital environment,
a patient may be characterised by structured data from the administrative systems, images
from radiology, text reports that accompany images, others text reports containing, for
example, discharge information, results of blood tests which may be interpreted as time
series, etc. The analysis of such complex objects may sometimes be beneficial as mining
them may reveal interesting associations that would remain concealed if researchers in-
vestigate only one type of data. This area of development is currently under-addressed in
data mining so there is a gap to fill.
Two popular data mining tasks are clustering and classification. Although they share
some similarities and common analysis purposes, they are different approaches. Classifi-
cation is the most common representative of supervised learning techniques (i.e. prede-
fined classes are required). Classification models are build so that the class of an object
can be determined given the values of some decision (or dependent) variables. On the
other hand, clustering analysis is used to represent unsupervised knowledge discovery
tasks (i.e. where no supervisor has established predefined classes) [124] [257]. In cluster-
ing, a set of patterns or objects are clustered into related groups based on some measures
of (dis)similarity. The aim is to form groups or clusters where the objects within one
cluster are similar to one another and different from the objects in other clusters. Given
the exponential growth in the generation of big data (expected to be over 35 trillion GB
by 2020), clustering is receiving renewed attention and is used in many applications. Fur-
thermore, in the context of heterogeneous data unlabelled objects are likely and the task
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is often to investigate if there is any relationships among objects. Thus, in this research
we focus on clustering analysis.
The measure of similarity plays a critical role in pattern analysis, including cluster-
ing. Applying appropriate measures results in more accurate configurations of the data
[227]. Accordingly, several measures have been proposed and tested in the literature.
These range from simple approaches which reflect the level of dissimilarity between two
attribute values, to others such as those that categorize conceptual similarity [131]. Dif-
ferent data types (i.e., graphs, text, time series, etc.) rely on different similarity measures.
Most of the available, reliable and widely-used measures can only be applied to one type
of data. In this context, it is essential to construct an appropriate similarity measure for
comparing complex objects that are described by components from diverse data types.
Once a measure of distance is defined, and a Distance Matrix (DM) representing the dis-
tance between the objects can be obtained, complex objects can be manipulated by means
of any of the popular clustering algorithms, including partitioning (e.g. k-means [166],
Partitioning Around Medoids (PAM) [133] or Clustering LARge Applications (CLARA)
[135]) and hierarchical algorithms (e.g. BIRCH. [274], CURE [92] or ROCK [93]). Fur-
thermore, it may also be possible to perform other data mining tasks, e.g., classifica-
tion analysis using distance-based techniques such as k-nearest neighbor algorithms [42].
Thus, experimenting and comparing different approaches to measure the (dis)similarity
between heterogeneous objects is one of the main objectives of this study.
1.2 Research hypothesis
We hypothesise that heterogeneous objects are complex and properly defined by all of
their constituent elements, hence clustering of complex objects should take account of all
of the constituent data types. For example, clustering patients on the basis of all of their
available data (e.g. images, time series with results of blood tests, text reports, etc) should
produce better configurations than clustering patients based on any one individual piece
of information or data type. Our hypothesis is that the process of fusion of information
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from each object’s element could compensate for possible errors in a single element’s
clustering result, hence the decision of a group should be more reliable than the decision
of any individual element.
1.3 Research objectives
Mining heterogeneous data is complex in terms of having mixed data types, various data
representation schemes, and miscellaneous methods to measure similarity. Limited at-
tempts in the literature cover the processing of heterogeneous data; there is big room for
improvement in this area of research. Our main aim, therefore, is to define the problem of
mining heterogeneous data and to propose different approaches to efficiently apply clus-
tering to such data. Some emphasis is given to calculating robust similarity measures as
they are crucial for clustering, and in addition considerable attention is paid to carrying
out clustering validation in order to asses the efficiency of the proposed approaches. Six
key objectives structure the road-map of this research, and these are:
1. State the problems and challenges in mining heterogeneous data and review all the
preceding efforts and related research in this context.
2. Identify a data representation scheme for heterogeneous data that is capable of de-
scribing complex objects which include structured data along with other unstruc-
tured data types, e.g., text, time-series, images, etc. The representation scheme
should be extendable to allow for the introduction of more complexity in the ob-
jects such as other unstructured data types.
3. Propose a framework to cluster heterogeneous objects following intermediate and
late fusion approaches:
• Intermediate fusion can operate by combining distances between the con-
stituent parts of the objects. Hence heterogeneous objects are compared with
regards to each data type separately using selected distance measures and then
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the distances are fused. Clustering operates on the fused distances. The fusion
occurs as as part of the modelling.
• Late fusion approaches can operate via ensemble methods to combine the re-
sults of applying clustering analysis on each dataset separately. Hence objects
are clustered according to each data type and the clustering results are fused
to produce the final clustering. Fusion occurs after models production.
4. Collect and prepare several heterogeneous datasets. In each dataset, objects should
be described by a different collection of data types in order to examine the ap-
proaches on different combinations. Preferably, objects should have labels that can
be used to assess the results using external cluster quality measures.
5. Test the results of operating both intermediate and late fusion clustering on the
prepared datasets. Moreover, examine the benefit of clustering objects by means of
different data types compared to clustering them by means of only one single data
type. This would address the main research hypothesis.
6. Interpret, evaluate and compare the results using clustering validation techniques
and multiple statistical tests.
1.4 Research limitations and boundaries
The limitations and boundaries of our study are:
• Although heterogeneous data is growing in popularity, there is no formal univer-
sal definition of it and it therefore means different things to different groups of
researchers.
• Mining heterogeneous data is a relatively new research area. This may hinder
progress as very limited experience can be exploited and approaches we can com-
pare against may not be readily available.
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• There are difficulties in finding appropriate public datasets. The alternative for
finding suitable published or accessible datasets is to create synthetic heterogeneous
datasets from various sources.
• The complications in mining mixed data types, created by semantic gaps as well as
the fact that multimedia data are subject to varying interpretations (e.g. a particular
colour can represent different things in different cultures).
• The problem of uncertainty in measuring and combining similarity calculations due
to missing data, disagreement between distance calculations, etc.
1.5 Research contributions
The main contributions of this research are:
1. To provide a detailed and extensible definition of heterogeneous data. Our formal
data heterogeneity definition was published in [183].
2. To propose an intermediate data fusion approach, SMF, as a part of the proposed
solution which incorporates uncertainty. This appeared in [181]
3. To propose a new Hk-medoids algorithm for clustering heterogeneous data that uses
uncertainty in the fusion process to produce better clustering configurations. This
algorithm was published as a journal article in [182].
4. To propose a framework to investigate clustering performance in an integrative
manner including internal and external validation methods as well as statistical sig-
nificance tests and provide extensive experimental results under this framework.
5. To provide a comparison of intermediate and late data fusion approaches for clus-
tering heterogeneous data. This comparison has been submitted for publication
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1.6 Thesis structure
The thesis incorporates seven chapters, below is a brief explanation of them:
Chapter 1 Discusses the importance of the research and the motivation to conduct the
study. It also, summarises the aims and objectives of the research as well as its
boundaries and limitations.
Chapter 2 Discusses in details the task of clustering in data mining; it defines clustering
analysis and describes all the issues related to implementing this task. In addition,
it outlines the most widely-used distance measures categorised by the data types
that they deal with. At the end of the chapter, the evaluation of clustering solutions
is described along with the available internal and external validation methods.
Chapter 3 Reviews how the literature describes heterogeneous data and some of the key
related work. Then, it covers our definition of heterogeneous data. Next, it dis-
cusses the proposed methods to apply clustering analysis on this type of data includ-
ing intermediate and late fusion approaches. Finally, it describe the heterogeneous
datasets that are experimented with to evaluate the proposed techniques.
Chapter 4 Presents the results of applying the proposed intermediate fusion approach,
SMF, on five different datasets and evaluates the results using external clustering
validation methods.
Chapter 5 Shows the results of applying the proposed Hk-medoids clustering algorithm
which takes account of uncertainty calculations.
Chapter 6 Demonstrates the results of applying late fusion schemes on the five heteroge-
neous datasets and evaluates the results using external clustering validation meth-
ods.
Chapter 7 Provides conclusions by discussing the results of all the proposed solutions.
In addition, it recommends some ideas for future work.
Chapter 2
The Task of Clustering in Data Mining
This chapter provides background on clustering. It starts in Section 2.1 with a general
introduction to data mining and then the focus is narrowed to cluster analysis as one of
the main data mining tasks. Next in Section 2.2 we discuss how to measure distances in
datasets as this plays a critical role in many pattern analysis tasks including clustering.
Other important related issues such as the possible clustering solutions and number of
clusters are investigated in Section 2.3. This is followed by a discussion on existing clus-
tering algorithms in Section 2.4. Then, a review on clustering result assessment methods
is summarise in Section 2.5. A cluster ensemble discussion is then given in Section 2.6.
In Section 2.7, the chapter ends with a summary.
2.1 Introduction to clustering
Data mining is a combination of techniques, methods and algorithms used to extract hid-
den knowledge from massive databases in order to help decision makers. It is applicable
to several fields: sciences [143], engineering [91], medicine [185], healthcare [196], eco-
nomics [20], social sciences [105], business [30] and many others. Therefore, it is quickly
becoming a powerful tool for expanding our knowledge of the physical and social worlds
[233]. Figure 2.1. illustrates the assistance that data mining offers. There are many clas-
sifications for what data mining can do, for example, Shaw et al. [212] group data mining
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tasks into the following broad categories:
• Predictive modeling (e.g., classification and regression)
• Class identification (e.g., clustering and mathematical taxonomy)
• Dependency analysis (e.g., discovering association rules and frequent sequences)
• Dependency modeling and causality, i.e. data visualization (e.g., graphical models,
geometric projection and density estimation)
• Deviation detection/modeling (e.g., anomalies and changes)
• Concept description (e.g., summarisation, discrimination and comparison)
Figure 2.1: Computers increasingly do the legwork work as we move towards the data
mining era
Different tasks may require different data mining models. For instance, association
rules would be needed to discover relationships between items, while a clustering algo-
rithm would be required to group similar data into clusters. It should be noted here that
choosing the best algorithm for each data problem is a considerable challenge. Data min-
ing uses a family of computational tools (e.g., statistical analysis, decision trees, neural
networks, rule induction and graphic visualization) that were developed during the last
years. Recent improvements and changes in computer H/W, S/W and data types have
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made data mining even more attractive. In this research we study one of the main data
mining tasks, clustering, to solve a growing present challenge: mining heterogeneous
data. Therefore, clustering is described in detail in this chapter. The discussion covers
most related issues including clustering definition, areas of application, different types of
clustering solutions, similarity measures and existing clustering techniques. Afterwards,
in Chapter 3, a discussion on heterogeneous data is presented.
Clustering is an unsupervised classification technique where a set of patterns (obser-
vations, data items or feature vectors), are clustered into related groups or clusters based
on some similarity or dissimilarity measure without using predefined class labels [102].
If the dataset, D, comprises N objects such D = {O1,O2, . . . ,ON} and the ith object in
D is denoted Oi = {A1,A2, . . . ,AM} where the jth component, A j, is a data feature or an
attribute and its value is denoted as Oi.A j and M is the object’s dimensionality, then the
N objects are clustered into k groups where k ≤ N. Normally, to achieve the goal of clus-
tering the number of clusters has to be k  N. Typically the dataset D to be clustered
is viewed as a N X M object-feature matrix. The partition of D into k sub-groups is de-
noted as Cˆ = {C1,C2, . . . ,Ck}. Apart from using class labells, when available, to verify
how well the clustering worked, clustering does not use previously assigned class labels
during data processing. This is why it is considered as unsupervised learning [227]. In
contrast to classification analysis where the objective is to predict the class to which a
new pattern belongs, clustering seeks to discover the number and compositions of natural
partitions or clusters in the data. One of the drawbacks of unsupervised learning is the
probability of generating highly undesirable clusters. Using some form of supervision can
improve the clustering quality. For example, semi-supervised clustering clusters objects
based on user feedback or guidance constraints that lead the algorithm towards a better
partitioning [102].
Data from different application areas and different data types has been analyzed us-
ing clustering algorithms. Data in different application areas includes: geoscientific data,
e.g. satellite images [144]; biological data, e.g. microarray gene expression [129]; World
Wide Web data [156] and multimedia data [109]. Examples of different data types that
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were used in clustering tasks are: Text [228]; time-series [155] and structured data [7].
Clustering is also a highly effective tool in spatial database applications [187], information
retrieval [158], Web analysis [270], marketing [95], medical diagnostics [89], computa-
tional biology [17], image segmentation [261], outlier detection [161] and many other
applications.
Clustering contains assumptions about the meaning of similarity as it is based on com-
parisons of objects. A reliable and accurate similarity measure is an essential requirement
for effective clustering performance. Most clustering algorithms then try to maximize the
inter-cluster similarity and minimize the intra-cluster similarity. In other words, they try
to combine objects that are similar to objects within their clusters and dissimilar to objects
of other clusters [73]. A more detailed discussion on similarity and dissimilarity measures
can be found in Section 2.2.
The problem of clustering can be described as an optimization problem with respect
to some clustering criteria. Two commonly used criteria are compactness and separation.
Compactness is a measure of object similarity within a cluster and separation is a measure
of isolation between clusters [172]. These criteria are used to assess the results of applying
a clustering algorithm to group some data. To use these criteria, there are several validity
measures that can be optimized for better clustering performance but no single measure
can be considered as the best for all clustering problems. Moreover, it is possible to
optimize multiple measures either separately or combined as a single measure to evaluate
the clustering solution. This is known as multi-objective clustering [140]. All possible
solutions along with validity index values describe the complete search space [172]. The
process of evaluating the complete search space is called cluster validity assessment and
is presented in Section 2.5.
2.2 Distance measures
Distance or similarity measures are essential to solve many pattern recognition problems
such as classification, clustering, outlier detection, noise removal and retrieval problems
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[132]. The similarity of patterns in any clustering technique is typically reflected by a dis-
tance measure. Jain [124] defined the "distance measure" term as a metric or quasi-metric
on the space of features utilized to calculate and represent the similarity between patterns
or objects. Synonyms for distance measures include "similarity measures" and "similar-
ity coefficients". There is a variety of similarity/dissimilarity measures that have been
developed and are in use at present [32]. These measures range from simple approaches
which reflect the dissimilarity between two patterns based on their attribute values (e.g.
Euclidean) to others like those that categorize the conceptual similarity [131]. The im-
portance of these indices comes from their critical impact on the quality of the clustering
output [227]. Therefore, with a good distance measure the construction of the learning
models becomes easier and its accuracy usually improves [260].
A distance measure (e.g., Minkowski method) is simply called a "metric" (function) if
it satisfies four mathematical properties [227, 113]. If Oi, Oj and Oz are the objects and
dist is the distance metric, then the four properties are:
1. Reflexivity: the metric function produces zero, if and only if, the two examined
objects are identical, i.e. dist(Oi,Oj) = 0↔ Oi = Oj ∀i∧ j ∈ {1 : N}.
2. Symmetry: the distance from an objects Oi to an object Oj is the same as the dis-
tance from Oj to Oi, i.e. dist(Oi,Oj) = dist(Oj,Oi) ∀i∧ j ∈ {1 : N}.
3. Triangle inequality: this property is denoted by dist(Oi,Oz)≤ dist(Oi,Oj)+dist(Oj,
Oz) ∀i∧ j∧ z ∈ {1 : N}, where the equality happens when Oj lies on the line that
connects Oi and Oz.
4. Non-negativity: the metric function does not produce negative distances, i.e. dist(Oi,
Oj)≥ 0 ∀i∧ j ∈ {1 : N}.
In contrast, other distance measure, for example, some methods used with binary data
are not metrics, thus they do not satisfy these mathematical properties [227]. Also, there
are multiple distance measures for numeric data that are not metrics such as the Cosine
similarity method (defined in the next section). Non-metric distance measures are occa-
sionally referred to as "divergence" [32].
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2.2.1 Types of distance measures
The diversity of problems, data types and their scales makes picking the most appropriate
distance measure(s) a major challenge. In this section we present some of the widely-used
distance measures classified according to the data types that they deal with.
1. Distance measure for structure data: The typical feature types in structured data
are binary, discrete nominal or ordinal and continuous [254]. Whereas binary at-
tributes may take the value 0 or 1, a discrete attribute can take one of a set of values
while a continuous feature gets a real value [227]. The similarity/dissimilarity of
objects is typically defined by some measure of distance of the individual attributes
that create these objects. Considering a dataset containing N objects, {O1, O2,
. . . ,ON}, where each object Oi is described by a single attribute A which is denoted
as Oi.A, the dissimilarity between Oi and Oj are defined by Tan et al. [231] accord-
ing to the attributes type as follows:
dist(Oi,O j) =

Binary or nominal attributes
 0 i f Oi.A = O j.A1 i f Oi.A 6= O j.A
Ordinal attributes |Oi.A−O j.A|/(N−1)
Continuous attributes |Oi.A−O j.A|
The common distance measures described below are more complex calculations as
they measure the distance between objects that are described by multiple attributes.
They calculate the distance between two structured objects defined as Oi = {Oi.A1,
Oi.A2, . . . ,Oi.Ap, . . . , OiAz} and Oj = {Oj.A1,Oj.A2, . . . ,Oj.Ap, . . . , Oj.Az}. The
following measures are classified according to the attributes type of the structured
data.
• Distance measures for binary data
The group of measures developed for this category of data is known as match-
ing coefficients [57]. The approach underlying these techniques is that two ob-
jects are viewed as similar to the degree that they share a common pattern of at-
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tribute values among the binary variables. Typically, the matching coefficients
range between 0 for not similar at all and 1 for completely similar [73]. The
comparison between two objects, Oi and Oj, that are represented by the binary
vector feature form with z attributes leads to four quantities called Operational
Taxonomic Units (OTUs). Those are listed below and shown in Table 2.1 [32]:
a = the number of positions where Oi.Ap was 1 and Oj.Ap was 1.
b = the number of positions where Oi.Ap was 1 and Oj.Ap was 0.
c = the number of positions where Oi.Ap was 0 and Oj.Ap was 1.
d = the number of positions where Oi.Ap was 0 and Oj.Ap was 0.
Presence of i Absence of i sum
Presence of j a c a + c
Absence of j b d b + d
sum a + c b + d p = a + b + c + d
Table 2.1: The main four quantities of binary features to compare two m-dimensional
objects
There are multiple similarity measures for this type of data proposed in the
literature. The four most popular measures are discussed in this section. The
first one is Russell/Rao Index [201] which is the default for binary similarity
measure. It can be expressed in terms of the previous four quantities as:
a
a+b+ c+d
(2.1)
This index is the proportion of cases in which both binary vectors are posi-
tively matched to the total number of features. In contrast, the Jaccard coef-
ficient [123], sometimes referred to as Tanimoto coefficient [221], excludes d
from consideration which represents joint absences where neither Oi nor Oj
were 1:
a
a+b+ c
(2.2)
The third calculation is the Matching coefficient [223], sometimes referred to
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as Rand [200] , which includes both matched cells a and d in the numerator:
a+d
a+b+ c+d
(2.3)
The fourth measure is Dice’s coefficient [54]. It is similar to the Jaccard coef-
ficient, with an additional weight given to cases where Oi and Oj were 1:
2a
2a+b+ c
(2.4)
The distance between two vectors is determined by subtracting each of the
previous calculations from 1. Once distances are calculated for the whole data
they are combined into a matrix that is an input for the selected clustering
algorithm [73].
To illustrate this, assume the following two binary vectors, Oi and Oj.
Oi = {1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1}
Oj = {0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1}
Then, the four quantities are equal to: a = 3, b = 1, c = 2 and d = 2. Conse-
quently, the four described measures equal to:
Russell/Rao = 23+1+2+2 =
1
4
a f tersubtraction→ 1-14=34
Jaccard = 33+1+2 =
1
2
a f tersubtraction→ 1-12=12
Rand = 3+23+1+2+2 =
5
8
a f tersubtraction→ 1-58=38
Dice = 2.32.3+1+2 =
2
3
a f tersubtraction→ 1-23=13
It is obvious that the four indexes have different values; this is due to the
differences in the definition of each of the measures. Russell/Rao index and
matching correlation include negative matches, the d value, while Jaccard and
Dice’s coefficient do not. Furthermore, Dice’s coefficient uses a weighting
scheme. According to Sokal and Sneath [224], the d value does not reflect
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necessarily any similarity between objects as a large proportion of the binary
dimensions in two objects are more likely to have negative matches. Some
other researchers [68] considered the negative matches but they see positive
matches as more significant, thus they give the former less weight comparing
to the latter.
Though a variety of binary similarity measures have been developed, only
a few studies have compared their performance. For example, Jakson et al.
[125] compared eight different similarity measures to evaluate the distances
between fish species. In handwriting identification practice, Zhang and Sri-
hari [273] compared seven binary measures which have been summarised by
Tubbs [238] to solve a matching problem. A large number of experiments
were conducted in these studies and they end up with different conclusions,
however, in regards to the measures we have mentioned, Jaccard and Dice’s
coefficients were the best performers. In addition, a recent survey conducted
by Choi et al. [37] has compared 76 binary similarity measures and classi-
fied them hierarchically to observe close relationships among them. This type
of study has lead researchers to choose the more accurate measures for their
problems.
• Distance measures for discrete and continuous data
Several distance measures for continuous data have been developed. The most
popular and widely-used methods are given below:
A. Minkowski metric family
The most popular proximity measure for this data category is the Minkowski
metric, P (Oi,Oj), which is a generalization of other well-known simi-
larity measures. Based on the Pythagorean Theorem, Euclid stated that
the shortest distance between two points is a straight line connect them,
consequently, this definition is known as the Euclidean distance [32].
Minkowski in the late 19th century considered other distance measures
and generalized this idea to form this family of measures [141]. The
Minkowski measure is the rth root of the sum of the absolute differences
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to the rth power between the values of the objects’ attributes. It is calcu-
lated using the following formula [124]:
P (Oi,O j) = (
z
∑
p=1
|Oi.Ap−O j.Ap|)
1
r
(2.5)
where, Oi, Oj are respectively the ith and the jth objects in the dataset, r
is a parameter, z is the data dimensionality (number of attributes) and
Oi.Ap andOj.Ap are the pth attribute of Oi and Oj. The parameter, r,
should not be confused with the dimensionality, z. Special cases of the
Minkowski metric arise when r has different assignments. This includes
the city block (Manhattan) distance (L1norm) and the Euclidean distance
(L2norm) and the max norm (L∞norm). They occur whenr = 1, r = 2 and
r→ ∞ respectively.
The Euclidean distance is defined as the square root of the sum of squared
differences between two patterns. It runs from zero (in the case of iden-
tical objects) to an undetermined maximum. It has to be mentioned here
that, in practice, the square root in the Euclidean distance function is
often not computed because if the square root is taken or not, similar ob-
jects will still be similar anyway. Euclidean distance is the most widely
used metric as it works efficiently with different data types in different
dimensional space. Moreover, it has proved its effectiveness in the case
of data that has compact or isolated clusters [169]. On the other hand, it
sometimes needs data rescaling to get a common range of values [254] or
a weighting scheme [11] in order to solve the drawback of large-scaled
features due to its sensitivity to the scale of numbers.
Data rescaling is required for a fair comparison when manipulating data
with different measurement units and scales. An example will be a case
of measuring the distance between objects based on age and income fea-
tures. Unless these two attributes are rescaled, the distance between
objects will be dominated by income. To rescale a dataset, there are
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two well-known techniques: data normalization and data standardiza-
tion. Data normalization scales the numbers in the range between zero
and one. The normalization rescales the value of the pth dimension of the
ith object, Oi.Ap, by dividing the difference between the original value,
Oi.Aporg, and the minimum of the pth dimension, Apmin, by the difference
between the maximum of the same dimension, Apmax, and its minimum
Apmin. The following formula defines data normalization of Oxi :
Oi.Apnorm =
Oi.Aporg−Apmin
Apmax−Apmin (2.6)
Data standardization rescales the dataset by ignoring the level and ampli-
tude aspects and transforming the numbers to have zero mean and unit
variance. The level is the general size of the values which is measured
by the mean and the amplitude is the extremeness or variability of the
values, which is measured by the standard deviation. The standardization
rescales the value of the pth dimension of the ith object, Oi.Ap, using the
mean value, Apmean, and the standard deviation, Apstd, of pth dimension
following the next formula:
Oi.Apstd =
Oi.Aporg−Apmean
Apstd
(2.7)
In addition, the Standardized Euclidean distance (SEuclidean) is also
used in practice and might be defined as the Euclidean distance measure
that is calculated on standardized data. The SEuclidean distance between
structured data objects requires computing the standard deviation vector
S = {s1,s2, . . . ,sp, . . . ,sz}, where sp is the standard deviation calculated
over the pth attribute, Ap, of the structure data. SEuclidean between two
objects, Oi and O j, is:
SEuclideanOi,O j =
z
∑
p=1
(Oi.Ap−O j.Ap)2/sp (2.8)
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B. Salton’s Cosine Similarity
It is a measure of similarity between two vectors suggested by [209]
which measures the cosine of the angle between these vectors. It is a
judgment of orientation and not magnitude, so for vectors with the same
orientation the value will be 1; for vectors at 90o angle it will be 0. Thus,
its values lie in the range from 0 to 1 in positive spaces [262]. Cosine
similarity is expressed by the following equation to measure the similar-
ity between two z-dimensional objects Oi and Oj:
cos(Oi,O j) =
∑zp=1 Oi.A
p×O j.Ap√
∑zp=1 (Oi.Ap)
2×
√
∑zp=1 (O j.Ap)
2
(2.9)
Cosine similarity is one of the most popular similarity measure applied to
text documents [148]. This is due to its efficiency in the evaluations for
sparse vectors or matrices in particular as only the non-zero dimensions
will be calculated. Additionally, it works independently of the document
length, i.e., it considers two documents as identical objects if they have
the same set of words even if they occur in different frequencies [67].
2. Distance measure for text: The bag of words is one of the most popular rep-
resentation models for text mining. In this scheme words are assumed to appear
independently and the order is immaterial. Each word corresponds to a dimension
in the term-frequency-matrix, TFM, and each document then becomes a vector of
non-negative t values,
#»
D. TFM is a mathematical d x t matrix that represents the
frequency of a list of t terms in a set of d documents. Term frequency-inverse doc-
ument frequency (tf-idf) [113] is a weighting scheme used to determine the value
of each entry in TFM such that wi, j represent the value of the jth term in the ith
document
#»
Di.
For the text data type we can use the Euclidean distance and Cosine calculation
described earlier. Also, the Jaccard coefficient which measures similarity of binary
data can be used. For text documents, it compares the sum weight of shared terms
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to the sum weight of terms that are present in either of the two document but are
not the shared terms. In addition, the following methods are other alternatives:
A. Pearson Correlation Coefficient
A decade after Francis Galton defined regression for the first time in 1885, Karl
Pearson developed a correlation index that is known by his name and still in
use until today [206]. In contrast to most of the similarity methods which are
bounded between [0,1], the Person Correlation Coefficient is measured from -1
to +1. The extremes +1 and -1 means the two objects are perfectly correlated in
the case of +1 in a positive manner and in the case of -1 in a negative manner. 0
reflects uncorrelated objects while the in-between values indicating intermediate
similarity or dissimilarity. When dealing with positive values only, the Pearson
coefficient can be transformed linearly by adding 1 to it and dividing the total
by 2. In general, Pearson coefficient measures the degree of linear dependency
[67]. There are several forms of the Pearson correlation coefficient formula. The
commonly used metric to measure the similarity between two text documents
#»
Di and
#»
Di is [254]:
Pearson(
#»
Di,
#»
D j) =
t∑tx=1 wi,xw j,x−T Fi×T Fj√
[t∑tx=1 (wi,x)
2−T F2i ][t∑tx=1 (w j,x)2−T F2j ]
,
where, T Fi = ∑tx=1 wi,x and T Fj = ∑
t
x=1 w j,x.
B. Averaged Kullback-Leibler Divergence
The Kullback-Leibler divergence [142], also called the relative entropy, is a
non-metric, non-symmetric measure widely applied for evaluating the differ-
ences between two probability distributions. Since, a document is considered
as a probability distribution of terms, we calculate the distance between the
two corresponding probability distributions to reflect the similarity between two
documents. Given two distributions of words
#»
Di and
#»
D j the KL-divergence is
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defined as:
DKL(
#»
Di ‖ #»D j) =
t
∑
x=1
wi,x× log
(
wi,x
w j,x
)
(2.10)
The average KL-divergence, DavgKL, is sometimes used instead, for example
in text clustering [235], to overcome the non-symmetric problem. It can be
computed with the following formula:
DavgKL(
#»
Di ‖ #»D j) =
t
∑
x=1
pi1×DKL(wi,x ‖ wt)+pi2×DKL(wi,x ‖ wt), (2.11)
where, pi1 =
wi,x
wi,x+w j,x
, pi2 =
w j,x
wi,x+w j,x
and wt = pi1×wi,x+pi2×w j,x
3. Distance measure for time-series data type: To understand how we can mea-
sure the distance between Oi and Oj that are described by time-series data, we
need to know what is a time-series. A time-series is a temporally ordered set
of r values which are typically collected in successive intervals of time such as
{(t1,v1), . . . ,(tl,vl), . . . ,(tr,vr)}. Thus time-series can be represented as a vector of
r time/value pairs, however, r is not fixed, and thus the length of two objects of that
type can be different.
The similarity between two time-series may be computed as similarity in time, sim-
ilarity in shape and/or similarity in change. The time-based similarity compares the
underling shape in the time dimension, thus, this type of assessment ignores the
time component and deals with the values recorded as structured data. Correlation
measures, for example the previously described Euclidean distance, can be used for
this type of comparison [136]. The shape-based similarity has two types of assess-
ment: strict time dependent and weak time dependent. The strict time dependent
assessment is similar to the time-based similarity with the difference of mitigat-
ing noise in the index to capture similarity even when the data are not aligned in
time; the literature suggests the Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) approach (DTW
discussed below) for this type. The weak time dependent assessment compares
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the similarity between the local sub-sequences of two Time-series, i.e., recognises
the similarity in the shape without requiring the time alignment. The time-series
shapelets method [263] is the most popular approach for measuring these simi-
larities. The change-based similarity measures how time-series change over time.
Auto-correlation functions were used in most research to transform data in order to
assess the similarity rather than comparing the actual values, where similarity arises
when we have a similar form of auto-correlation. To do this, researchers, normally,
fit a generative model, e.g. Auto-regressive Moving Average [16].
Here, we focus on measuring the shape similarity using an elastic approach such
as DTW, first introduced into the data mining community in 1996 [19]. DTW is a
non-linear (elastic) technique that allows similar shapes to match even if they are
out of phase in the time axis. Researchers [202] have investigated the ability of
DTW to handle sequences of variable lengths and concluded that re-interpolating
sequences into equal lengths does not produce a statistically significant difference
to comparing them directly using DTW. Others [106] have argued that interpolating
sequences into equal lengths is detrimental. In our practice, we believe that we can
assess time-series objects using their original lengths. However, the calculated dis-
tances are normalized and this is achieved by normalizing through the sum of both
series’ lengths. To explain how to align two time-series using DTW, suppose the
lengths of time-series which represent Oi and O j are r1 and r2 respectively. First,
we need to construct an r1× r2 piecewise squared distance matrix. The (zth, lth)
element of this matrix corresponds to the squared distance (Oi.vz−O j.vl)2, which
represents alignment between the values, vz and vl , of the two time-series, Oi and
O j, respectively. Then the DTW distance for Oi and O j is defined by the shortest
path through this matrix which is the best match between these two sequences. The
optimal path can be found using dynamic programming [202] that minimises the
warping cost:
DTWOi,O j = min
{√√√√ K∑
k=1
Wk (2.12)
where Wk is the matrix element (zth, lth)k that also belongs to the kth element of a
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warping path, W. W is a set of contiguous matrix elements that represent a mapping
between Oi and O j.
4. Distance measure for image data type: There are many methods that have been
formulated in the literature to measure similarity between images and these meth-
ods depend on the representation of images. Images can be compared using, for
example, pixel-based [65], feature-based [50] and structural-based [31] methods.
In addition, we may use different versions of the image representation data such as:
the raw image, normalized image intensities, ranked intensities or joint probabili-
ties of corresponding intensities. Lets say that we want to measure the similarity
between two 2-dimensional m×n 24-bit RGB images, IMGX and IMGY , which are
stored as 3-dimensional matrices that are m×n×3. The sequences can be consid-
ered as intensities of corresponding pixels in the images in a raster-scan order such
as: IMGX = {imgX1,1,1, imgX1,1,2, imgX1,1,3, imgX1,2,1, imgX1,2,2, . . ., imgX1,n,3, . . .,
imgX2,1,1, . . ., imgXm,n,3} and IMGY = {imgY1,1,1, imgY1,1,2, imgY1,1,3, imgY1,2,1,
imgY1,2,2, . . ., imgY1,n,3, . . ., imgY2,1,1, . . ., imgYm,n,3}. In this representation, the
first two dimensions of the matrix, m and n, are the image dimensions while the
third dimension is used to define colour components for each individual pixel. The
colour of every pixel is determined by the combination of red, green, and blue in-
tensities. For a particular pixel, colours intensities are stored in each of the three
colour planes at the pixel’s position as a number between 0 and 1. In our defini-
tion of similarity, we do not consider rotational and scaling differences. Therefore,
if images IMGX and IMGY match, corresponding pixels in the images will show
the same scene point. Within this scenario, considerable efforts have been made to
define similarities between images using popular methods such as Pearson Correla-
tion Coefficient[206], Tanimoto measure[123], and any of the Minkowski measures
family [141] including (L1norm) and (L2norm). However, it was found that many
of these metrics suffer from one or more of the following disadvantages:
• It is difficult to combine the metric with powerful image recognition tech-
niques such as SVM [242], LDA [25], PCA [195], etc.
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• The measure is sophisticated and its computation is complicated.
• It does not obey the triangle inequality in all cases, therefore, it is possible to
have two highly dissimilar images that can be both very similar to a third one.
Instead, multimedia data mining researchers take advantage of using image descrip-
tor systems that facilitate classification, indexing and image retrieval such as QBIC
[75], Netra [165], MARS [190] and VisualSEEK [220]. All of these systems work
fully automatically based on the images’ low-level features including colour, tex-
ture and shape. One of the image descriptors that has recently shown good perfor-
mance in different image tasks (e.g., image retrieval [153] and image completion
[104]) is GIST[189]. GIST is a global descriptor that does not need any form of
image segmentation and works using a similar approach to the popular local SIFT
descriptor [162]. In a preliminary stage, each image is re-sized in a way that does
not affect the aspect ratio of the original image. More precisely, a centered crop
is conducted and then the image is re-sized so that the cropped region preserves as
much as possible from the original input image. Researchers who have proposed
this model have also determined a set of perceptual dimensions that represent the
dominant spatial structure of an image. These are: naturalness, openness, rough-
ness, expansion and ruggedness. These dimensions can be estimated using spectral
and coarsely localized information. The images are divided to 4× 4 grids for which
orientation histograms are extracted. In more detail, this model uses the expression
"Spatial Envelop" to define the low dimensional representation of the images. This
term comes from a similar idea to what is employed in architecture to describe a
composite set of boundaries. For example, the special boundaries of most freeway
images look like a large surface stretching to the horizon line, filled-in with con-
cavities such as vehicles whereas an image of a jungle would look very different
from this perspective. Therefore, spatial envelope is represented by the relationship
between the outlines of the surfaces and their properties, including the inner tex-
tured pattern generated by different objects like windows, trees, cars, people etc.
Afterwards, when the GIST descriptions are generated, they are compared using
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the L2norm distance (described within the Minkowski metric family).
2.2.2 Weaknesses of existing distance measures
Distance measures reflect the degree of similarity or dissimilarity between objects and
this measuring procedure should correspond to the data characteristics that might help
distinguish the clusters. Since, in many cases, if not all, these characteristics are depen-
dent on the problem context; there is no measure that is universally best for all types of
clustering problems [113] Nevertheless, understanding the effectiveness of each existing
measures is of importance in helping to choose the best one for the task in hand. Gen-
erally speaking, each of the methods developed through the years to measure similarity
between objects has its own strengths and weaknesses. One of the general drawbacks
of the existing measures, for instance, is the situation when the objects have features of
mixed types. Nevertheless, researchers have developed distance measures for this hetero-
geneity. Examples of measures proposed to represent qualitative and quantitative features
together are HVDM [254] and generalized Minkowski [121]. The generalized Minkowski
manipulates all attribute types together performing one cluster analysis using weighting
structure to add significance to the meaningful attributes [102]. Defining an appropriate
effective distance measure for a heterogeneous data obtained from different media types
is a big challenge discussed in Section 3.5.
It has to be noted that, some data mining techniques that use similarity measures such
as clustering analysis, deal with a matrix of proximities instead of the original data. This
matrix represents the proximities between objects in the form of an object-by-object prox-
imity. Thus, in such cases, the N(N− 1)/2 pairwise distance calculations for the N pat-
terns are pre-computed and stored in a symmetric proximity matrix in advance [124].
2.2.3 Selecting distance measures
Tan et al. [231] have pointed out some general helpful observations in choosing the simi-
larity between objects, these are:
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1. The type of similarity/dissimilarity measure should fit the data.
2. Similarity between continuous attributes is most often expressed in terms of differ-
ences, e.g. Euclidean.
3. The data should be rescaled when needed before measuring distances.
4. In the case of sparse data, which often consists of symmetric attributes such as tf-
idf matrices that are used to represent free text, similarity measure that ignore 0-0
matches should be employed, e.g. Cosine and Jaccard coefficients.
5. In the case of time-series, there are some characteristics of the data vectors that
may need to be considered such as the nature of the task and the data domain which
specify the notion of similarity:
a. If the magnitude of the time-series is important, for instance, each time-series
represent total sales of the same product for a different year, then Euclidean
distance is optimal.
b. If the shape of the time-series is important which occurs when time-series repre-
sent different quantities, for instance, blood pressure and oxygen consumption,
then correlation which uses a built-in normalization that accounts for differences
in magnitude and level would be appropriate.
In addition, there are other issues related to time-series that we need to be aware of
as they significantly impact similarity calculations including:
a. They have trends or periodic patterns.
b. Sometime time lags need to be taken into account.
c. Two time-series may be similar over a specific period of time, e.g. the relation
between temperature and natural gas used in heating seasons is a case in point.
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2.3 Cluster analysis
This section describes different aspects related to clustering analysis. It starts with some
definitions of important notations in Section 2.3.1. Possible clustering solutions are given
in Section 2.3.2. Section 2.3.3 investigates how to determine the number of clusters in
a clustering analysis problem as the number of clusters to be formed is one important
feature of a good clustering; few clusters achieve simplification but unavoidably lose the
fine detail of the data and vice versa [43]. After that, the available clustering techniques
and algorithms as well as how the clusters can be represented are discussed in Sections
2.4.1 and 2.4.2 respectively. The clustering analysis review ends up with an overview of
existing algorithm in Section 2.4.3.
2.3.1 Notation definitions
Some important notation in the context of clustering analysis is defined below as well as
some general shared properties of the possible solutions:
• A cluster’s centroid, CC, is the center of a cluster. In the feature space, it is the
point with coordinates equal to the average values, mean or median, of the variables
for the objects in a particular cluster. This is usually defined by the mean of the
numerical attributes and the mode of the categorical attributes. Thus, it almost
never corresponds to an actual data object. For a particular numerical attribute, Ai,
of objects belonging to the xth cluster, Cx, the mean is often calculated using the
formula below where |Cx| is number of objects in the xth cluster:
1
|Cx| ∑O∈Cx
Ai (2.13)
For a particular categorical attribute, A j, of objects belonging to Cx, the mode is
often assigned to the most frequently represented value of attribute A j of all objects
∈ Cx. Accordingly a cluster’s centroid, CCx , can be allocated by calculating the
mean and/or mode for every single attribute of the objects within the xthcluster. To
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illustrate, the CCx that groups three 2-dimensional points, e.g., (2,3), (6,2) and (4,4)
is ((2+6+4)/3,(3+2+4)/3) =(4,3).
• The cluster’s medoid is considered as the most representative point within a cluster
as it is the most centrally located object in the cluster. The average dissimilarity to
all the objects in the cluster to the medoid is minimal [18]. In the case of data with
categorical attributes, the medoid is often used. A medoid is calculated by finding
object Oi ∈ cluster Cx that minimizes the following formula:
∑
O j∈Cx
dist(Oi,O j) (2.14)
where dist(Oi,O j) is the distance between each object O j ∈ Cx and a particular
object in the same cluster, Oi, which could be allocated as the cluster medoid.
• The within-cluster variation, WCx, is the squared sum of the distances between
objects, Oi, that belong to a specific cluster, Cx, and the centre of this cluster, CCx:
WCx = ∑
Oi∈Cx
dist(Oi,CCx)
2 (2.15)
It reflects how compact and tight the clusters are.
• The total-cluster variation, TC, is the squared sum of the distances of each object,
Oi, to all objects’ average, µO, such:
TC = ∑
Oi∈D
dist(Oi,µO)2 (2.16)
• The between-cluster variation, BC, is the squared sum of the distances of the centre
of each cluster Cx ∈ Cˆ, CCx , and all objects’ average, µO, such:
BC = ∑
Cx∈Cˆ
|Cx|dist(µCx ,µO)2 (2.17)
where |Cx| is the number of objects in cluster Cx. BC reflects how separated and far
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the clusters are. It is also calculated for a particular cluster Cx by subtracting WCx
from TC as BCx = TC - WCx.
2.3.2 Clustering solutions
Clustering can be complete or partial. Complete clustering allocates every object in the
dataset to at least one cluster such ∀Oi∈N ∈D, ∃Cx∈k ∈ Cˆ where Oi ∈Cx, thus C1∪ . . .∪
Cx ∪ . . .∪Ck = D. Partial clustering produces clusters by grouping some of the objects
and not all such ∃Oi∈N ∈ D ∧ Oi /∈ Cx where x = 1,2, . . . .k. An example for partial
clustering is the practice of partitioning a dataset excluding the uninteresting background,
noise or outlier objects [232].
Moreover, clusters can be exclusive or overlapping (probabilistic) [199]. Exclusive
clusters are defined when an object is arbitrarily assigned to a single sub-group. Each
object must belong to at most one cluster, i.e. Cx ∩Cy = φ,∀Cx,Cy ∈ Cˆ. Overlapping
clusters are defined when the clustering process allocates an object to several clusters si-
multaneously such that ∃Oi∈N ∈ D and Oi belongs to z clusters where 1≤ z≤ k. In other
situations, objects can belong to all the clusters with a specific membership probability,
γ, that is between 0 and 1 such Cx = {γO1,γO2, . . . ,γON},∀Cx∈k ∈ Cˆ where γ is the de-
gree of membership and 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1. The clusters are known as probabilistic clusters or
fuzzy clusters. In fuzzy clustering, unlike crisp or hard clustering, each object is given a
membership degree that indicates the strength of the object’s association to all or some of
the clusters, i.e. the object is not assigned to a unique single cluster [128]. This type of
clustering, which allows overlapping clusters, is therefore appropriate for imprecise and
noisy data [22].
Clustering techniques define clusters differently according to how each works, i.e.
depending on the distance, density, distribution, etc. The following points describe how
the common clustering solutions define clusters [227, 232, 199]:
• Well-separated clustering: defines a cluster as a set of objects where each of them
is more similar to every other object in the cluster, Cx, than to objects in other
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clusters, Cy. That is, ∀Oi, Oj ∈ Cx, Oz ∈ Cy,→ dist(Oi,Oj) < dist(Oi,Oz) ∧
dist(Oi,Oj)< dist(Oj,Oz). This definition of clusters occurs when the dataset con-
tains natural separated clusters. The formed clusters may have any shape. More-
over, well-separated clusters sometimes use a threshold, θ, to satisfy that the dis-
tance between any pair of objects in different clusters is larger than the distance
between any two in the same cluster.
• Centre-based clustering: defines a cluster as a set of objects where objects are more
similar to the centre that defines their cluster, CCx , than to the centre of other clus-
ters, CCy , such ∀Oi ∈ Cx→ dist(Oi, CCx)< dist(Oi, CCy), Cx,Cy ∈ Cˆ. The centre of
a particular cluster is either a centroid or a medoid. Centre-based clusters tend to
be spherical.
• Graph-based clustering: this clustering solution is used when the data is represented
by graphs where nodes denote objects and links denote connections. A graph-based
solution defines a cluster as a set of connected objects that are not connected to other
objects outside their cluster. The connection between nodes differs according to the
clustering algorithm. Contiguity-based clusters are an important example of this
type where a pair of objects are connected if the distance between the objects is
within a determined threshold, θ. This is useful in the case of irregular or inter-
twined clusters. Clique clusters [6] are another example of graphic-based clusters
where all the nodes in the graph are completely connected to each other. Not sur-
prisingly, such cluster tends to be spherical.
• Density-based clustering: defines a cluster as a dense region of objects that are
separated by low-density regions from other clusters. This approach is useful in the
case of data with noise and outliers or irregular/entwined clusters where other types
of clusters such as contiguity-based cluster would tend to form bridges between
clusters in the presence of noise.
• Conceptual-based clustering: defines a cluster as a set of objects that creates a re-
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gion with a uniform property (such as a specific density or a determined shape)
or that presents a specific concept. This definition encompasses all the other men-
tioned definitions but the shared property approach is more general and may also
include other types of clusters.
In addition, to produce a clustering solution, we can either consider only inputs or
consider both inputs (or a small set of it) and outputs. Inputs mean the distribution of
the input data and outputs mean the associate output mappings of these inputs. In those
algorithms that allow output information to contribute, outputs are utilized as a guidance
for clustering and approximation in different manners. Although, most of the available
clustering algorithms work on the input information only, however, there are some efforts
[87, 149] to consider both input and output information. Some researchers [248] are
working on algorithms that can produce clustering configuration using both input and
output information and also can determine the optimal number of clusters at the same
time. Specifying the number of clusters is a big problem in clustering which is discussed
in the next section (Section 2.3.3).
To apply any of the above solutions, there are many well-developed clustering algo-
rithms in the literature, Section 2.4 introduces some of the most widely-used at present.
2.3.3 Number of clusters
One common problem for clustering algorithms is the choice of an appropriate number
of clusters, which has a deterministic effect on the clustering output. In several clustering
algorithms, e.g. k-means [166] and k-medoids [133], the number of clusters to be created
is a parameter determined by the user. There are other algorithms, e.g. hierarchical tech-
niques [275, 92], that avoid this problem by searching for the optimal choice. The optimal
choice may depend on the dataset distribution and the resolution of the clustering output
required. Thus, the number of clusters ranges between two extremes: one cluster (max-
imum data compression) and N clusters where N is the number of objects in the dataset.
A prior understanding of the dataset at hand might help in estimating the number of clus-
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ters [18]. However, a variety of methods have been proposed to estimate the number of
clusters, especially in the absence of preceding knowledge. The most common methods
are:
• Calinski and Harabasz’s pseudo-F method
This is a global method [29] also known as the Variance Ration Criterion (VRC). It
determines the optimal estimate of a number of clusters, k, by maximizing the index
VRCk∗ over the proposed number of clusters, k∗. The larger the index value, the
more distinct cluster structure and the smaller index value, the less clearly defined
structure. The Calinski and Harabasz’s pseudo-F index, VRCk∗ , for k∗ clusters and
N objects is given by:
VRCk∗ =
BCk∗/(k∗−1)
WCk∗/(N− k∗)
(2.18)
where BCk∗ and WCk∗ are the overall between-cluster variation and within-cluster
variation, respectively.
VRCk∗ is only defined for k∗ > 1 since BCk∗ is not defined when k∗ = 1 as the
maximum would never occur at k∗ = 1. Moreover, no one is interested in k∗ = 1.
Milligan and Cooper [177] evaluated thirty different methods for estimating the
optimal number of clusters. They stated that the method worked well in many
different cases and was one of the best examined approaches.
• Hartigan’s method
This is an empirical method [103], which depends on the idea that, for k∗< k, where
k is the optimal number of clusters and k∗ is the nominated number of clusters, a
(k∗+1) - cluster should be the k∗ - cluster with one of its clusters divided into two.
On the other hand, at k∗ > k, both k∗- cluster and (k∗+1) - cluster will be equal to
the optimal clustering with some of the clusters divided. Thus, there is not a great
difference between the within-cluster variation in the case of k∗-clusters, WCk∗ and
the within-cluster variation in the case of (k∗+1)-clusters, WCk∗+1. Hence, Hartigan
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proposed the following calculation:
Hk∗ =
(
WCk∗
WCk∗+1
−1
)
(N− k∗−1) (2.19)
where N is the number of objects. The idea now is to increase k∗ and calculate the
Hartigan index, Hk∗ . A simple decision rule suggested by Hartigan is to stop adding
clusters (increasing the value of k∗ when Hk∗ > 10. Hence, k∗ is best estimated as
the smallest k∗ that satisfies Hk∗ ≤ 10.
• Silhouette
This method [134] is defined as the average of silhouette, S(Oi) for every object
Oi in the dataset D. It reflects the within-cluster compactness and between-cluster
separation. A silhouette, S(Oi), close to 1 implies that Oi is in the appropriate
cluster, while a silhouette, S(Oi), close to -1 implies that Oi is in the wrong cluster.
To calculate S(Oi), two quantities needs to be computed these are:
a(Oi) the average dissimilarity, Λavr, of object Oi to all other objects in its cluster,
Cx, such:
Λavr = 1|Cx|∑Oj∈Cx dist(Oi,Oj) where |Cx| is the number of objects in cluster Cx.
and
b(Oi) the minimum average dissimilarity of object Oi to all other objects in cluster
Cy, minΛavr, where Cy ∈ Cˆ∧Cy 6= Cx ∀y ∈ {1 : k}, such that:
minΛavr =min{ 1|Cy|∑Oj∈Cy dist(Oi,Oj)}where |Cy| is the number of objects in clus-
ter Cy.
Any measure of dissimilarity from those described in Section 2.2. can be used to
measure dist(Oi, Oj).
The silhouette, S(Oi), of the ithobject, for each object in D is calculated as:
S(Oi) =
b(Oi)−a(Oi)
max{a(Oi),b(Oi)} (2.20)
This can be rewritten as:
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S(Oi) =

1−a(Oi)/b(Oi) if a(Oi)< b(Oi)
0 if a(Oi) = b(Oi)
b(Oi)/a(Oi)−1 if a(Oi) > b(Oi)
The average of S(Oi) over all data is a measure of how to determine the natural
number of clusters within a dataset. It is calculated by assuming a different number
of clusters, i.e. 1, 2, 3, . . . , etc. Then the number of clusters is chosen as that which
maximizes the average value of S(Oi)∀Oi ∈ D.
• Gap method
Tibshirani et al. [234] proposed a general method that is applicable to any clustering
technique and distance measure. The method compares WCk∗ , the previously de-
fined within-cluster variation, as k∗ increases to that expected under an appropriate
null reference distribution of the data. The optimal value of clusters, k, is the esti-
mated number of cluster when the log(WCk∗) falls the farthest below the expected
curve. This occurs when the value of k∗ maximizes the GAPN(k∗) which is defined
as:
GAPN(k∗) = EN{log(Wk∗)}− log(Wk∗) (2.21)
where EN{log(Wk∗)} denotes the expected value of log(Wk∗) under the null distri-
bution of a sample of size N.
To sum up, estimation of the number of clusters in the data should be based on several
methods instead of one. While most of the previously mentioned methods are designed to
work for any clustering technique, the performance of a method may depend on different
application situations. If the methods do not agree on the number of clusters, then the
diverse results should be interpretable in the context of the clustering application [259].
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2.4 Clustering algorithms
Clustering techniques can be distinguished into various categories [227]:
1. They may cluster on all attributes, which is called polytheistic clustering, or cluster
using one attribute at a time, which is called monotheistic clustering.
2. They may work incrementally by clustering object by object or non-incrementally
where all objects are processed at once.
3. They may be overlapping where an object belongs to a single cluster or non-overlapping
where an object belongs to multiple clusters at the same time.
Multiple surveys of clustering techniques exist in the literature such as [124], [257]
and [18]. A review of these algorithms is provided below and organized by classifying
the different clustering techniques into multiple categories.
2.4.1 Classification of clustering algorithms
• Hierarchical clustering
Hierarchical algorithms create clusters recursively by dividing a database D of N
objects into a number of levels of nested partitioning, denoted by a dendrogram.
A dendrogram is a two-dimensional diagram or tree and gives a complete hierar-
chical description of how objects are similar to each other on different levels. It
can be examined at a particular level to represent a different clustering of the data
[124]. There are two types of hierarchical algorithms: agglomerative algorithms
and divisive algorithms. Agglomerative algorithms build the tree bottom-up, i.e.
merging the N objects into groups. Divisive algorithms build the tree up-bottom
by separating the N objects into finer clusters [199]. Bottom-up or agglomerative
clustering, the more commonly used technique, treats each object as a cluster of
size 1. Then, it merges the two nearest objects in a cluster of size 2 and so on to
reach one cluster combining all the objects unless other termination condition is
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satisfied [219]. The up-bottom or divisive strategy does the reverse by starting with
all of the N objects in one cluster and subdividing them into smaller groups until a
termination condition is met such as a desired number of clusters or it stops when
each object forms a cluster. This strategy of hierarchical algorithms, up-bottom,
is used less often. Kaufman and Rousseeuw [134] remarked that divisive methods
have been largely ignored in the literature mostly due to computational limitations.
The computational demands of these techniques is O(2N) so grow exponentially as
the number of objects, N, raises.
Hierarchical algorithms differ in the ways they determine the similarity between
two clusters. There are three main ways to consider the distance between the two
clusters: the single-linkage method, the complete-linkage method and the average-
linkage method. The following formulas define four distance measures required
to distinguish between the three linkages. They measure the distance between two
clusters, Cx and Cy that have |Cx| and |Cy| objects respectively, where dist(Oi,O j)
is the distance between two objects Oi and Oj and dist(µCx ,µCy) is the distance
between the mean values of objects belonging to cluster Cx and cluster Cy [102]:
Minimum distance:
Λmin(Cx,Cy) = minOi∈Cx,O j∈Cydist(Oi,O j)
Maximum distance:
Λmax(Cx,Cy) = maxOi∈Cx,O j∈Cydist(Oi,O j)
Mean distance:
Λmean(Cx,Cy) = dist(µCx ,µCy)
Average distance:
Λavr(Cx,Cy) = | 1|Cx|−|Cy| |∑Oi∈Cx ∑O j∈Cy dist(Oi,O j)
The single-linkage takes the shortest pairwise distance between objects in two dif-
ferent clusters by using the minimum distance. In contrast, complete-linkage takes
the longest distance between the objects by using the maximum distance, while
the average-linkage takes the average of the pairwise distances between all pairs
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of objects coming from each of the two clusters [259]. The latter type of linkage,
average-linkage, may use the mean or the average distance. Whereas the mean dis-
tance is simpler to calculate, the average distance is advantageous as it can be used
to deal with categorical data.
The complete-linkage methods often generate more compact clusters and more use-
ful hierarchical structure than the single-linkage methods. Having said that, the
latter methods are more versatile [207]. Guha et al. [92] have discussed the disad-
vantages of single-linkage and average-linkage methods. They stated that chaining
effect is the main drawback of single-linkage clustering. This happens when a
few points form a bridge between two clusters which enforce this type of meth-
ods to unify the two clusters. Elongated clusters mislead average-linkage clustering
according to Guha et al. [92] because this type of methods may split elongated
clusters.
Most of the hierarchical algorithms join two clusters or divide a cluster into two sub-
clusters. However, some algorithms work in a similar manner but with more than
two clusters or sub-clusters. Thus, hierarchical clustering merges smaller clusters
into larger ones or splits larger clusters into smaller ones recursively.
Steinbach et al. [227] reported some advantages and disadvantages of Hierarchical
clustering. The advantages are their applicability to any attributes types, ability
to handle any forms of similarity or distance and flexibility regarding the level of
granularity. The disadvantages are the ambiguity of their termination criteria and
the fact that most of them do not revisit the clusters for enhancement. In other
words, most of the hierarchical algorithms cannot backtrack or correct any executed
split or merge even if it later seems to be a poor decision. Classical examples of
hierarchical clustering algorithms are BIRCH [275], CURE [92] and ROCK [93].
Table 2.2 summarises the main differences between these clustering algorithms with
regards to the data type they support and the computational cost, where N is the
number of objects in the dataset. In addition, it includes the shape of clusters they
handle as well as the input and output of the algorithms. The arbitrary shaped
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clusters may be ellipsoidal, spiral or cylindrical, for example.
Algorithm Data type Complexity Shapes of Input Output
clusters
BIRCH numerical O(N) non-convex clusters’ radius + no. of objects in clusters
assignments of data values +linear sum of objects
+square sum of objects
CURE numerical O(N2 logN) arbitrary no. of clusters + assignments of data values
no. of clusters representatives
ROCK categorical O(N2+Nmmma+N2 logN); arbitrary no. of clusters assignments of data values
mm: max no. of neighbours
ma: average no. of neighbours
Table 2.2: The main differences between the typical hierarchical clustering algorithms,
Adapted from [97]
• Partitioning clustering
In contrast to hierarchical techniques, partitioning clustering carves up the set of ob-
jects into disjoint clusters at a single level [228]. It constructs a one-level not nested
partition of a database D of N objects into a set of k clusters. k is normally prede-
termined. Partitioning techniques such as k-means, k-medoids, PAM and CLARA,
which are described below, run over the search space multiple times. In each it-
eration, the algorithms start with different states and make changes to optimize
a certain criterion and get the best configuration to improve the clustering output
quality [140]. Descriptions of the most popular partitioning algorithms follow.
A. k-means
This popular algorithm was introduced by MacQueen [166] and has been used
in hundreds of contexts over the last 50 years. It is still one of the most widely
used clustering algorithms. In fact, it is often used as a first algorithm to cluster
a dataset [225]. k-means is based on the idea that a centroid can represent a
cluster. Specifically, it uses the notion of a centroid to denote a cluster centre.
k-means divides N objects where D = {O1, O2, . . . , ON} in M dimensional
space into a specified number of clusters, k [152]. The result is a set of k cen-
troids, each of which is located at the centre of the partitioned dataset [Dalal
et al., 2011]. Therefore, if Oi is the ith object and CCj is the j
th cluster centroid,
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k-means attempts to minimise the squared error between the empirical mean
of a cluster and the points in the cluster. This is represented by the following
objective function:
F =
k
∑
j=1
N
∑
i=1
[dist(Oi,CC j)]
2 (2.22)
where dist(Oi,CCj) is the chosen distance measure between a data object, Oi,
and a cluster centroid, CCj . Distance measures are discussed in details in Sec-
tion 2.2. The pseudo code of this clustering technique is presented below in
Figure 2.2 [166].
Input: D: a dataset containing N objects
k: the number of clusters
Output: a set of k clusters
Method:
1: arbitrary choose k initial centroids, clustering seeds, randomly or according to some heuristic.
2: repeat
3: assign all the remaining objects in D to the closest centroid.
4: re-compute the centroid of each cluster by assuming the allocation in step 3 is correct.
Figure 2.2: k-means clustering algorithm
In order to find the optimal partition for k-means clustering, various algorithms
have been developed. The two most popular k-means algorithms are Forgy’s
[77] and MacQueen’s [166]. The main difference between the two algorithms
is in the way of updating the initial clustering seeds. Forgy’s assigns all re-
maining objects to one of the nearest seed locations and iterates the k-means
algorithm until convergence. MacQueen’s assigns one object at a time, in the
order they occur in the dataset, to the nearest seed and runs the algorithm af-
ter each assignment. Although the latter is computationally expensive, when
several iterations of the procedure are required, it is the most widely used al-
gorithm. Irrespective of the algorithm in use, k-means is the default option for
clustering since it can be easily implemented and it can converge to a local
minimum. Nevertheless, there are some shortcomings mentioned in several
articles, for example, [155, 192, 53] which are:
(1) Its tendency to favour spherical clusters when a Euclidean distance mea-
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sure is used, as this assumes that clusters are naturally spherical.
(2) Its requirements for prior knowledge on the number of clusters.
(3) It does not work well with categorical data.
(4) It strongly depends on the initial guess of centroids.
(5) It can be negatively affected by a single outlier.
(6) The local optimum does not need to be a global optimum for overall clus-
tering.
(7) It may produce unbalance-sized or even empty structures, especially in
Forgy’s version.
B. k-medoids
Instead of using the mean value of data objects in a cluster to represent the
centre of this cluster, k-medoids, a variation of k-means, calculates the medoid
of the objects in each cluster. Once medoids are selected, clusters are shaped
by grouping objects that are close to respective medoids. For each cluster Cx ∈
k clusters, a medoid is calculated by finding object Oi ∈ Cx that minimizes the
following formula:
∑
O j∈Cx
dist(Oi,O j) (2.23)
where dist(Oi,O j) is the distance between each object Oj ∈ Cx and a partic-
ular object in the same cluster, Oi, which could be the cluster medoid. To
determine the closeness between a medoid and an object, a valid similar-
ity/dissimilarity metric is used as an objective function. The commonly used
measures are Euclidean distance and Manhattan distance which are described
in detail with some other popular distance measures in Section 2.2. Rai and
Singh [199] stated two advantages of using this technique. Namely, it presents
no limitations on attributes types and it is less sensitive to the presence of out-
liers. This is due to the fact that the choice of medoids is dictated by the
location of objects inside a cluster rather than using a distorted mean value.
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The k-medoid technique has different versions: PAM (Partitioning Around
Medoids) [133], CLARA (Clustering LARge Applications) [134] and CLARANS
(Clustering Large Applications based upon RANdomized Search) [187]. Pseudo
codes of these k-medoid algorithms are given below in Figure 2.3, Figure 2.4
and Figure 2.5 respectively1.
Input: D: a dataset containing N objects
k: the number of clusters
Output: a set of k clusters
Method:
1: arbitrary choose k objects from D as representative objects, seeds
2: repeat
3: assign each remaining object in D to the cluster with the nearest representative object.
4: for each representative object, Oi, randomly select a non-representative object, Orandom
5: Compute the total cost, S, of swapping Oi, with Orandom
6: if S < 0, then replace Oi, with Orandom
7: until no changes
Figure 2.3: PAM clustering algorithm
Input: D: a dataset containing N objects
k: the number of clusters
Output: a set of k clusters
Method:
1: i=1
2: repeat
3: draw a sample of 40+2k objects randomly from D
4: call Pam algorithm to find k medoids of the sample
5: for each object in D, determine the most similar medoid of the k selected in step 4.
6: Calculate the average dissimilarity of the clustering obtained in step 5;
if this value < current minimum, use it as the current minimum and
retain the medoids found in step 4 as the best set of medoids obtained so far.
7: until i=5
Figure 2.4: CLARA clustering algorithm
PAM uses a medoids swap mechanism to enhance the clustering output and
since the medoids calculation is independent of noise, PAM is more robust
than k-means in terms of handling outliers. Nonetheless, according to Pande
et al. [192] it performs well on small datasets but does not work efficiently
with large datasets due to its computational complexity.
Ng and Han [187] reported that this is due to the expensive calculation needed
to find the medoids in PAM as it compares an object with the entire dataset
each time it swaps medoids. In larger datasets, CLARA can produce better
1Experiments[134] indicate that 5 samples of size 40 + 2k give satisfactory results in CLARA.
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Input: D: a dataset containing N objects
nl: the number of local minima obtained
mn: maximum number of neighbours examined
Output: a set of k clusters
Method:
1: i = 1 and Minimum cost, mc= large number.
2: set current to an arbitrary object.
3: j=1.
4: Consider a random neighbour S of the current and calculate the cost
differential of the two objects.
5: if S has a lower cost, set current toS and go to step 3.
6: Otherwise, increment j by 1. If j ≤ mn, go to step 4.
7: Otherwise, when j > mn, if the cost of current < mc,
set mc to the cost of current and set bestobj to the current.
8: Increment i by 1. If i > nl, output bestobj. Otherwise go to step 2.
Figure 2.5: CLARANS clustering algorithm
clustering output than PAM. That is because PAM searches the whole sets of
k medoids, while CLARA compares very few neighbours corresponding to a
fixed small sample. CLARA is designed to draw a small sample of the dataset
and apply the PAM algorithm to create medoids instead of generating them for
the entire dataset. The drawback of this idea is that a local optimum clustering
of samples may not be the global optimum for the whole dataset.
Ng and Han [187] explained the medoids allocations in PAM and CLARA
as searching k sub-graphs from an N-points graph, then based on this under-
standing, they proposed the CLARANS algorithm in the context of clustering
in spatial databases. The CLARANS algorithm does not confine itself to any
sample at any given time, unlike CLARA that has a fixed sample at all the
search stages. CLARANS draws a sample of neighbours dynamically. The
clustering process can be presented as searching a graph where every node is
a potential solution, that is, a set of k medoids. If the local optimum is found,
CLARANS starts with a new randomly selected node in search for a new local
optimum. Consequently, the multiple sampling of medoids verification con-
sumes time. Thus clustering very large datasets in an acceptable time is one
of CLARANS limitations [192].
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To sum up, k-means, k-medoids, PAM, CLARA and CLARANS share the
following properties:
(1) In general, they are not good at handling noise and outliers.
(2) They handle clusters that are non-convex shaped in the geometry space.
(3) They need the number of clusters as an input parameter, except CLARANS
which requires the maximum number of neighbours to be examined.
(4) They all are medoid based, except k-means which produces cluster cen-
troids.
(5) They support numerical data types, excluding k-medoids which works on
both numerical and categorical data.
Table 2.3 summarises the main differences between the mentioned partition-
ing clustering techniques in regards to the computational cost where N is the
number of objects in the dataset and k is the number of clusters defined.
Algorithm Complexity
k-means O(N)
k-medoids O(N)
PAM O(k(N− k)2)
CLARA O(k(40+ k)2 + k(N-k))
CLARANS O(k)
Table 2.3: The main differences in computational complexity between the typical parti-
tioning clustering algorithms.
• Grid clustering
Kovacs et al. [140] stated that this type of clustering quantities the space into a
number of rectangular cells, and then works with objects belonging to these cells.
It does not reposition them; rather, it builds multiple hierarchical levels of clus-
ters. This technique works fast as it is dependent on the number of cells rather
than the number of objects. Unlike other conventional clustering algorithms, grid
clustering does not use any of the distance measures such as Euclidean distance to
merge the cells properly. Instead similarity is determined using a predefined pa-
rameter, for instance, eliminating cells whose density is below a certain threshold,
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θ [199]. Examples of Grid clustering algorithms are: OptiGrid [109], STING [250],
BANG-clustering [210] and WaveCluster [213]. OptiGrid is based on constructing
an optimal grid-partitioning by calculating the best hyperplanes for each dimen-
sion using certain data projections. STING explores statistical information stored
in the grid cells. BANG-clustering uses a multi-dimensional grid data structure to
organize the value space surrounding objects. WaveCluster clusters objects using
a wavelet transformation method to transform the original feature space. It should
be mentioned that some researchers classify grid clustering under the hierarchical
clustering techniques.
• Density-based clustering
Rai and Singh [199] defined density as the number of objects in a particular neigh-
bourhood of data objects. A density-based clustering technique groups objects de-
pending on a specific density objective function. A particular cluster continues
growing as long as the density does not exceeds some parameter [140]. By this
technique, clusters in data space are defined as high-density regions that exceed
a threshold, θ, and separated by other low-density regions. This type of cluster-
ing is able to discover clusters of arbitrary shapes and it has a natural protection
against outliers [255]. The typical density-based clustering algorithms are Density-
Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN) [66] and DEN-
CLUE [107] algorithm [225]. Both algorithms support numerical data types, have
O(N logN) computational complexity and require the cluster radius as well as the
minimum number of objects to be specified by the user.
• Model-based clustering
This technique is based on the assumption that the data are generated by a mixture
of underlying probability distributions [225]. The idea is to optimise a fit between
data and a mathematical model including, for instance, statistical models and neural
network models. It is a big challenge to choose a suitable model in the case of an
unknown data distribution. Moreover, the method suffers from high computational
cost, particularly in the case of data belong to a wide range of values [192].
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2.4.2 Representation of clusters
The construction of generated clusters’ representation is an important issue in represent-
ing and understanding the results of clustering analysis. Duran and Odell [64] has in-
troduced the notion of cluster representation. Subsequently, the following representation
schemes were suggested by other researchers [55, 174] examining this issue more closely:
1. Using points, either clusters centroid or distant points.
2. Using nodes in a classification tree.
3. Using conjunctive logical expressions.
Figure 2.6: Representation of clusters by points schemes[124]
A discussion of the three clusters representation mentioned above is given by Jain
et al. [124] and is summarised here. The most popular scheme to represent clusters
is by using their centroids. This way of representation is ideal in the case of compact
clusters. In contrast, it fails to represent elongated clusters properly. The alternative
solution is to use boundary points of clusters, paying attention to the number of points
needed to represent clusters. This number must be increased when the complexity of
clusters’ shapes increases to describe the correct shape. Figure 2.6 shows both how to
represent a cluster using its centroid and using some of its distant points. The other two
schemes are illustrated by an example given in Figure 2.7, where both representations
denote the same set of clusters. Every path from the root to a leaf in the classification tree
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corresponds to a conjunctive statement. The main limitation of using the third scheme is
that it can only represent rectangular or isotropic clusters.
Figure 2.7: Representation of clusters using classification tree and conjunctive statements
schemes [124]
2.4.3 Overview on existing clustering algorithms
Based on the previous material, even though the clustering algorithms mentioned are effi-
cient, they have some drawbacks that influence the feasibility of the analysis. For exam-
ple, some of them (e.g. partitioning clustering algorithms) often get stuck at some local
optimum because of the choice of the preliminary cluster centres or the order of the raw
data. Additionally, other algorithms work on enhancing only one cluster validity index
(e.g. compactness or separation), thus, they do not produce good clusters according to dif-
ferent criteria [172]. Another main problem with the current algorithms is their weakness
on dealing with arbitrarily shaped data distributions of the dataset to be clustered [192].
In general, most of the clustering algorithms deal with data features as equally in-
fluential factors on the clustering process [266] which does not allow for user domain
knowledge to be incorporated into the clustering process. However, there are a number
of recent researchers that have considered weighting schemes to extend and improve the
existing methods including Modha and Spangler [178], Huang et al. [114], Wang et al.
[252] and Hung et al. [118]. Moreover, the users’ knowledge as well as their specific re-
quirements cannot be used in most of the algorithms as they tend to produce the clustering
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results without allowing the user to do any adjustments[192].
Clustering in high dimensional data is another challenge since there are difficulties
in interpreting data embedded in high-dimensional space. Dalal et al. [43] mentioned
that most of the existing clustering algorithms suffer from scalability as the size and the
dimensions of the data increase. Scalability, the ability to work well on small data sets as
well as large databases containing millions of objects, is one of the necessary properties
to have an efficient and effective clustering algorithm. Important properties according to
some authors [44, 199] include:
1. Scalability.
2. Detection of clusters with arbitrary shape.
3. Minimal requirements for domain knowledge to determine input parameters.
4. Handling of noise.
5. Insensitivity to the order of input records.
6. High dimensionality.
7. Analyse a mixture of attributes types.
Besides the ability to manipulate a mixture of data types in an efficient clustering
algorithm, Han and Kamber [102] state that one of the main challenges of data mining is
dealing with "mixed media data". They described this term as a combination of multiple
media, such as numeric, symbolic, text, images, time series, etc. One of the objectives of
this research is to stretch and extend the capability of the existing clustering algorithms to
handle such problem.
2.5 Evaluation of clustering solutions
The existence of a wide variety of clustering algorithms makes the analysis more flexible,
but it raises a major question: which clustering output best fits the application at hand?
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Different algorithms or different parameter settings may give dissimilar clustering output
for the same dataset [115]. Dissimilar clusters may differ in their features including their
number, sizes, densities, shapes, objects they group etc. Furthermore, clustering analysis
ends up with a set of clusters even if the dataset does not contain any structure [176]. To
tackle these problems, assessing the results of a clustering algorithm(s) is desired [192].
The procedure of evaluating the quality of the clustering output to interpret the clustering
patterns and to find the best appropriate algorithm for a specific application is known as
clustering validation [98]. Bonner [26], to the best of the researcher’s knowledge, is the
first to argue that there is no standard and universal description of what a good clustering
is.
Multiple cluster validation methods have been developed in the last years. They eval-
uate the quality of generated clusters with respect to the two following criteria or both as
described by Dubed and Jain [61]:
• Cluster compactness: evaluates closeness of cluster’s members. Variance is the
common measure of compactness which should be minimized.
• Cluster separation: evaluates the clusters’ isolation by computing the distance be-
tween two clusters to reflect how distinct they are. This is evaluated by measuring
the distance between the closest member, between the most distant members or
between the representatives of the clusters. The latter calculation has been widely
used as it is efficient computationally and effective for hyper-sphere shaped clusters
which are the most favourable shape for most validity measures [14].
Compactness and separation are the fundamental objectives of any clustering algo-
rithms. Algorithms aim to satisfy these criteria based on preliminary assumption like ini-
tial location of centres, or input parameters such as number of clusters, number of objects
in clusters and minimum cluster diameter [100]. High quality generated clusters are those
which have minimum within-cluster scatter (well-compacted) and maximum between-
cluster distances (well-separated) as measured by validation methods. Almost all of the
most common validation methods measure compactness and separation and relate them to
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one another. For example, Baarsch and Celebi tried to do that by maximizing/minimizing
a ratio between both quantities [14]. Furthermore, most of these validity methods are de-
veloped on the idea of testing a hypothesis. The methods first adopt a null hypothesis of
randomness, H◦, by assuming that the dataset has no structure. Then after applying a clus-
tering algorithm, the methods assess H◦ by testing the distribution of a selected statistical
model, T. H◦ will be rejected if the probability of T is low at certain significance level
which implies that the dataset contains clusters [115]. Furthermore, some of these vali-
dation methods employ graphical visualization to verify the clustering validation [208].
However, data visualization may not be effective in the case of large multidimensional
datasets (i.e. more than three dimensions). Nevertheless, the key drawback of utilizing a
clustering validation method is its high computational cost, especially when dealing with
large and/or complex datasets [116]. In addition to this drawback, they cannot assess arbi-
trary shaped clusters as they often calculate distances and other parameters, e.g. variance,
based on the chosen representative points of each cluster [140].
The existing approaches to study cluster validity are classified into three board cat-
egories by many researchers [203, 140, 100, 124]. These are: internal validation ap-
proaches, external validation approaches and relative validation approaches. Other re-
searchers categorized validity indices into only two groups; external approaches and rel-
ative approaches [14] or internal approaches and external approaches [207]. They have
limited their prescription to the categories that have received attention from the research
community, according to what they stated. However, our research considers the three
categories as the majority of researchers. Each category of validity methods has its own
advantages and limitations. These are described in the following sections. Table 2.4
demonstrates the common used notation in validity indices which are described below.
It has to be noted that the presented validation methods are often suitable for crisp clus-
tering, i.e. clustering with no overlap partitions [140]. Under each category, there are
dozens of validation measures, some of them have been selected and described. The se-
lection was made based on three characteristics: the success and efficiency of the method
in the literature, the method’s popularity and implementation simplicity.
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Notation Meaning
Ci The ith cluster
Oj The jth object
|Ci| Number of objects in the ith cluster
N Number of objects in the dataset
M Dataset dimensionality
k Number of clusters
CCi Representative point of the ith cluster
|Cji| Number of objects in the jth dimension of the ith cluster
Oj The mean value of values in the jth dimension
|Oj| Number of objects in the jth dimension of the whole dataset
Ojz The value of the jth dimension in the zth object.
Table 2.4: Notation in validity indices
2.5.1 Internal validation methods
Internal validation uses statistics on data objects to evaluate the generated clusters ex-
cluding any other information beyond the dataset itself. In other words, based on some
metrics and the dataset, internal validation indices evaluate the quality of clustering results
by measuring the intra-cluster homogeneity [192].
• Dunn Index (DI)
This index measures the ratio of the smallest distance between any two clusters and
the largest intra-cluster distance. It was first introduced by Dunn [63] and defined
by:
DI =
min
i ∈ k
{
min
j ∈ k, j 6= i
{
Λmin(Ci,C j)
min{Λmax(Cz)}
}}
(2.24)
where,
Λmin(Ci,C j) = min{dist(Ox,Oy)|Ox ∈Ci,Oy ∈C j}
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Λmax(Cz) = max{dist(Ox,Oy)|Ox,Oy ∈Cz}
Λmin(Ci,Cj) defines the inter-cluster distance between the ith and jth clusters, Ci and
Cj while Λmax(Cz) defines the intra-cluster distance of cluster zth cluster, Cz. Large
values of Dunn’s measure correspond to good clustering solution. This is because in
well-separated clusters, the distance among the clusters is large and their diameters
are supposed to be small. Dunn index is the most frequently cited measure [14].
It suffers from two main disadvantages, one is the time consuming calculations,
especially when N and k increase. The other one is its sensitivity to noise where the
maximum cluster diameter can be large in such cases [99]. Three versions of the
original index have been proposed in the literature and known as Dunn-like indices
[23, 191]. The researchers in the new versions have used different definition for
cluster distance and cluster diameter to make the index more robust to the presence
of noise. New versions use the concept of the Minimum Spanning Tree (MST), the
Relative Neighbourhood Graph (RNG) and the Gabriel Graph (GG).
• DaviesBouldin index (DB)
DB was proposed by Davis and Bouldin [47]. This index measures the average
similarity between each cluster and the one that most resembles it. It is the ratio
of the sum of within-cluster scatter to between-cluster separation. The difference
between DB and DI is that DB considers the average case by using the average
error of each class. Also in order to measure separation, unlike DI, DB uses cluster
centroids to represent clusters. The Davies-Bouldin index defined as:
DB =
1
k
k
∑
i=1
max
j ∈ k, j 6= i
{
Λavr(Ci)+Λavr(C j)
dist(CCi,CC j)
}
(2.25)
where,
Λavr(Ci) =
1
|Ci|
|Ci|
∑
x=1
dist(Oz,CCi)
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Λavr(Cj) =
1
|Cj|
|Cj|
∑
x=1
dist(Oz,CCj)
Λavr(Ci) and Λavr(Cj) are the average distance of all the objects in cluster Ci and
Cj to their respective centroid CCi and CCj. dist(CCi ,CCj) measures the distance
between the centroids of the ith and jth clusters, CCiand CCj . According to the above
definition of DB compacted and separated clusters give lower values of DB [140].
Alternative definitions of the dissimilarity between clusters and the dispersion of a
cluster are given by Davies and Bouldin [47]. In addition, Pal and Biswas [191] in
a similar way to the Dunn-like indices have proposed three variants of DB based on
MST, RNG and GG approaches.
• Root Mean Squared Standard Deviation (RMSSTD)
RMSSTD was proposed by [211]. It evaluates the homogeneity of the clusters, thus
the lower the RMSSTD value is, the better the clustering results. It is defined as:
RMSST D =
√√√√√√∑ i=1...kj=1...M∑
|C ji |
z=1(|C jz |−O j)2
∑ i=1...k
j=1...M
(|C ji |−1)
(2.26)
Hierarchical clustering algorithms often use this index. It can also be used for mea-
suring the quality of clustering solutions from other algorithms [140]. In hierar-
chical clustering, RMSSTD measures the variance of the generated clusters at each
step of the algorithm, therefore, if the value of the index in a particular step is higher
than in the previous one this means the new formed clusters are not homogeneous
[97].
• Rsquare (RS)
RS is also proposed by Sharma [211] but unlike RMSSTD which measure homo-
geneity within a cluster, RS indicates the extent to which clusters are different from
each other. Its values range between 0 and 1; where 0 means there are no difference
among the clusters and 1 indicates that there are significant differences between the
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clusters. R-square index is defined using the within cluster sum of squares, SSw,
and the total sum of squares of the whole dataset, SSt as follows:
RS =
SSt−SSw
SSt
(2.27)
where,
SSt =
M
∑
i=1
|Oj|
∑
z=1
(Ojz−Oj)2
SSw = ∑
i=1...k
j=1...M
|Cji|
∑
z=1
(Ojz−Oj)2
• SD validity index
The idea of the SD index [96] is to evaluate the cluster validity based on the average
scattering of clusters and total separation between clusters. SD validity is defined
by:
SD(k) = γ.Scat(k)+Dis(k), (2.28)
where, Scat(k), the average scattering for clusters is evaluated by variance of the
clusters, σ(CCi), i=1. . . k and variance of the dataset, D, which is noted as σ(O),
and defined by:
Scat(k) =
1
k
k
∑
i=1
‖ σ(CCi) ‖
‖ σ(O) ‖ , (2.29)
where, σ(O) and σ(CCi), ∀i ∈ {1 . . .k} are calculated for each of the M dimensions
as below:
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σ(O) =

σ1O
σ2O
...
σMO
 such it is calculated for the j
th dimension as:
σjO =
1
N∑(O
j
z−Oj)2, ∀j ∈ {1 . . .M},z ∈ {1 . . .N}
and
σ(CCi) =

σ1CCi
σ2CCi
...
σMCCi
 such it is calculated for the j
th dimension as:
σjCCi =
1
|Ci|∑(O
j
z−CjCi)2, ∀j ∈ {1 . . .M},z ∈ {1...|Ci|}
In SD (k), the total separation of clusters, Dis(k), is measured by the distances of
cluster centre points by the following formula:
Dis(k) =
Λmax(CC)
Λmin(CC)
k
∑
i=1
(
k
∑
j=1, j 6=i
‖ CCi−CC j ‖
)−1
(2.30)
where, Λmax(CC) and Λmin(CC) are the maximum distance between cluster centers
and the minimum distance between cluster centers, respectively. They are calcu-
lated ∀i, j ∈ {1,2, ...k} as follows:
Λmax(CC) = max ‖ CCi−CCj ‖,
Λmin(CC) = min ‖ CCi−CCj ‖
γ in SD (k) is a weighting factor that is equal to Dis parameter in case of maxi-
mum number of clusters, Dis(kmax). Lower value of SD means more quality of the
clustering solution, hence the clusters are compacted and separated.
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• S_Dbw validity index
S_Dbw method has been proposed by [100]. The difference between SD and
S_Dbw is that the latter takes into consideration the density of the clusters, yet both
indices evaluate cluster compactness and separation. Lower index values indicate
better clustering schema. Mathematically, S_Dbw is defined by:
S_Dbw(k) = Scat(k)+Dens_bw(k) (2.31)
This index measures two quantities which are:
1. The intra-cluster variance, Scat(k), which indicates the average scattering of
clusters. The smaller value of Scat(k), the more compact clusters. Scat(k) is
calculated by evaluating the variance of the clusters, σ(CCi) where i=1...k, and
variance of the dataset, D, which is denoted as σ(O). As previously described
in SD validity index, Scat(k) is described by the following formula:
Scat(k) =
1
k
k
∑
i=1
‖ σ(CCi) ‖
‖ σ(O) ‖ , (2.32)
2. The inter-cluster variance, Dens_bw (k), which represents the average number
of points between the k clusters in relation with density within clusters. A
small value of Dens_bw (k) reflects well-separated clusters. Dens_bw (k) is
defined as:
Dens_bw (k) =
1
k.(k−1)
k
∑
i=1
k
∑
j=1, j 6=i
den(uCiC j)
max{den(CCi),den(CC j)}
(2.33)
where, ucicj is the middle point of the line segment between the centres of
the clusters Ci and Cj which is defined by CCi and CCj . The density function
around a point, den(u), is defined as follows:
den(u) =
mp
∑
z=1
f (Oz,u), (2.34)
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where mp is the number of tuples that belong to the clusters Ci and Cj such that
Oz ∈ Ci∪Cj ⊆ S. This represents the number of points in the neighbourhood
of u. It counts the number of points in a hyper-sphere whose radius is equal to
the average standard deviation, astd, of clusters which is calculated using the
formula below:
astd =
1
k
√√√√ k∑
i=1
‖ σ(CCi) ‖ (2.35)
The function f(O,u) is defined as:
f(O,u) =
 0, if dist(O,u)> astd1, otherwise
2.5.2 External validation methods
External validation indices imply evaluating the generated clusters based on a pre-determined
structure or user specific intuition for the dataset [100].
There are two ways of evaluating the clustering results of a dataset D composed of N
objects using an external validation approach. The first technique compares the clustering
result, Cˆ= {C1,C2, ...,Ck}, with an independent partition, p= {p1,p2, ...,ps}, that is build
based on intuition about the dataset structure (k and s do not need to be the same). This
comparison scheme is not applicable for hierarchical clustering algorithms. The second
technique compares p with the distance matrix, DM.
• Comparison of Cˆ with p
This assumes the clustering results is Cˆ and the defined partitioning p. The steps
below described how to evaluate the clustering results using the definitions of Cˆ and
p [97, 98]:
1. Test each of the maximum number, mp, of possible pairs of objects, (Oi,Oj)∈
D, where mp = N(N-1)/2 and update the corresponding counter, a, b, c or d
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such:
a: if Oi∧Oj ∈ Cx and Oi∧Oj ∈ py
⇒ Cx ∈ Cˆ, py ∈ p
b: if Oi∧Oj ∈ Cx and Oi ∈ py∧Oj ∈ pz
⇒ Cx ∈ Cˆ, py,pz ∈ p
c: if Oi ∈ Cx∧Oj ∈ Cy and Oi∧Oj ∈ py
⇒ Cx, Cz ∈ Cˆ, py ∈ p
d: if Oi ∈ Cx∧Oj ∈ Cy and Oi ∈ py∧Oj ∈ pz
⇒ Cz ∈ Cˆ, py, pz ∈ p
where the summation of the four counters equal to the number of maximum
pairs of objects, a + b + c + d = mp.
2. To define the degree of similarity between Cˆ and p, select and calculate an
appropriate binary data similarity measure, some of the most popular indices
are explained with examples in Section 2.2.3. Below is a brief summary of
those measures:
Russell/Rao [201] aa + b + c + d
Jaccard coefficient [123] aa + b + c
Rand statistic [200] a + da + b + c + d
Dice’s coefficient [54] 2a2a + b + c
Fowlkes and Mallows index [78] a√ a
a + b .
a
a + c
The higher the values of theses indices are the more similarity between Cˆ and
p.
• Comparison of p with DM
According to Halkidi [98], the independent partitioning of the dataset, p, can be
considered as a mapping function f such that f : O→{C1, C2, ..., Ck} ∀O∈D. The
following steps demonstrate how to compare p with DM ∀i, j ∈ {1...N}:
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1. Based on p generate the matrix Y which is defined as:
Y(Oi,Oj) =
 0, if f(Oi) 6= f(Oj)1, if f(Oi) = f(Oj)
2. Evaluate the similarity statistically between the two matrices DM and Y using
huberts statistic, Γ, or normalized huberts, Γ´. The calculated index value is an
indication of the clustering performance. High values of these indices indicate
a strong similarity between DM and Y. Moreover, Γ´ produces values between
-1 and +1. The Γ and Γ´ indices are defined below where, mp is the maximum
number of all pairs, (Oi,Oj), in the dataset [117]:
Huberts statistic (Γ):
Γ=
1
mp
N−1
∑
i=1
N
∑
j=i+1
DM(Oi,O j)Y (Oi,O j) (2.36)
Normalized huberts statistic (Γ´):
It uses the mean, µDM, µY, and standard deviation, σDM, σY, of the matrices
DM and Y respectively.
Γ´=
[
1
mp ∑
N−1
i=1 ∑
N
j=i+1
(
DM(Oi,O j)−µDM
)(
Y (Oi,O j)−µDM
)]
σDMσY
(2.37)
2.5.3 Relative validation methods
Relative validation methods evaluate the clustering output by comparing it with other
clustering schemes. On the same dataset, a clustering algorithm(s) is executed repeat-
edly with different input parameter and then the results are compared to find the optimal
solution [203]. It is also known under the term of cluster stability.
Relative validation differs from internal and external validation methods because it
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does not involve specific statistical tests, rather it has two approaches. Since the main
idea of relative validation is to find the optimal clustering configuration among some
obtained solutions, the selected algorithm will run on the dataset R times with different
set of parameter, Palg. Accordingly, there are two cases [97]:
• Number of clusters is not a required input, k /∈ Palg
In this situation, the choice of the best Palg is as follows:
1. Run the selected clustering algorithm for a wide range of different Palg.
2. Take into consideration the largest range of Palg for which k remains constant
that is oftenN.
3. Choose, as appropriate, a set of Palg that correspond to the middle of this
range.
This approach can be utilized to identify the optimal number of clusters that fit the
dataset at hand.
• Number of clusters is a required input k ∈ Palg
This case involves choosing a suitable performance index, pi, and follows the steps
below:
1. Run the selected clustering algorithm for all possible values of k, denoted as
k∗, that range between the maximum, kmax, and minimum number of clusters,
kmin, which is determined by the user as kmax, kmin ∈ Palg.
2. ∀k∗ where kmin ≤ k∗ ≤ kmax, run the clustering algorithm R times using differ-
ent set of Palg for the other parameters of the algorithm.
3. Plot the best values of the picked validity index, pi, obtained for each possible
number of clusters, k∗ when trying different set of Palg.
4. Identify the best clustering scheme using the plot. There are two cases in
regards to the behaviour of T with respect to k∗. In the first case, we seek
the maximum of the plot if pi does not show increasing or decreasing trend as
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k∗changes. In the second case, we seek the significant local change, occurring
as a "knee" in the plot, in the case that pi exhibit an increasing or decreasing
trend as k∗ increases. It has to be stressed that the absence of a "knee" in the
plot may be an indication that there is no clustering structure for the dataset.
Through the past 40 years and still to the present, cluster validity has been a strong area
of research. Most of the research which proposed new methods such as [277] compared
the performance of their ideas with the existing techniques. Having said that, there are a
few independent attempts that have compared and measured validation methods against
each other. Independent researchers [177, 247] are often more reliable as they have no
agenda of their own. In these papers, a number of early validation methods have been
shown to be the most efficient indices. However, the behaviour of validation indices may
change if different data structures were dealt with. This is because, for example, Milligan
and Cooper [177] have compared thirty methods but that was based on a well-separated
small datasets where each was about only 50 objects [97].
2.6 Cluster ensemble
Cluster ensemble, also called consensus or aggregation of clustering, has emerged as an
important elaboration of the classical clustering problem. It consists of generating a set of
clusterings from a particular dataset and combining them into a single final solution which
is a better fit. The purpose behind this process is to improve the performance of the results
obtained by each individual clustering. In the literature, several studies demonstrate that
the performance efficiency of a cluster ensemble exceeds single clustering [94, 70, 79].
Moreover, the result of a clustering ensemble practice is expected to be: consistent, ro-
bust, novel and stable which endorses the use of this kind of technique. When the en-
semble result fulfills the previous properties we ensure that we have very similar solution
(consistency) with better average performance than the combined results (robustness). In
addition, this guarantees that the final configuration is not achievable by single clustering
(novelty) and it comes with lower sensitivity to outliers/noise (stability). There is a big
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variety of problems in which the clustering ensemble techniques can be applied. For ex-
ample: in image segmentation [76, 34, 218], document clustering [258, 86, 215], feature
extraction [110, 110, 130], bioinformatics [12, 111, 268] and physics problems [256].
Many cluster ensemble methods have been proposed over the past years and there
are potential and also shortcomings for each one. There are a number of survey papers
[246, 83, 151] with the purpose of reviewing these existing techniques. In general, every
cluster ensemble technique consists of two principle steps: generation and consensus
function. Generation is the phase of creating multiple clustering (partitions), this step
is discussed in Section 2.6.1. Consensus function is the process of integrating all the
clusterings that result from the previous step into a new final partition. Section 2.6.2
covers this phase.
The dataset, D, comprises N objects such D = {O1,O2, . . . ,ON}, where each ith object
in D, Oi, is a tuple in the M dimensional feature space for all i=1, 2, . . .,N. P ={Pˆ1, Pˆ2,
. . . ,Pˆp} is a set of partitions, where each ith partition, Pˆi={C1i ,C2i , . . . ,Ckii }, is a partition
of the set of objects D with ki clusters such the Cji is the j
th cluster of the ith partition
for all i=1, 2, . . ., p. The results of a cluster ensemble is the consensus partition, Pˆ∗ ∈ P,
which better represents the properties of each individual partition ∈ P. The first step in
any cluster ensemble method, generation, produces P while the second one, outputs Pˆ∗.
Figure 2.8 is a diagram of the general outline of any cluster ensemble method.
2.6.1 Generation mechanism
There are no restrictions on how P can be produced. It can be generated in numerous
ways, for example:
• Using different clustering algorithms [112] including partitioning, hierarchical, grid
clustering algorithms, etc.
• Using different parameters to initialize the same algorithm [119], e.g., varying the
number and/or location of initial cluster centers in iterative algorithms. Also, dif-
ferent distance measures can be used.
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Figure 2.8: Diagram of the clustering ensemble approach
• Using different representations of objects [56], e.g., images can be represented by
their pixels, histograms, location and parameters of perceptual primitives or 3D
scene coordinates.
• Using objects projections such as different subspaces [70], choosing different sub-
sets of features ([269]), or data sampling [62]. It is intuitively assumed that each
clustering algorithm can provide different levels of performance for different parti-
tions of a dataset.
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• Varying the order of data presentation in on-line methods [56] such as in some
implementation of BIRCH and k-means.
Since, the output of this step is a set of clusterings that will be combined in the next
step, we need it to be informative for the consensus function. Thus, it is advisable to
use different generation mechanism [246] in order to obtain large diversity in the set of
partitions P.
2.6.2 Consensus function
This function is used to aggregate the results of the ensemble components into a single
final partition, Pˆ∗. Thus, it is the core step in any clustering ensemble task. However, the
idea here is to define a function that is capable of improving the results of each involved
single clustering.
There is ambiguity in determining the best consensus function as it depends on sev-
eral aspects including: the nature of the problem, what we expect from the results and
the validation methods in use. A recent useful experimental comparison of clustering
ensemble methods [246] helps the selection of an appropriate consensus function. The
authors explore the general behavior of the functions, presented in Figure 2.8, regarding
six properties. These are:
1. the ability to combine partitions with different number of clusters, i.e. ki is not
necessarily equal for all partitions in P;
2. the dependency of the consensus function on a particular type of generation mech-
anism that are presented in Figure 2.8;
3. whether the functions consider the original dataset of objects, D, and the object
similarity values or only include the set of partitions, P;
4. the capability of determining the optimum number of cluster in Pˆ∗, i.e. weather the
number of clusters is a parameter for the consensus function or not;
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5. the theoretical strength of the consensus function definitions. In general, methods
that fall into median partition approach are theoretically stronger;
6. the computational cost. They use three indicators: low, high and heuristic depen-
dent. The latter is used for cases when it is very difficult to determine the level as it
depends on the problem and the convergence criteria.
The available consensus functions can be divided (according to [246]) into two main
approaches: object co-occurrence and median partitions. The first approach, object co-
occurrence, analyzes how many times an object, or two objects together, belong(s) to
one specific cluster. Explicitly, this approach lets the objects vote for the clusters that
they seem they can fit within. Consensus functions that fall under this approach can
be divided into subgroups of methods: Relabeling and voting. Voting includes Voting-
Merging [58], Plurality Voting [74], Cumulative Voting [13] and Voting Active Clusters
[5]. Co-association matrix includes: Co-Association Single Link [124], Connected Triple
Based Similarity [119] and Probability Accumulation Matrix [251]. Graph and hyper-
graph methods include: Cluster-based Similarity Partitioning Algorithm [229] and Hybrid
Bipartite Graph Formulation [71]. Locally adaptive clustering algorithms include: WSPA
and WBPA [60]. Fussy methods include: sCSPA, sMCLA and sHBGF [198]. Information
theory methods include category utility function [237]; and finally, there is a finite mix
model CE-EM [236].
The second approach, median partition, is an optimization problem that aims to maxi-
mize the similarity with all partitions, formally defined by:
Pˆ∗ = max
∀Pˆi,Pˆj∈P
p
∑
i=1
j=1
dist(Pˆi, Pˆj) (2.38)
dist is the similarity measure between partitions. There are many published methods
to measure (dis)similarity between partitions. They can be categorised into:
• counting pairs measures: count the pairs on which partitions agree or disagree;
• set matching measures: set cardinality comparisons;
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• information theory based measures: quantify the information shared between two
clustering results;
• and kernel measures: these methods were developed specially for median partition
consensus functions.
With the big variety of existing measures, we need to study the properties of each one
to be able to select an appropriate method for our problem. Researchers [10, 173, 197]
have already conducted in-depth analysis of these measures, which might be helpful in
the selection process. The most popular clustering ensemble techniques that obtain the
solution based on median partition can be divided into: Generic algorithms: IT-GA [163]
and HCE [264]; Non-negative matrix factorization based methods: NMFC [38]; Kernel
methods: WKF [243], WPCK [244] and GWKF [245]; and Mirkin distance algorithms:
SAOM [72], FURTH [84] and CC-Pivot [8].
2.7 Chapter summary
In this chapter we review distance measures and organises them according to the data
type that they work on. Next we introduce clustering, including notation (e.g. cluster
centroids) and how to select the appropriate number of clusters. We also describe clus-
tering algorithms themselves including mathematical definitions and pseudo code as well
as drawbacks of different methods. Validation methods are also explored using internal,
external and relative validation calculations. The chapter ends with the cluster ensemble
section which outlines the two main steps of this technique: members generations and
ensemble consensus.
Thus, through this chapter we have explored clustering in depth and we have described
methods that will be used to develop and test our clustering approach for heterogeneous
data. Having covered the background literature on clustering we are now ready to define
our research ideas for clustering heterogeneous data.
Chapter 3
Clustering Framework for
Heterogeneous Data
This chapter covers heterogeneous data and all related issues that need to be discussed to
be able to deal with this type of data. The chapter starts with a review of how the literature
has defined heterogeneous data in Section 3.1. Our own definition is presented in Section
3.2 and Section 3.3 presents formally the research problem. Next, a discussion about the
related work is given in Section 3.4, and this is followed by our proposed approach to
apply cluster analysis to heterogeneous data in Section 3.5. Then, in Section 3.6, a set of
heterogeneous datasets, that we used to assess methodology for our approach. At the end,
the chapter summary is giving in Section 3.8.
3.1 Introduction to Heterogeneous data definition
In the literature, most descriptions, definitions and categorizations of data heterogeneity
reflect each researcher’s perspective. For example, some address the problems from a
structural point [138] and others from a semantic perspective [85]. Liu and Dou [157]
described the difference between these perspectives. They stated that structural hetero-
geneity refers to data gathered from multiple sources and stored in different structures
(e.g., relational databases vs. spread-sheet forms), while semantic heterogeneity means
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that there are differences in the data content and the supposed meaning. Taniar and Rusu
[233] described the latter perspective by stating that it refers to datasets that have dif-
ferent data types (e.g., image, time-series, structured data, etc.), different specifications,
and/or different interpretation of the same structure, for instance, different assignments
(e.g., character and string) to domains in a one-to-one relation between two tables.
Another viewpoint of the definition of heterogeneous data can be found in a study
[219] which described the data complexity properties that hinder straightforward data
mining techniques. It describes complexity as arising from two sources: these are from
data gathered from multiple processes and from data that have multiple interrelationships
among attributes and between the target attribute and the others. On the other hand, Han
and Kamber [102] defined a heterogeneous database as a collection of components that
are interconnected databases, such that each component holds objects that greatly differ
from objects in other components. Furthermore, they talk about databases that come
together grouping different types of data, e.g., spreadsheets, multimedia, hierarchical and
relational databases. The resulted combination is called a heterogeneous database.
Additionally, some researchers [271] view the Web as a huge source of heterogeneous
data, as the Web comprises different types of objects: web pages, links, queries, items,
documents, etc. Chelcea et al. [36] conducted supplementary research that supports the
previous definition. They determined the characteristics of complex data as large, multi-
source, heterogeneous and temporal data (e.g. time period-based clickstreams).
Hence, data from mixed media sources may be called heterogeneous data, but it can
also be termed as "complex data". Mining complex data via pattern detection was dis-
cussed in [216]. The paper referred to three types of datasets as complex data: semi-
structured collections, DNA and multimedia data. Similar research [175] aimed to shape
a complex environment by integrating heterogeneous data sources; these were structured,
semi-structured and unstructured data. The researchers stressed that, it is necessary to
design a unified data approach, e.g., a multi-database/warehouse system in order to ad-
dress the diversity of data types. By looking closely at the these data types, structured
data is the most common data type in conventional databases. Relational databases and
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object-oriented databases are two examples of the more commonly used conventional
structures. On the other hand, unstructured data cannot be directly indexed or represented
in these types of structures, however, this can be done if needed by a way or another. One
of the most popular ways of categorizing unstructured data is by representing in terms
of its space dimensionality. Zhang and Zhang [276] stated that typical examples of 0-
dimensional, 1-dimensional, 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional unstructured data are free
text (alphanumeric data), audio, graphics (imagery data) and video (animation), respec-
tively. Even though Zhang and Zhang considered audio, images and videos as unstruc-
tured data, many other researchers called them multimedia data [e.g., [81]]. Akeem et al.
[9] pointed out that multimedia data are unstructured or semi-structured by nature, and
they defined such data as sets of audio, speech, text, web objects, images or videos, or a
mixture of different types. Unlike structured data, semi-structured data have an irregular
or altering organization [39]. Nonetheless, semi-structured data enforces hierarchies of
records and fields by separating semantic elements using tags or other markers. Popu-
lar examples of semi-structured data are XML (the standard for data representation and
exchange on the World Wide Web) [150], e-mail and Electronic Data Interchange (EDI)
(a method for transferring data between computer systems or networks). It is possible
to transform data from unstructured into semi-structured or fully structured data [217].
Other researchers [3] believe that structured and semi-structured data can be treated as
unstructured data.
Returning back to the term of complex data, Ras et al. [278] described the specifics of
this data heterogeneity by summarising three points:
• Each object in the dataset is represented by different data types, i.e. numerical,
categorical, symbolic descriptor, text, images, audio and video;
• The data sources are numerous, e.g., in medical context, they could come from
textual reports, measures, surveys, radio-graphs, etc; and
• The data are particular to distinct times or places, e.g., patient data that may relate
to different doctors who provided certain information at different times.
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It thus is clear from all of the different types of heterogeneity that complexity is inher-
ent in heterogeneous data and that data analysis methods that address homogeneous data
may need some form of adaptation to work with heterogeneous data. In this research,
we define heterogeneity in a narrow sense as relating to real world complex objects that
are described by different elements where each element may be of a different data type.
Section 3.2. gives a precise formal description of our definition of heterogeneous data.
3.2 Defining heterogeneous data
A heterogeneous dataset in this research is defined as a set of objects described by a
combination of a number of elements. Each element may be an instance of a specific
data category. For example, in hospital environment, a ’patient’ may be described by
elements containing: structured data (e.g. a set of values for demographic attributes);
semi-structure data ( e.g. a diagnostic text report); time series data (e.g. a set of blood
test results over a period of time); and some image data (e.g. an x-ray image). Note that
an object may have entire elements missing (e.g. a complete set of values for a particular
blood test that the patient did not take) or values within the element missing (e.g. some
demographic values are not recorded). This type of heterogeneity makes no assumptions
about the source of the data. It could be an individual homogeneous database system
or multiple heterogeneous datasets. However, all available data represents a different
description, an element, of the same object. We are not referring to relationships between
classes of entities or objects but to relationships between objects of the same class. Each
element could be generated from a different process but the elements are understood as
being complementary to one another and describing the object in full. Thus they all are
characterised by sharing the same Object Identifier (O.ID).
The data categories that might compose our heterogeneous object are:
• Structured data
According to Losee [160], structured data refers to data systematized in a highly
predefined schema (e.g. tables and relations) where the regularities apply to the
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whole dataset. The schema has to be well-defined before the content is created by
determining the data types, structures and relations. A typical example for fully
structured data is a relational database system. An advantage of relational database
applications is the presence of several practical tools to maintain, manage and ad-
ministrate this type of data structure.
• Unstructured data
Unlike structured data, this kind of data does not have a pre-defined data model
[217]. A typical example of this category is free text. Unstructured data is also
described in [2] as data that cannot be shaped in rows and columns in a similar
way to relational databases. The lack of controlling navigation within unstructured
content is one of the big limitations in the analysis of this data type [217], thus it
is often very difficult to analyze unstructured data. Moreover, data in this format is
growing significantly and experts estimate that 80 to 90 percent of the data in any
organization is unstructured.
• Semi-structure data
In this category, the data is controlled by a regular structure that is applied to the
whole content to make it self-describing [160]. The data is interpreted with struc-
tural information supplied as tags, for example, name = "Mark"’ and city = "Lon-
don". To convert the unstructured data to semi-structured data, these tags can be
allocated manually or automatically [217]. Instances of semi-structure data are:
mark-up languages (e.g., XML), Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) which is a
communication system that provides standards for exchanging data electronically,
Electronic Mails (E-mail) and Resource Description Framework (RDF) which is a
language that provides meta-data to web resources in the WWW.
Abiteboul [2] reported that one of the strengths of this data category is the possibil-
ity of creating its semi-structure according to precise specifications to make it serve
a particular application, for example, allowing redundant or missing fields.
• Sequence data
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Sequence data refers to a successive ordered set of variables such that S= s1,s2, . . . ,sm
[108] where s1 is the first value, s2 is the second value and so on. The typical in-
stance of sequence data is time-series where it has a temporal order and events are
measured in uniform intervals and expressed numerically [108]. Other examples
of sequence data made of characters include acid sequences, protein sequences and
DNA sequences.
• Multimedia data
This category includes one or more of the data media that can be represented, pro-
cessed, stored and transmitted digitally. Zhang and Zhang [276] stated that this type
of data is at least 1-dimensional in the space. Images, audio and videos are common
examples of these digital media. Still images are sequences of pixels that represent
a region in the graphical display. Image resolution, size, complexity and compres-
sion scheme control the space needed to store them. Audio files are sound recording
files that use compressing schemes in order to minimize the space required to store
them as one minute of sound can take up to 2-3 Mbs of space. Full-motion videos
are stored as sequences of frames. They are the most space intensive multimedia
data type. However, that depends on the resolution and size of the frames, were a
single frame may need up to 1 MB to be stored.
3.3 Problem statement
In this research, the formal definition of a heterogeneous dataset, H, is a set of objects such
that H = {O1, O2, . . . , Oi, . . . , ON}, where N is the total number of objects in H and Oi
is the ith object in H. Each object, Oi, is defined by a unique Object Identifier, Oi.ID. We
use the dot notation to access the identifier and other component parts of an object. In our
heterogeneous dataset objects are also defined by a number of components or elements
Oi = {E1Oi, . . . ,E
j
Oi, . . . ,E
M
Oi}, where M represents the total number of elements and E
j
Oi
represents the data relating to E j for Oi . Each full element, E j, for 1 ≤ j ≤M, may be
considered as representing and storing a different data type. Hence, we can view H from
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two different perspectives: as a set of objects containing data for each element or as a set
of elements containing data for each object. Either representation will allow us to extract
the required information. For example, O3 would refer to all the elements available for
object 3 (e.g a specific patient with a given ID); O3.E2 would refer to the second element
for object three (e.g. a set of hemoglobin blood test results for a specific patient); E2
would refer to all of the objects’ values for element 2 (e.g. all of the hemoglobin blood
results for all patients) .
We begin by considering a number of data types:
SD A heterogeneous dataset may contain a (generally only one) SD element, ESD. In
this case, there is a set of attributes ESD = {A1,A2, . . . ,Ap} defined over p domains
with the expectation that every object, Oi, contains a set of values for some or all of
the attributes in ESD. Hence, ESD is a N× p matrix in which the columns represent
the different attributes in ESD and the rows represent the values of each object, Oi,
for the set of attributes in ESD. For example, Oi.ESD.A3 refers to the value of A3
for Oi in the SD element. The domains for SD are those considered in relational
databases, e.g.:
• Primitive domains: there are a number of data types that can be considered
as primitive domains, for example: boolean, numeric, character and string.
Boolean values can be either true or false. A numerical value may be an
integer or a real number. A character value could be any uni-code character
such as a letter, number, symbol, space, etc. A strings domain, consists of or
a sequence of Unicode characters.
• Date or partial date domains: an instance of date as used in human communi-
cation; it is represented by all or a combination of year, month, day.
• Time domain: used to specify time in the following form "hh:mm:ss" where
hh indicates hours, mm indicates minutes and ss indicates seconds and all the
components are required. Thus it denotes a time ranging from 00 : 00 : 00 to
23 : 59 : 59.
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SD attributes may take one of a fixed number of possible values for each data entry.
This is known as a categorical data type, where the values are drawn from the pre-
viously mentioned domains (e.g. integer, char, string). In contrast, other attributes
may contain continuous values drawn from the numeric domain.
TS The heterogeneous dataset may also contain one or more time-series elements:
ETS1, . . . ,ETSg, . . . ,ETSq. A TS is a temporally ordered set of r values which
are typically collected in successive (possibly fixed) intervals of time: ETSg =
{(t1,v1), . . . ,(tl,vl), . . . ,(tr,vr)} such that v1 is the first recorded value at time t1,
vl is the lth recorded value at time tl , etc., ∀l,vl ∈ℜ. Any TS element, ETSg, can be
represented as a vector of r time/value pairs. Note, however, that r is not fixed, and
thus the length of the same time-series element can vary among different objects.
TE A heterogeneous object may be described using one or more distinct text elements.
A text element refers to an unstructured or a semi-structured segment of text form-
ing a document and modelled as a vector of t values that belongs to the term-
frequency-matrix, TFM. A term is a word(s) or set of words or a phrase (a word
in our case) that exists in a document and is extracted using one of the string match-
ing algorithms. TFM is a mathematical d x t matrix that represents the frequency
of a list of t terms in a set of d documents. Rows correspond to documents and
columns correspond to terms. The term frequency-inverse document frequency (tf-
idf) [113] is a weighting scheme that was used to determine the value of each entry
in TFM. This scheme uses a statistic weighting factor that reflects how important a
word is to a particular document that belongs to a set of documents. Although more
frequent words are assumed to be more important, in practice this is not the case.
Probably the most frequent words that appear in English text, e.g. "a" and "the", are
not descriptive or important in the text mining task.
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TFM =

w1,1 w1,2 · · · w1,t
w2,1 w2,2 · · · w2,t
...
... . . .
...
wd,1 wd,2 · · · wd,t

wi,j, is the weight based on tf-idf scheme of the jth term in the ith document. But
we have to apply several standard transformations on the basic term vector rep-
resentation before constructing TFM. The stop words such as ’the’, ’and’, ’are’
and ’do’ have to be removed. Also, since the different morphological variations of
words with the same stem are similar, words with different endings, they need to be
mapped into a single word. For example, ’introduction’, ’introduce’, ’introducing’
and ’introduces’ are mapped to be the stem ’introduc’ and they should be treated as
a single word. In addition, including rare terms may introduce noise and add more
cost to the similarity computations. Thus, words that appear with less than a given
threshold frequency may be discarded.
Note that, in the case of having more than one TE for the same object, they might
be viewed as distinct elements or as one element after merging them.
IE A heterogeneous object may be described by one or more m×n 24-bit RGB im-
ages, sometimes known as a true colour image. An RGB image is stored as a
3-dimensional matrix which is m×n×3 such as IMG= {img1,1,1, img1,1,2, img1,1,3,
img1,2,1, img1,2,2, . . ., img1,n,3, . . ., img2,1,1, . . ., imgm,n,3}. The first two dimen-
sions of the matrix, m and n, are the image dimensions where m×n is the number of
pixels. The third dimension of the matrix, 3, are used to define red, green, and blue
colour components for each individual pixel. The colour of each pixel is determined
by the combination of the three colours intensities. For a particular pixel, colours
intensities are stored in each of the three colour planes at the pixel’s position as a
number between 0 and 1. The colour components for a black pixel are 0, 0, and 0
for the red, green and blue plane, while a pixel whose colour components are 1, 1,
and 1 is displayed as white. The three colour components for each pixel are stored
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along the third dimension of the RGB matrix. For example, the red, green, and
blue colour components of the pixel (6,15) are stored in the following position of
the RGB matrix: (6,15,1), (6,15,2), and (6,15,3), respectively, see figure 3.1. In a
24-bit RGB images, every colour plane: the red, green, and blue components, is 8
bits which produces up to 16 million different colours, 224 combinations.
Figure 3.1: RGB image element representation: The value and the position of storing the
red, green, and blue colour components of the pixel (6,15) in the 3-dimensional matrix
that represents the RGB image
As a general comment, this definition of an object is extensible and allows for the in-
troduction of further data types such as video, sounds, etc. Moreover, it can be concluded
from the above definition that any object Oi ∈ H might contain more than one element
drawn from the same data category. In other words, a particular object Oi may be com-
posed of a number of DSs and/or TSs and/or images. Moreover, incomplete objects are
permitted, where one or more of their elements are absent. Figure 3.2 demonstrates two
different views of our heterogeneous dataset: an elements’ view and an objects’ view.
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The data can be stored in a way that allows easily to alternate between these two views,
Figure 3.2: Heterogeneous data representation: The red dashed rectangle shows the data
relating to a particular object,O2, whereas the matrices show various elements including
a SD element,E1, and two TS elements,E2 and EM.
i.e. the data of a particular element, say E1, can be accessed as well as the data for a par-
ticular object, say O2. It may be possible, for example to store the data as sets of tuples
< O.ID,E .ID,Data Type, f ield,value > where for a SD element the field contains the
name of the Attribute to be stored with its corresponding value, whereas for a TS element
the field corresponds to the time with its corresponding value and for TE element the field
corresponds to the term and the value reflecting the frequency from TFM. A simplified
example of a patient data recorded in this way may be similar to:
< Pat123,HISData,age,57 >,
< Pat123,HISData,weight,66 >,
< Pat123,HISData, tumourStage,3 >
< Pat123,BloodVitaminD,0,13.2 >
< Pat123,BloodVitaminD,30,13.6 >
< Pat123,BloodVitaminD,65,13.8 >
< Pat123,BloodCalcium,0,39 >
< Pat123,BloodCalcium,30,42 >
< Pat123,BloodCalcium,65,40 >
< Pat123,report1, ’tumour’,2 >
< Pat123,report1, ’MRI’,4 >
< Pat123,report1, ’diagnosed’,1 >
< Pat123,report1, ’positive’,1 >
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< Pat123,report2, ’cancer’,6 >
< Pat123,report2, ’medication’,2 >
< Pat123,report2, ’prostate’,5 >
< Pat123,report2, ’drugs’,3 >
In this scenario, it is possible to distribute the data using a distributed file system and
it is also possible to then retrieve the whole dataset for an object or for an element as
required by an algorithm.
For a heterogeneous dataset, H, comprising N objects as defined above, then the target
is to cluster the N objects into k groups where k ≤ N. Normally, to achieve the clustering
goal, the number of clusters has to be k N. The partition of H into k clusters is denoted
as Cˆ = {C1,C2, . . . ,Ck} where each Ci is formed by grouping similar heterogeneous ob-
jects based on similarity measures.
Few attempts have been made to apply data mining techniques on such mixture of data
types. The next section (Section 3.4) describes what has been achieved in this area so far.
In particular, it details how previous researchers have tried to apply clustering techniques
on heterogeneous data and afterwards the discussion lead us to our proposed approach to
perform this task in Section 3.5.
3.4 Related work on clustering heterogeneous data
Nowadays, modern digital technologies can generate heterogeneous, complex and pecu-
liar data. This creates some challenges for data mining techniques. Thus, more data
mining research is needed [9]. Clustering, as discussed in Section 2.2, is the process of
grouping similar objects into meaningful clusters without prior knowledge. In the com-
munity of data mining and machine learning, clustering homogeneous data has been stud-
ied a great deal; comparatively, clustering of heterogeneous data is not a well-developed
area of research [82]. Few researchers have ventured into this field, discarding the basic
assumption that only homogeneous data objects can be successfully clustered, although
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nothing substantial has been achieved yet. Two recent surveys have appeared on mining
multimedia data (i.e. data containing mixed data types): [167] and [9]. They discuss
various data mining approaches and techniques, including clustering. However, as review
papers, detailed procedures are not provided; instead, they focus only on defining the
problem including the nature of this challenging data.
Clustering two data types simultaneously, documents and terms, is tackled in two sim-
ilar studies [51, 272]. In both studies, researchers clustered documents and terms as ver-
tices in a bipartite graph with the edges of the graph indicating their co-occurrence, using
edge weights to indicate the frequency of this co-occurrence. There was a restriction in
these papers: each word cluster was associated with a document cluster. The underlying
assumption here was that words that typically appear together should be associated with
same/similar concept which means similar documents. Considering this assumption as
a limitation, Dhillon et al. [52] worked on the same problem but they did not impose
such a restriction in their study. In addition to clustering a mixture of data types at the
same time, a reinforcement approach was suggested by other researchers [249], which
might help to address the problem of clustering a set of interrelated objects with different
types. The idea behind this approach is to cluster multiple data types separately. Inter-
type links are used to iteratively project the clustering results from one type onto another.
The researchers applied their scheme on multi-type interrelated web objects, and they
noted that their experiment results proved the effectiveness of this approach; significant
improvements in clustering accuracy were delivered compared to the result obtained by
a standard "flat" clustering scheme. Their idea might have been inspired by a former
study conducted by Zeng et al. [271], which attempted to develop a unified framework
for clustering heterogeneous web objects. It can be concluded from both studies that re-
lationships between objects can be represented as additional attributes of data and used in
the clustering. From the previously presented studies, it can be observed that much of the
work in this area relates to the clustering of multi-class interrelated objects, that is, objects
defined by multiple data types and belonging to different classes that are connected to one
another.
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On the other hand, by reviewing the literature, it seems that fusion approaches [27, 4]
are often used to deal with this mix of data as they can combine diverse data sources even
when they differ in terms of representation. General speaking, fusion approaches focus
on the analysis of multiple matrices and formulate data fusion as a collective factorisa-
tion of matrices. For example, Long et al. [159] proposed a spectral clustering algorithm
that uses the collective factorisation of related matrices to cluster multi-type interrelated
objects. The algorithm discovers the hidden structures of multi-class/multi-type objects
based on both feature information and relation information. Ma et al. [164] also used fu-
sion in the context of a collaborative filtering problem. They propose a new algorithm that
fuses a user’s social network graph with a user-item rating matrix using factor analysis
based on probabilistic matrix factorisation in order to find more accurate recommenda-
tions. Some recent work on data fusion [4] has sought to understand when data fusion
is useful and when the analysis of individual data sources may be more advantageous.
Data fusion approaches have become popular for heterogeneous data. It is referred to
as the process of integration of multiple data and knowledge from the same real-world
object into a consistent, accurate, and useful representation. In practice, data fusion has
been evolving for a long time in multi-sensor research [101, 137] and other areas such as
robotics and machine learning[1, 69]. However, there has been little interaction with data
mining research until recently [45].
According to the stage at which the fusion procedure takes place in the modelling
process, data fusion approaches are classified into three categories [170, 194, 90]: early
integration, late integration and intermediate integration. In early integration, data from
different modalities are concatenated to form a single dataset. According to Žitnik and Zu-
pan [239], this fusion method is theoretically the most powerful approach but it neglects
the modular structure of the data and relies on procedures for feature construction. Inter-
mediate integration is the newest method. It retains the structure of the data and concate-
nates different modalities at the level of a predictive model. In other words, it addresses
multiplicity and merges the data through the inference of a joint model. The negative as-
pect of intermediate integration is the requirement to develop a new inference algorithm
for every given model type. However, according to some researchers [239, 241, 194, 145]
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the intermediate data fusion approach is very accurate for prediction problems and may
be very promising for clustering. In late integration, each data modality gives rise to a
distinct model and models are fused using different weightings.
Though many studies (e.g. [146, 24, 214]) have examined data fusion in classification
there is less work in the clustering domain. However, in one hand a recent work on in-
termediate fusion for data clustering was conducted by Yu et al. [267] and found to be
promising. On the other hand, Greene and Cunningham [90], for example, present an ap-
proach to clustering with late integration using matrix factorisation. Others have derived
clustering using various ensemble methods [59, 229, 249, 82] to arrive at a consensus
clustering.
3.5 Proposed methodology for applying cluster analysis
to heterogeneous data
Our proposed solution for clustering heterogeneous data is to explore intermediate fusion
as well as late fusion and then compare the results of both. On the one hand, intermediate
fusion could be used to examine ways to merge Distance Matrices (DMs) prior to the
application of clustering algorithms. A number of DMs can be produced to assess the
similarity between heterogeneous objects; each matrix represents distance with regards to
a single element. We then fuse the DMs for the different elements together to generate
a single fused DM for the objects. We merge the DMs using a weighted linear scheme
to allow different elements to contribute to the clustering according to their importance.
In the machine learning community, these weights are sometimes assigned based on a
subjective process supported by domain knowledge. This subjective weighting process
may be feasible only in an environment where data is stable (i.e., not subject to a constant
change). Alternatively, weights can be determined automatically. Attention has been paid
to this topic and a number of weight setting methods were proposed [126, 41, 179, 226]. In
this research, we employ a systematic, but not automatic, manual approach in weighting
different elements (see section 3.5.1).
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A problem may arise when the different distance measures work on very different
scales. However, here we tackle this issue by normalising the pre-calculated values within
the individual DMs by scaling them to a range between 0 and 1. That makes the assump-
tion that the values in the final single distance matrix are directly comparable since they
can be considered as measured using the same "unit". Additionally, in our fusion process
we combine metric measures with non-metric ones and this could be considered a prob-
lem. However, we have no specific evidence to say these are non-commensurable with
each other. The differences between metric and non-metric measures are given in Section
2.2. In general, a metric is a distance measure that satisfies four mathematical properties:
reflexivity, symmetry, triangle inequality and non-negativity. In contrast, non-metric mea-
sure lack one or more of these properties. Although, it is desirable to satisfy the metric
properties, there are advantages in using the non-metric measures. An example to illus-
trate this claim is the case of using non-metric measures that are insensitive to radiometric
changes in the scene or invariant to sensor parameters like those that are used to compare
images which are captured under different lighting conditions [32]. Additionally, there
are multiple distance measures that do not satisfy the triangle inequality property.
Previous research [4, 194] has found that combining data types is not always useful
to knowledge extraction because some data types may introduce noise into the model.
Accordingly, we need to measure how useful each element is to our clustering results.
Moreover, other uncertainty issues need to be addressed too. On the other hand, a late
fusion solution could be designed by applying clustering algorithms multiple times, each
time trying to cluster heterogeneous objects with regards to a single element. The result-
ing clusters can then be fused using some form of voting scheme as part of an ensemble.
The late fusion idea has not been explored yet in our research so we currently focus on
the intermediary fusion.
3.5.1 The intermediate fusion approach
We propose to use a Similarity Matrix Fusion (SMF) approach, as follows:
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1. Define a suitable data representation to both describe the dataset and apply suitable
distance measures;
2. Calculate the DMs for each element independently;
3. Consider how to address data uncertainty;
4. Fuse the DMs efficiently into one Fusion Matrix (FM), taking account of uncer-
tainty;
5. Use the FM to apply clustering algorithms to the heterogeneous objects; and
6. Validate the resulting clusters.
The main idea of SMF is to create a comprehensive view of distances for heterogeneous
objects. SMF computes DMs obtained from each of the elements separately, taking ad-
vantage of the complementarity in the data. It also computes uncertainty in order to
use it with the FM to reflect the reliability of the distance calculations. Once we have
a FM representing distances between complex objects and values of uncertainty for the
calculations, we can proceed to cluster heterogeneous objects using standard algorithms
which were introduced in Section 2.4. Figure 3.3 illustrates the phases of this proposed
approach.
Construction of DMs for each element
For every pair of objects, Oi and Oj, we begin by calculating entries for each individual
DM corresponding to one of the elements in the heterogeneous database, E z, as follows:
DME
z
Oi,O j = dist(Oi.E
z,O j.E z), (3.1)
where in each case dist represents an appropriate distance measure for the given data
type. The most widely-used distance measures were explored in Section 2.2, and were
classified by the data types they can deal with. All the computed distances in the M DMs
need to be normalized to lie in the range [0− 1] since this is essential in handling data
uncertainty which is discussed later. For each DM, we use the following formula to scale
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Figure 3.3: Conceptual framework for clustering heterogeneous datasets comprising M el-
ements and producing three clusters following the proposed intermediate fusion approach
the calculations between 0 and 1:
DME
z
Oi,O j =
dist(Oi.E z,O j.E z)−min
{
DME
z}
max
{
DME z
}−min{DME z} , (3.2)
where min
{
DME
z}
is the minimum distance calculation that is recorded in the DM which
corresponds to element E z and max
{
DME
z}
is the maximum distance calculation that is
recorded in the DM which corresponds to element E z.
Once we have constructed the M DMs, they are later fused into one matrix, FM, which
expresses the distances between heterogeneous objects. Below is the explanation of our
proposed fusion technique.
Computing the Fusion Matrix
Fusion of the M DMs for each element can be achieved using a weighted average ap-
proach. Weights are used to allow emphasis on those elements that may have more influ-
ence on discriminating the objects. The fused matrix representing the distance between
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two objects, FMOi,O j , can be defined ∀i, j ∈ {1,2, . . . ,N} as:
FMOi,O j =
M
∑
z=1
wz×dist(Oi.E z,O j.E z)
M
∑
z=1
wz
(3.3)
The weight for the zth element, wz, can be estimated manually by analysing all con-
structed DMs using the heatmap visualization technique, and then evaluating the impor-
tance of each element in clustering our heterogeneous objects. Other automatic alterna-
tives might also be utilized. For example, for each DM we operate a clustering algorithm
to group our objects into k clusters and then assess the performance via one of the clus-
tering validation calculations, using the resulting value as a weight for that particular
element. One should remark here that weights are a convenient inclusion because there
might be substantive reasons for up-weighting or down-weighting the importance of a
specific element. For example, an element might not be significant from the end-user per-
spective, or its effects needed to be masked while clustering the dataset. In addition, one
or more of the weights might have a zero-value in some cases such as trying to measure
the similarity between the objects while masking out a particular element. This means
that the weighting scheme might include some user-defined weights.
Along with the process of fusing DMs, uncertainty needs to be addressed. This in-
cludes two main problems:
1. Incomplete objects: i.e. objects with missing elements which result in a missing
value in the DMs; for example, a patient could have a missing blood test resulting
in a missing distance with respect to another patient for that element; and
2. Disagreement between matrices: i.e. divergence with respect to how similar objects
are according to the different DMs. It is important to also measure this because
according to equation 3.3 two objects which have elements with middling values
for their distance measures may give raise to a fused distance value which would be
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very similar to two objects with widely differing distance values. Yet in the second
case, we may be less confident that the objects are similar than in the first case.
Below is our suggested solution to represent certainty in our fused calculations, FM.
How to handle uncertainty
Uncertainty is inseparably associated with learning from data. Cormode and McGregor
[40] reported that combining data values, can be considered as a source of uncertainty. In
fact, traditionally, uncertainty in data analysis, has been described in probabilistic terms,
and this approach has been applied in the data mining field. Many of clustering and classi-
fication algorithms have been extended correspondingly, e.g., UK-means clustering [35],
fuzzy c-means clustering [171] and nearest-neighbour classification [49, 265]. However,
we need to bear in mind that although there are accuracy and reliability benefits to han-
dling uncertainty appropriately there are also often increased computational costs.
In our research the process of measuring similarity can be affected by uncertainty in
a number of ways. First, as explained, we may be comparing incomplete objects which
brings uncertainty to any similarity calculations. Secondly, a lack of coincidence in judg-
ing/assessing the distance between objects when using different elements may also intro-
duce uncertainty in the FM. For instance, Oi and Oj may be considered as similar objects
in some of the pre-computed DMs but not in others, making the overall similarity of the
objects uncertain.
The question that arises here is how to define the uncertainty in our fused calculations
in an appropriate manner. We propose a general probabilistic description of both types
of uncertainty. For each pair of objects,Oi and Oj, we compute the uncertainty associated
with the FM arising from missing information, UFM, as follows:
UFMOi,O j =
1
M
M
∑
z=1
1, DM
E z
Oi,O j 6= null
0, otherwise
(3.4)
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With regards to the disagreement between DMs judgments, we compute the uncer-
tainty associated with the FM, DFM, for each pair of objects,Oi and Oj, as follows:
DFMOi,O j =
(
1
M
M
∑
z=1
(DME
z
Oi,O j −DMOi,O j)
2
) 1
2
, (3.5)
where,
DMOi,O j =
1
M
M
∑
z=1
DME
z
Oi,O j
In other words, UFM, calculates the proportion of missing distance values in the DMs
associated with all elements for objects Oi and Oj, while UFM, calculates the standard
deviation of distance values in the DMs associated with all elements for objects Oi and
Oj. We now have two expressions of uncertainty, UFM and DFM associated with each
value of the fusion matrix, FM. They may be used separately to filter data or combined
together. We may wish to use UFM and DFM individually or we may wish to report
both values together, for example by calculating the average of both measures as the
uncertainty associated with a given value of FM. To filter out values we can set thresholds
for each calculation individually, i.e., ignoring cases where UFM ≥ φ1 or DFM ≥ φ2.
Furthermore, we can produce adapted versions of the standard clustering algorithms such
as k-medoids which use the uncertainty information in the cluster formation process. This
will be part of our research.
General comment
Our proposed approach, SFM, for measuring the distances between objects in a heteroge-
neous dataset is flexible because of the following reasons:
1. It is extendable to other types of object elements as long as there is a distance
measure that can be used to compare this data type in a homogenous dataset.
2. It is applicable if there is more than one object’s component of the same type. For
instance, a heterogeneous object composed of structured data, four images, three
different text documents, a sound file and two distinct time-series. This can be
done either by dealing with every type separately as a collection of elements of a
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particular type or by dealing with every component distinctly.
3. It is flexible with regards to the choice of distance measure of each individual type
of data.
4. It is modifiable in terms of the clustering validity indicator used in determining the
weight of each object’s component.
5. It is simple when the researcher desires to modify or mask the effect of a particular
component on the overall clustering results by changing the weight of the compo-
nents.
6. It can incorporate uncertainty in the calculations.
3.5.2 The proposed Hk-medoids clustering
The standard k-medoids [133] is one of the most popular clustering techniques in use.
Several versions of this algorithm have been proposed in the literature. For example:
PAM (Partitioning Around Medoids) [133], CLARA (Clustering LARge Applications)
[134] and CLARANS (Clustering Large Applications based upon RANdomized Search)
[187]. Although, several versions of this algorithm were proposed and experimented
with in the literature, they are not able to handle data heterogeneity as we have defined
it nor the related uncertainty that arises in similarity calculations. Thus, with a view
toward an integrated analysis of certain and uncertain heterogeneous data, we introduce
Hk-medoids, an optimized version of the standard k-medoids algorithm that can address
the aforementioned problems.
Similar to the standard k-medoids, the proposed Hk-medoids makes multiple iterative
passes through the dataset and allows object membership to change based on distance
from medoids. It seeks to minimize the total variance of the clusters, i.e., the sum of the
distances from each object to its assigned cluster medoid. In both algorithms, we need to
update the objects assignments and the medoids allocations.
For the update stage, in some k-medoids implementations that works in a similar way
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to the k-means, two update phases iterative algorithm is applied over all k clusters. The
literature often describes the two update phases as batch update and PAM-like online
update. For example, the implementation that we have used in this paper, called ’small’,
which employs a variant of the Lloyd’s iterations based on [193]. During the batch update,
each iteration consists of reassigning objects to their closest medoid, all at once, followed
by recalculation of cluster medoids. During the PAM-like online update, for each cluster,
a small subset of data objects that are normally the furthest from and nearest to the medoid
are chosen. For each chosen data object, the algorithm reassigns the clustering of the
whole dataset and checks if doing so will reduce the sum of distances. This approach
is similar to what PAM does, however, the swap considerations are limited to the points
near the medoids and far from the medoids. When both update phases operate that tends
to improve the quality of solutions generated where the online update seems to produces
better solution than those found by the full batch updates [154].
Thus, in Hk-medoids, we exploited the difference between batch and PAM-like on-
line update phases; however, we use a different subset selection condition. We restrict
the PAM-like swap step to uncertain objects only, then reallocate the objects to the new
medoids. The pseudo code of Hk-medoids is presented below in Figure 3.4.
It is clear from Figure 3.4 that the proposed algorithm requires some calculations prior
to applying it to heterogeneous data. We have to fuse the distances between the individ-
ual data types using pre-calculated distance matrices, DMs. This is to produce a single
pairwise matrix of fused distances, FM, between heterogeneous objects that can be used
to produce a clustering configuration. In addition, we need to have some uncertainty
expressions. To compute these calculations, we benefit from the proposed intermediary
fusion approach, SMF, which is described in Section 3.5.1. SMF computes the fusion
matrix, FM, and two uncertainty expressions, UFM and DFM. UFM reflects uncertainty
arising from assessing incomplete objects and DFM expresses the degree of disagreement
between DMs. We then define certainty criteria by setting threshold(s) for one or both
of the UFM and DFM expressions, for example, UFM ≥ φ1 and/or DFM ≥ φ2. Our pa-
rameter experimentations lead to thresholds associated with between 10% and 35% of
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Input: FM: N×N pairwise distance fusion matrix for N objects, O1,O2, . . . ,ON
k: number of clusters
CV:certainty vector for N objects, CV = {CVOi}Ni=1
Output: a set of k clusters’ medoids, M=
{
M j
}k
j=1
label assignments ∀Oi, L = {LOi}Ni=1
Method:
1: Choose k initial objects as medoids, M1,M2, . . . ,Mk randomly
2: Assign the remaining N− k objects to the closest medoids using the FM:
foreach Oi ∈ the remaining N− k objects
LOi ← jFM(Oi,M j), j ∈ {1 . . .k}
end
3: Begin the batch-updating phase using certain objects only:
repeat
%% calculate medoids using certain objects
foreach Mp ∈M do
x← 1≤ j≤N
N
∑
i=1
FM(Oi,O j),∀ certainOi,certainO j ∈Mp, i.e. CV Oi = 1, CV O j = 1
if (Ox 6=Mp) then
Mp = Ox
%% assign certain objects to the nearest medoids
foreach Oi, i ∈ {1 . . .N}
if CV Oi = 1 then
LOi ← jFM(Oi,M j), j ∈ {1 . . .k}
if (LOi 6= LOi) then
LOi ←LOi
end
end
end
until none of the LOi change
4: Begin the PAM-like online-updating phase to deal with uncertain objects:
%% assign uncertain objects to the nearest medoids
foreach Oi, i ∈ {1 . . .N}
if CV Oi = 0 then
LOi ← jFM(Oi,M j), j ∈ {1 . . .k}
if (LOi 6= LOi) then
LOi ←LOi
end
end
end
%% operate PAM-like swap step using uncertain objects only
do
foreach Mp ∈M do
x← 1≤ j≤N
N
∑
i=1
FM(Oi,O j),∀ Oi,uncertainO j ∈Mp, i.e. CV Oi = 0||1,CV O j = 0
if (Ox 6=Mp) then
Mp← Ox
end
end
%% if any M j change, assign all objects to the nearest medoids
foreach Oi, i ∈ {1 . . .N}
LOi ← jFM(Oi,M j), j ∈ {1 . . .k}
if (LOi 6= LOi) then
LOi ←LOi
end
end
until none of the M j change
5: return M and L
Figure 3.4: Hk-medoids clustering algorithm
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objects being considered as uncertain because between those margins we saw little effect
on performance. However, when going outside those margins, clustering performance
deteriorates. We practically illustrate the sensitivity of this parameter in Section 5.7.2.
Accordingly, we can determine pairs of objects for which FM calculations are uncertain,
given defined thresholds:
Certain(Oi,O j) = 1 ∀Oi,O j |UFMOi,O j ≥ φ1and/orDFMOi,O j ≥ φ2 (3.6)
For a given object, Oi, the certainty is defined in relation to all the other objects:
Certainty(Oi) = ∑
1≤ j≤N
Certain(Oi,O j) (3.7)
We can then produce a certainty vector, CV , such that:
CV = {CV O1,CV O2, . . . ,CV ON} where CVOi =
0, Certainty(Oi)≥
N
2
1, otherwise
(3.8)
In other words, CV is a N binary vector indicating which of the N objects have uncer-
tain fused calculations according to the UFM and/or DFM thresholds, φ1 and φ2. CV Oi is
created for Oi by analysing the uncertainty calculations that are defined for Oi in relation
to all the other objects. When the number of objects that hold uncertain calculations with
Oi is greater than half of the total number of objects in the dataset, CV considers it as an
object with uncertain calculations and vice versa.
The main differences between the standard k-medoids and Hk-medoids are outlined
below:
1. The ability of Hk-medoids to deal with heterogeneous datasets.
2. Hk-medoids uses the uncertainty expressions generated in relation to the fused dis-
tances.
3. Fusion matrix, FM, and uncertainty expressions, UFM and DFM, must be computed
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before applying Hk-medoids.
4. Hk-medoids assigns the objects that are associated with certain calculations in the
batch phase only.
5. Hk-medoids allocates the objects that are associated with a high degree of uncer-
tainty in the online phase.
In fact, the most consuming part of any standard k-medoids implementation is the cal-
culation of the distances between objects. However, this is not the case in our algorithm
as it takes the pairwise fused distance matrix as an input. Thus we assume that as a pre-
liminary step we have used O(M×N2) steps to calculate FM, where M is the number
of elements and N is the number of heterogeneous objects. To compare the efficiency
of our proposed algorithm to the most popular k-medoids implementation, PAM, we can
discuss their computational complexity. We are interested in comparing our work to PAM
because our algorithm has a main iterative step that works similarly to PAM. Also, we
have analysed the complexity of ’small’ for the same reason. The complexity of PAM is
O(k(N− k)2), where k is number of clusters. However, other k-means like implementa-
tions, e.g. ’small’, are O(kN). By analysing the pseudo code of Hk-medoids in Figure 3.4
we can observe that the iterative parts of the algorithm are in step 3 (similar to ’small’) and
step 4 (similar to PAM). The computational complexity of step 3 is O(k(N−n)) where n
is the number of uncertain objects, while the complexity of Step 4 is O(k(N− n− k)2).
Thus, the cost of step 3 is less than the cost of ’small’ and the cost of step 4 is less than
the cost of PAM. The differences become more noticeable when we use specific uncer-
tainty thresholds that control the number of certain/uncertain objects. In other words, if
we come to a point where n = 0 or n is a very small number, the cost of step 3 will be
equivalent to the cost of ’small’ and step 4 will not be executed at all, hence the behaviour
of our algorithm will approximate that of ’small’. On the other hand, with a reasonable
number of uncertain objects n, Hk-medoids will be more efficient in term of execution
time compared to the standard PAM as the number of swaps in step 4 will be n and not N.
Thus, we overcome a main drawback of PAM which works inefficiently for large datasets
due to its swap complexity. In summary, Hk-medoids consists of two different iterative
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steps, but it is still less expensive than PAM +’small’. This is true even in worse scenario,
i.e. when n = N.
3.5.3 The late fusion approach
The justification for employing this type of methods to our problem can be linked to
the definition of a clustering ensemble. We can define it as the problem of reconciling
multiple clustering information about the same dataset but coming from different sources
(elements in our case). Then, building a clustering ensemble seems a natural solution
to clustering heterogeneous data. The results of applying a clustering algorithm to a set
of heterogeneous objects depend on many factors, for example, the characteristics of the
used dis/similarity function(s) and the structure of our objects according to each element.
Thus, when we apply clustering analysis to the same set of heterogeneous objects, we
may obtain very dissimilar configurations by comparing the results achieved based on the
different elements. Consequently, we can aggregate clustering results of all individual
elements to attain a more accurate and stable final clustering result. Relaying on this
interpretation, we endorse the use of clustering ensemble methods.
We chose one of the well-established ensemble methods: the pairwise similarity ap-
proach [79, 229]. It is one of the ensemble approaches that makes use of co-occurrence
relationships between all pairs of data objects that are represented in a similarity matrix.
The co-occurrence matrix denotes the proportion of base clusterings in which each pair of
objects are assigned to the same cluster. This way of reporting associations between ob-
jects was criticized [71, 119] because the matrix ignores the similarity amongst clusters.
In response to this criticism, new methods for generating two link-based pairwise similar-
ity matrices were proposed: Connected-Triple-based Similarity (CT S) [139], SimRank-
based Similarity (SRS) [127] and Approximate SimRank-based Similarity (ASRS) [120]
matrices. These matrices consider both the associations among objects as well as those
among clusters using link-based similarity measures (e.g. [28, 127]). The aforementioned
approach has proved its effectiveness in many different application domains such as: gene
expression data analysis [184, 230] and satellite image analysis [144].
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In our heterogeneous dataset, H, with N objects such that H = {O1, O2, . . . , Oi, . . . ,
ON}, each ith object in H, Oi, is defined by M elements for all i=1, 2, . . ., N such that
Oi = {E1Oi, . . . ,E
j
Oi, . . . ,E
M
Oi}. P ={Pˆ1, Pˆ2, . . . ,PˆM} is a set of M partitions, where each kth
partition, Pˆk={C1k ,C2k , . . . ,Cxkk }, is a partition of the set of heterogeneous objects H with
xk clusters such the Clk is the l
th cluster of the kth partition for all k=1, 2, . . ., M and Pˆk
groups the objects according to the kth element, Ek. Note that, for each Oi ∈ H, C(Oi)
denotes the cluster label assigned to the data object Oi, i.e. in the kth partitions, C(Oi) = l
if Oi ∈ Clk. The results of cluster ensemble is the consensus partition, Pˆ∗, which aggre-
gates the assessment of all pre-produced partitions, P, that were obtained by considering
the M elements individually. To do this, we need to conduct two steps: generation and
aggregation. The first step in the cluster ensemble techniques, the generation, produces P
while the second step, the aggregation, outputs Pˆ∗.
The peculiarities of our definition of heterogeneous data demand that we apply cluster
ensemble techniques according to the requirements of our application. Thus, in the gener-
ation step, we use k-medoids algorithm to produce the M partitions, P ={Pˆ1, Pˆ2, . . . ,PˆM}.
We select k-medoids in order to be able to compare the results of the intermediate and
the late fusion approaches, as k-medoids algorithm was the base clustering technique in
the intermediate fusion solution. Thus, we produce here a homogeneous ensemble where
base clusterings are established using repeated runs of k-medoids, each with a unique
element of those that define our heterogeneous objects.
In the aggregation step, we selected the link-base cluster ensemble approach. Explic-
itly, we use CTS, SRS and ASRS matrices in order to refine the evaluation of similarity
values among objects using three different similarity measures, instead of employing the
conventional method to establish the similarity calculations.
• How to create CT S matrix: CT S works using the connected-triple technique,
which assumes that if two nodes in a graph have a link to a third one, then this indi-
cates a similarity between those two nodes. The formal definition of the connected-
triple technique is given below. However, to understand the general idea, Figure
3.5 is a graphical representation of a clustering ensemble P. Square nodes represent
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clusters in each clustering Pˆk, k = 1, 2, . . . , M, whilst circle nodes denote data ob-
jects, Ox where x = 1, 2, . . . , N. In a partition Pˆk, object Ox is linked to cluster Ci if
Ox is assigned to Ci according to Pˆk. For example, O1 is assigned to C3 in Pˆ1 and to
to C2 in Pˆ3. The figure illustrates that O1 and O3 are similar because in clustering
Pˆ2 and Pˆ3 they have the same allocation (C32 and C
2
3 respectively). Pˆ1 on the other
hand gives them a different allocation to clusters C31 and C
4
1 respectively. However,
clusters C31 and C
4
1 may be perceived as similar using the connected-triple technique
because they have two connected-triples for C32 and C
2
3 .
Figure 3.5: A graphical representation of the cluster ensemble: an example of the appli-
cation of CT S on P
In the application of CT S to the cluster ensemble problem, the idea is to build a
weighted graph G = (V,W ), where V is the set of vertices each corresponding to a
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cluster ∈ P and W is a set of weighted edges between clusters. The proportion of
overlapping members between two clusters, Ci and C j ∈ V , is used to estimate the
weight, wi j, which is assigned to the edge that connects the two clusters, Ci and C j
such as:
wi j =
|OCi
⋂
OC j |
|OCi
⋃
OC j |
,
where OCi ⊂ H represents a subset of objects assigned to Ci. Since, CT S works on
the concept that if two nodes have a link to a third one, then this indicates a sim-
ilarity between those two nodes, we are required to study the involved connected-
triples. A connected-triple is a sub-graph of G containing three vertices, Ci, C j and
Cz ⊂V and two weighted edges wiz and w jz ⊂W , while wi j /∈W . Here we compute
the minimum weight of the two involved edges instead of counting the number of
connected-triples as a whole number because we want to take into account shared
data members among clusters. Thus, the count of the connected-triple between Ci
and C j where Cz is their neighbor, WCT zi j, and the count of all q triples between C
i
and C j, WCTi j, can be calculated respectively as follows:
WCT zi j = min(wiz,w jz), WCTi j =
q
∑
z=1
WCT zi j,where 1≤ q < ∞
Following that, the similarity between two data objects Ox and Oy that belong to
the kth ensemble member, Pˆk, is calculated as:
Sk(Ox,Oy) =
1 if C(Ox) =C(Oy)WCTC(Ox),C(Oy)/WCTmax×DC otherwise
where C(Ox) is the cluster label to which Ox is assigned according to the kth par-
tition. WCTmax is the maximum WCT value of any two clusters within the cluster
ensemble P. DC is a constant decay factor ∈ (0,1]; which is the confidence level
of considering two non-identical objects as similar. To understand why we need
DC, consider a simple scenario where there is some similarity between Ox and Oy.
We can say that the similarity of Ox with itself is Sk(Ox,Ox)=1, but we most likely
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cannot conclude that Sk(Ox,Oy) = Sk(Ox,Ox) = 1 even if Ox and Oy are very similar.
Instead, we simply let Sk(Ox,Oy) = DC . Sk(Ox,Ox), which means that we are less
confident about the similarity between Oi and O j than we are between Oi and itself.
Accordingly, to construct CT S matrix, each entry is calculated as:
CT S(Ox,Oy) = 1/M
M
∑
k=1
Sk(Ox,Oy)
• How to create SRS matrix: Although the SRS method considers the ensemble
problem as a network of clusters similar to the CT S method, SRS goes beyond the
context of adjacent neighbours. It extends the assumption because it assumes that
neighbours are similar if their neighbours are similar as well. Thus, for our graph
G = (V,E), V corresponds to both objects and clusters in P, while E represents
edges between objects and the clusters to which they are allocated. Explicitly, sim-
ilarity between two objects is the average similarity between the clusters to which
they belong, and likewise, the similarity between clusters is the average similarity
between their members. SRS(i, j), the similarity between any pair of objects or any
two clusters, can be found by:
SRS(i, j) =

1 if i = j
DC
|Ni||N j| ∑
i′∈Ni
∑
j′∈N j
SRS(i′, j′) otherwise
where DC is constant factor ∈ (0,1], similar to DC described for the CT S matrix.
Ni⊂V , N j ⊂V are neighbour sets whose members are connected to vertices i and j,
respectively. The optimal similarity between two vertices i and j, could be obtained
through the iterative refinement of similarity values to a fixed-point and that can be
found after r iterations by:
lim
r→∞SRSr(i, j) = SRS(i, j)
• How to create ASRS matrix: ASRS is an improved version of SRS working in
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a similar manner but without the iterative process of similarity refinement. We
represent the problem as a graph G = (V,E), where V represents objects as well
as clusters and E denotes edges between objects and their clusters. The similarity
between vertices i, j ∈V is calculated as follows:
ASRS(i, j) =

1 if i = j
1
|Ni||N j| ∑
i′∈Ni
∑
j′∈N j
Simclus(i′, j′) otherwise
where Ni⊂V , N j ⊂V are set of vertices connecting to i and j, respectively. In other
words, Ni are a set of clusters to which i is allocated. Simclus is the function used
to estimate similarity value between clusters. This function relays on a Weighted
SimRank (wSR) technique that also represents the ensemble problem as a graph.
However, wSR graph G = (V,W ) is similar to the CT S graph where V denotes only
clusters and W represents weighted edges between these clusters. Again here we
estimate the weight of the edge between clusters Ci and C j using the proportion of
the overlapping members among Ci and C j:
wi j =
|OCi
⋂
OC j |
|OCi
⋃
OC j |
,
where OCi ⊂ H represents a subset of objects assigned to Ci ∈ V . To measure the
similarity between any two vertices (i.e. clusters) Ci and C j, denoted as Simclus, we
use the formula:
Simclus(Ci,C j) =
1 if C
i =C j
wSR(Ci,C j)/wSRmax×DC otherwise
where DC ∈ (0,1] is a constant decay factor, the same idea of DC described for the
CT S matrix. wSRmax is the maximum wSR value of any two clusters Cx,Cy ∈ V ,
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which is calculated as:
wSR(Cx,Cy) =
1
|NCx ||NCy| ∑Cx′∈NCx
∑
Cy′∈NCy
(wxx′,wyy′)
where NCx , NCy ∈ V are the set of clusters to which clusters Cx and Cy are linked,
respectively.
To yield the final clustering solution, we use the obtained three similarity matrices as
an input to any similarity-based clustering algorithm. The literature suggest employing
hierarchical agglomeration clustering algorithms. Therefore, we selected single-linkage,
complete-linkage and average linkage techniques. Each of those takes a similarity matrix
and a number of clusters as an input, builds the model and outputs the final ensemble
result as set of N labels.
3.6 Validating the proposed clustering framework for het-
erogeneous data
Using clustering validity over this research involves exploiting internal and external ap-
proaches. These indicators can be used as follows:
Situation 1: Internal clustering validation can be used when clustering heterogeneous
datasets that have no pre-determined labels for the objects. Here, we evaluate our
data using internal assessment to validate the results of clustering. Internal valida-
tion methods use statistics that are calculated from the dataset itself by measuring
the intra-cluster homogeneity or compactness and inter-cluster separation. In Sec-
tion 2.5.1, several popular internal validity methods were presented.
Situation 2: External validation indices can be used to assess our results in the case of
having semi-supervised tasks. This happens when we are testing the approach on
objects that have pre-determined structure or user specific intuition for the dataset.
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Thus, we can compare clusters produced by our scheme with the original labels.
Section 2.5.2 discussed the available methods in detail.
After that, we conduct statistical tests in order to assess whether the difference in perfor-
mances that are calculated using external validation methods are statistically significant.
All the selected validation measures and details of the chosen statistical tests are given in
the experimental set up sections and in the results chapters (i.e. 4.1, 5.1 and 6.1).
3.7 The sets of heterogeneous data used to validate the
proposed methodology
This section gives descriptions of the heterogeneous datasets that we have compiled for
these experiments. As unfortunately, there are no readily available large datasets that we
could find containing data heterogeneity as we define it, we have started compiling our
own collection. It is not easy to construct these datasets as it is a semi manual process.
Hence, although the number of objects we have gathered is limited in our datasets, they
are complex as they are composed of several different types of elements. Moreover, the
number of objects in the cancer dataset is large compared to the other datasets and the
data comes from a real world problem. Note also that it was not possible to gain access
to the datasets that were examined by other researchers who studied similar problems.
The datasets we have compiled are publicly available at [180]. They comprise different
mixtures of elements, e.g. multiple TSs and SD, text and SD, etc. We propose five het-
erogeneous datasets: the prostate cancer dataset, the plants dataset, the papers dataset, the
journals dataset and the celebrities dataset. Table 3.1 summarises the main characteristics
of these datasets and we follow with some additional descriptions.
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dataset no. of objects no. of elements type of elements no. of groupings no. of FMs
Cancer 1,598 24 1 SD, 23 TSs 4 1
Plants 100 3 1 SD, 1 TE, 1 IE 1 4
Journals 135 3 1 SD, 2 TSs 3 1
Papers 300 3 1 SD, 1 TS, 1 TE 1 2
Celebrities 100 3 1 SD, 2 TSs 1 1
Table 3.1: Main characteristics of our heterogeneous datasets
3.7.1 The cancer dataset
This is a real dataset on a total of 1,904 patients diagnosed with prostate cancer during a
period of seven years from 2004 to 2010 at the Norwich and Norfolk University Hospital
(NNUH), UK. The dataset was created by Bettencourt-Silva et al. [21] by integrating
data from nine different hospital information systems. The data represents the follow
up of patients diagnosed with prostate cancer from the time of diagnosis until various
points, so in some cases it covers more than eight years after diagnosis. In addition, it
also includes pre-diagnosis description data for a period that ranges between 1 day to, in
some patients, more than 38 years before the day of discovering this medical condition.
The data dictionary is presented in Appendix A. Each patient’s data is represented by 26
attributes describing demographics (e.g. age, death indicator), disease states (e.g. Gleason
score, tumor staging) and kinds of treatments that the patient has had (e.g. Hormone
Therapy, radiology, surgery). In addition, 23 different blood test results (e.g. Vitamin
D, MCV, Urea) are recorded over time and may be indicative of the health of the patient
over the period of observation. Time is considered as 0 at the day of diagnosis and then
reported as number of days from that day. Data for all blood test results before time = 0
is recorded with corresponding negative numbers which represent number of days before
diagnosis. There are also outcome indicator attributes which record if the patient is dead
or alive at the end of the study period, as well as the causes of death.
In the preparation stage we have changed the data representation and conducted some
modifications. The 26 attributes are considered as forming the SD element. We have
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added categories in attributes with missing data in order to represent patients that fall in
the same category but were left blank. For example, in the death indicator attribute, there
are two values and both of them represent dead patients; 1 corresponds to patients that
died because of other reasons and 2 corresponds to those that died because of prostate
cancer. The values in this attribute were left blank for patients that survived to the end
of the study, thus we recorded them as group 3. This type of logical replacement method
was used in other cases, for example when missing data are categorical and objects with
blank values represent one possible group of patients. We end up with 100% completed
SD elements for all the 1,598 patients.
With regards to the blood test results, we put them in the form of 23 distinct TS ele-
ments. For every TS, data reported at time < 0 was discarded. Before starting distance
calculations, we wanted to restrict ourselves to have an analysis time window of three
years after diagnose period, in order to have comparable objects. Ideally, we would look
at five years follow up period, yet according to one of the dataset creators, this would
reduce the cohort considerably (we will end up with ≈600 patients only). Therefore,
we look at a three year period so that all patients are followed up for not more than this
amount of time, thus we kept patients with insufficient follow up as well (i.e. patients with
data for three years or less). In other words, patients that either past away during the three
years period or the day of their last check was when time < 1095 are included. For the
patients that are retained, all the data in the TSs corresponding to time > 1095 (i.e. three
years after diagnosis) was excluded and the death indicator attribute was modified to have
the value of the third group (i.e. survived) even if they died after the three years to note
three year survival. For three objects, we found patients that died just one to three days af-
ter the three years period and we included them as died within three years. This is because
there is usually some delay in reporting dates and that was an acceptable delay according
to the dataset generator(s). For patients with data for less than three years, on one hand,
we kept the original values of the death indicator attribute (i.e. 1 or 2) for those that died
before the three years period. On the other hand, the death indicator was changed to have
the value of 4, which represents a forth group for some other patients. This group repre-
sent patients with insufficient follow up (i.e. less than three years) but with an indicator of
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3 (i.e. the patient was alive) at the last check. After this, z-normalization was conducted
on all values remaining in the TSs before calculating the distance matrices. This was done
for each TS separately, i.e. each TS then has values that have been normalised for that
TS to achieve mean equal to 0 and unit variance. Also, we cleaned the data by discarding
blood tests where there were mostly missing values for all patients, and removed patients
which appeared to hold invalid values for some attributes, etc. At the end of this stage,
we still had 1,598 patient objects with SD for 26 attributes and 22 distinct TSs.
The natural grouping systems for patients were suggested by the data donors. They are
as follows:
• NICE system for risk stratification
There are a number of approaches used to classify risk groups for prostate cancer
patients. A widely used system is a composite risk score. It uses three data vari-
ables: Prostate-Specific Antigen (PSA), Gleason Grade, and Clinical Stage (Tu-
mour Stage). Risk assessment is conducted at the time of diagnosis or as soon as
possible thereafter. This stratification reflects the clinicians’ belief that patients with
the same risk have a similar clinical outcome and may follow a similar trajectory
through the disease pathway. The National Institute for Health and Care Excellence
(NICE) [188] provides the following guidance, presented in Table 3.2 for the risk
stratification of men with localised prostate cancer.
level of risk PSA ng/ml Gleason score clinical stage
Low risk <10 and ≤6 and T1-T2a
Medium risk 10 -20 or 7 or T2b
High risk >20 or 8-10 or ≥T2c
Table 3.2: NICE risk group classification system for localised prostate cancer [188]
Our dataset requires some adaptation to apply this guidance, and advice on this was
obtained from the data creators. PSA is recorded as a TS. What we have done is
consider the value at diagnosis, and if there is nothing recorded at time = 0, then
the closest value before any type of treatments. Gleason score is divided into two
values; primary and secondary, thus we use the sum of both scores. The clinical
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stage is reported using numbers. We considered the following: clinical stage <2 as
low, clinical stage = 2 as medium and clinical stage > 2 as high risk.
• Gleason score risk classification system
Another well-known risk classification can be obtained by using Gleason grade
alone to classify patients diagnosed with prostate cancer. Gleason grade shows the
level of differentiation of the cancer cells under the microscope. High differenti-
ation is associated with worst prognosis which indicates more aggressive tumors
[33]. Gleason grade is computed as a sum of two or sometimes three scores: pri-
mary, secondary and tertiary (if applicable). Primary is the most commonly seen
level of differentiation under the microscope, secondary is second most common
and so on. The level of differentiation for these three scores is given from 1 to
5 and then summed together. The totals of Gleason scores in our dataset are all
> 5 as all the cases are definite cancer patients. We have defined two ways of
groupings patients according to their Gleason score:Gleason-score-1 and Gleason-
score-2. The first way of grouping, Gleason-score-1, has three groups: low, medium
and high risk. Gleason-score-2, classifies patients into four groups: low, medium-
1, medium-2 and high risk. The difference between the two groupings is in the
medium risk group. In Gleason-score-2 the medium group is divided into two sub-
groups depending on the exact values of the primary and secondary scores and not
only their sum.
• Mortality grouping
This labeling procedure classifies patients according to the outcome at the end of
the study period, rather than looking at the potential risk of patients at diagnosis.
For this grouping we used death indicators after conducting some changes on the
values of the corresponding attribute as discussed in Section 3.7.1.
The previous grouping systems are used to evaluate clustering configurations. From
now on we refer to them as: NICE, GS-1, GS-2 and MG respectively.
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3.7.2 The plants dataset
The data was derived from the website of the Royal Horticultural Society (RHS), the UK’s
leading gardening charity [222]. We have developed the dataset by choosing objects
from three different plant types in order to have labeled objects which are categorized
into distinct groups. The dataset consists of 100 objects in total; these are 42 kinds of
fruits, 22 different roses and 36 types of grass. Each plant has a description in form of
structured data and another in form of free text, in addition to an image representation
of it. Consequently, each object is composed of three elements: SD, TE and an IE. The
structured data element, SD, includes data for eight attributes, e.g. the plant’s height, rate
of growth, colour, flowering period etc. The data dictionary is presented in Appendix A.
The text element, TE, is a general free text description about the plant. The image element,
IE, is a picture of the plant in Joint Photographic Experts Group, JPEG, image format.
Note that, there are no incomplete objects so we do not have either missing element or
missing data within an element. The analysis for this dataset will not address uncertainty
in terms of missing data. However we are still expected to deal with uncertainty related
to the disagreement between the various distance calculations.
In the preparation stage, we have coded some attributes of the SD element in an al-
ternative way. We did this for attributes that can not be considered as categorical nor
numerical. For example, there are eight different types of soil and some plants can grow
in multiple types like: fertile, humus rich and/or well drained soil. As each plant has the
ability to live in a different combination of theses types, we have constructed eight binary
variable each represents a different soil type to report this information. Another example
is the flowering period attribute that we have also divided it into seven binary variables
where they represent the calendar months between April and October. This is because in
some cases the flowering period is extended for more than one season.
The TE element was processed according to the standard of text mining. We used the
bag of words representation, where words are assumed to appear independently and the
order is immaterial and the tf-idf weighting scheme was utilized to report the frequencies
of terms per document. In order to do that we used the TextPipe workbench [46] to do
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the text transformation, conversion, cleansing and extraction. Explicitly, we modified all
TE elements by removing punctuations, converting to small-case text and then extracting
the terms to generate the word list. The word list (term vector representation) originally,
after discarding duplications, consisted of 1720 unique words. From this list we removed
stop words which are the non-descriptive common terms such as ’a’, ’and’, ’are’ and ’do’.
Following common practices, we used the one implemented in the Weka machine learning
workbench, which contains 524 stop words. In addition, we have deleted all the numbers
from the word list as well and ended up with 1455 terms. Since, different morphological
variations of words with the same root (stem) are thematically similar, i.e. supposed to
be treated as a single word, we applied a stemming algorithm. We used Porter stemming
algorithm,’Porter stemmer’, [240] which maps words with different endings into a single
word. For example production, produce, produces and product will be mapped to the stem
produc. As a result of the stemming and removing duplications, we cut down the list to
1189 words. Another normalisation process, that is sometimes done when preparing text
data for data mining and information retrieval tasks, is applying a basic frequency based
term selection to remove rare terms (infrequent terms). The idea behind this practice is
that we are aware of the effect of including rare terms in the document representation
on the overall clustering performance. Including these terms can introduce noise into
the clustering process and add more cost to similarity computations. Consequently, we
decided to discover the effect of removing infrequent terms that make little contribution
to the similarity between two documents by discarding words that appear only in one
document. The word list after applying this term selection includes 631 words. Next, the
tf-idf weighting was used to construct a 100× 631 matrix that represents the TE element,
where rows correspond to the 100 plant objects.
For IE element, we considered both the original true colour images and another colour
modified version. The original images are true colour 24-bit images which can display
up to 224 colours defined by the RGB colour cube. This cube is a 3-dimensional array
that represents the colours by defining values for the three colour planes: red, green and
blue. In order to produce the reduced version of IE elements, we might do a uniform
quantization which involves dividing the RGB colour cube into equal-sized smaller cubes.
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The size of the smaller cubes can be determined by setting a tolerance value where the
allowable range is between 0 and 1. The tolerance value of 0.2, for example, means
the edge of the smaller cubes is one-fifth the length of the original RGB cube. When
the colour cube is cut up into smaller boxes, quantization process maps all colours that
fall within each box to the colour value at the centre of that box. Since the problem of
finding optimal palette is computationally expensive, other approaches can be used. In
our experiment, it was appropriate to use k-means clustering algorithm since the problem
of colour reduction may be considered as a clustering problem. We performed image
conversion to 16 colours by finding the optimal positions of 16 clusters in RGB space that
represent the image so that the global error after picture conversion is minimized.
The type of plant is the natural grouping system that we have used here. We have relied
on this grouping scheme when we structured the dataset. The 100 objects are classified
according to plant type into three classes. We have 42 different fruits, 22 different roses
and 36 kinds of grass.
3.7.3 The journals dataset
The data was obtained from the Journal Citation Reports (JCR) in the ISI Web of Knowl-
edge website [204]. JCR offers a systematic, objective means to critically evaluate the
world’s leading journals, with quantifiable, statistical information based on citation data.
We adopt a dataset from 2013 JCR Science Edition, which is the latest version of the
published reports. We have selected the journals from two fields of research: computer
science and information systems. When we were creating the dataset, we have sorted the
the journals by the Impact Factor (IF) in order to include journals with variation in the IF
scores. We have developed the dataset by choosing 135 journals where the IF ranges be-
tween 0.179 and 9.39. The number of articles in the chosen set of journals is 11,383 with
196,770 total citations. Each journal has a description in the form of structured data and
another in the form of two distinct time-series. Consequently, each object is composed of
three elements: SD and two TSs. The structured data element, SD, includes data for 11
attributes, e.g. number of citations, number of issues published by the journals per year,
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language of scripts, number of articles, etc. The data dictionary is presented in Appendix
A. The two time-series elements, TSs, report the annual number of citations for 10 years
period which is from 2004 to 2013. One TS element defines the changes in the number
of citations to articles published in the journal and the other TS is to report the number
of citations from articles published in the journal. There are 16 journals that have some
missing values within their SD element. Thus, the analysis here will address uncertainty
in terms of missing data as uncertainty that is related to the disagreement between the
various distance calculations.
In the preparation stage, we have coded some attributes of the SD element in an alter-
native way. We did this for categorical attributes with string values such as the issuing
country of journals and the languages of articles published in the journals. In other words,
we use numbers to define categorical values instead of the alphabetical original values.
For example, we use the numbers between 1 and 17 to code 17 different countries.
We have defined three grouping systems for our 135 journals. All the grouping systems
use citation data to assess and track the influence of a journal in relation to other journals.
They are as follows:
• The Impact Factor score
The journal impact factor is calculated by dividing the number of citations in the
JCR year by the total number of articles published in the two previous years. An
Impact Factor of 1.0 means that, on average, the articles published one or two year
ago have been cited one time. An Impact Factor of 2.5 means that, on average,
the articles published one or two year ago have been cited two and a half times.
The citing works may be articles published in the same journal. However, most
citing works are from different journals, proceedings, or books indexed by Web of
Science. The journals in our dataset are divided into five categories, presented in
Table 3.3.
• The Eigenfactor Score
This score is based on the number of times articles from the journal published in
the past five years have been cited in the JCR year, but it also considers which
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journals have contributed these citations so that highly cited journals will influence
the network more than lesser cited journals. References from one article in a journal
to another article from the same journal are removed, so that Eigenfactor Scores are
not influenced by journal self-citation. Our objects are divided into three categories,
presented in Table 3.3.
• The Article Influence score
This score determines the average influence of a journal’s articles over the first five
years after publication. It is calculated by dividing a journal’s Eigenfactor Score
by the number of articles in the journal, normalized as a fraction of all articles in
all publications. This measure is roughly analogous to the five-Year Journal Impact
Factor in that it is a ratio of a journal’s citation influence to the size of the journal’s
article contribution over a period of five years. The mean Article Influence Score
is 1.00. A score greater than 1.00 indicates that each article in the journal has
above-average influence. A score less than 1.00 indicates that each article in the
journal has below-average influence. The journals in our dataset are divided into
three categories, presented in Table 3.3.
The previous grouping systems are used to evaluate SMF clustering configurations.
From now on we refer to them as: IF, ES and AI respectively.
grouping group definition number of objects
IF IF≤0.5 28
0.5<IF≤1.0 36
1.0<IF≤1.5 29
1.5<IF≤2.0 22
IF>2.0 20
ES ES≤0.0025 84
0.0025<ES≤0.0 30
ES>0.0 21
AI AI≤0.4 62
0.4<AI≤0.8 41
AI>0.8 32
Table 3.3: The classification systems for the journals dataset
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3.7.4 The papers dataset
We adopt a dataset containing research papers published in year 2002. The dataset is
obtained from the Web of Science [205] by Thomson Scientific. The Web of Science
is a premier research platform that gives an access to high quality literature through a
unified platform that links a wide variety of content with one seamless search. In our
obtained dataset, 300 papers are selected from three different research fields (computing
sciences, business and healthcare services); for each field we chose 100 papers. For each
research field, we obtain the papers’ data from a specific research topic and those were:
data mining in computing sciences, economics in business and medical in health care
services. Before choosing the papers of each topic, we put all the available articles in
the website in an ascending order according to the total number of citations. Then we
choose papers with high, medium and low number of citations in order to have data that
varies from the scientometrics point of view. Each research paper has a description in the
form of structured data and another in the form of time-series, in addition to a free text
description. Consequently, each object is composed of three elements: SD, TS and an
TE. The structured data element, SD, includes data for seven attributes, e.g. number of
pages, total number of citations, number of authors, month of publication, etc. The data
dictionary for SD is presented in Appendix A. The time-series, TS, is supplementary data
for the paper’s citations spanning 16 years. It reports the annual number of citations to the
paper from the publication year, i.e. 2000, to year 2015. The text element, TE, is basically
the paper’s abstract. There are five papers that have some missing values within their SD
element. Thus, the analysis here will address uncertainty in terms of missing data as
uncertainty that is related to the disagreement between the various distance calculations.
In the preparation stage, we have coded some attributes of the SD element in an al-
ternative way. For example, in the month of publication attribute, we used the numbers
from 1 to 12 to represent the 12 calendar months instead of using the complete names of
the months. Another similar example is reporting the number of the paper’s author(s) as a
more beneficial replacement for their names. Also, as an alternative to using the numbers
of the beginning and end pages of the paper, we convert this into the number of pages. By
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looking at the missing data in the SD, we found that most missing data is in the attribute
that reports the issue number of the journal that published the paper. Thus, in the analysis
we discarded this attribute because it is not very informative for the analysis and in its
place we create an alternative attribute to report whether the article is a conference paper
or not. This is because, the missing data in the attribute that records the issue number is
only missing in the case of conference papers.
The TE element was processed according to the standard of text mining similarly to
how we dealt with the text element of the plant dataset (see section 3.7.2). After doing
all preparations using the TextPipe workbench, the word list consisted of 7,376 unique
words. We cut this number to 6,582 terms by removing stop words and deleting all the
numbers. Then, by applying a stemming process, the list included 4,351 words. As we did
previously with the plants dataset, we also applied a basic frequency based term selection
to remove rare terms. We discarded words that appear only in a single document and we
ended up with 1080 words in the list. Next, the tf-idf weighting was used to construct
a 300 × 1,080 matrix that represent the TE element where rows correspond to the 300
paper objects.
For the TS, we specifically chose papers that were published in the same year to unify
the citation span to be from year 2000 to year 2015. As a result, the citation TSs for all
the papers start and end at the same point on the time-axis.
The research field of the papers is the natural grouping system that we have used for
this data. We have relied on this grouping scheme to construct the dataset. The 300 papers
are classified into three different research fields. We have 100 computing sciences papers,
100 business papers and 100 healthcare services papers.
3.8 The celebrities dataset
We have created a dataset about celebrities. The data was obtained from multiple web
sources: Forbes [122], Wikipedia [253] and Google trends [88]. In one hand, Forbes is a
leading source for reliable business news and financial information. It is well known for
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its lists and rankings such as the lists of the richest Americans and rankings of world’s
top companies. From Forbes, we have borrowed the list of the 2014 raking of the world’s
most powerful celebrities. After that, we have obtained some data about those celebrities
from both Forbes and Wikipedia. On the other hand, Google Trends analyses a percent-
age of Google searches to determine how many searches have been done for the terms we
are interested in compared to the total number of Google searches done during the same
time. Numbers in Google Trends are normalized in order to make it easier to compare
search data. From Google trends website, we have obtained data on measuring search
interest for people in our celebrities’ list during a two year period. We have looked at
the searches in English language and limited ourselves to analyse UK searches only that
happened between January 2013 and January 2015. We chose the data in these particular
two years to be consistent with the results of the 2014 ranking that we have selected to
determine our celebrity list. We have developed the dataset by collecting data about the
100 celebrities that we have in our list. They are divided into three groups of professions:
actors/actresses (30), musicians (24) and 46 other celebrity personalities including ath-
letes, directors, producers and authors. Each celebrity has a description in the form of
structured data and another in the form of two distinct time-series. Consequently, each
object is composed of three elements: SD and two TSs. The structured data element, SD,
includes data for 12 attributes, e.g. age, gender, number of awards, the year of activation,
etc. The data dictionary is presented in Appendix A. The two time-series elements, TSs,
report the weekly normalized number of searches about the celebrity that have been done
from the first week in January 3013 to the first week in January 2015. One TS element
defines the interest of people in the UK through web searches and the other TS is to report
their interest using Youtube searches. Note that, there are no incomplete objects so we do
not have missing elements. Thus, the analysis of uncertainty here will refer only to the
disagreement between the various distance calculations.
In the preparation stage, we have coded some attributes of the SD element in an alter-
native way. We did this for categorical attributes with string values such as the gender,
Marital Status and country of origin of the celebrity. In other words, we use numbers
to define categorical values instead of the alphabetical original values. For example, we
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use the numbers between 1 and 3 to code the marital status: 1 for married, 2 for single
and 3 for divorced where these three conditions are the only marital status that appear
in the data. We also, calculate the active age using the date of birth and the year of ac-
tivation attributes. Also, the country of origin of the celebrity has been amended; only
20% of celebrities in the list are not American and they come from 11 different countries.
Thus, we have grouped them all in a single category of non-American celebrities while
the remains 80 personalities are in the American group.
The natural grouping system we have chosen is the professional grouping. The 100
celebrities are classified into three different groups of professions. We have 30 actors/actress,
24 musicians and 46 other celebrity personalities.
3.9 Chapter summary
The purpose of this chapter is to establish a suitable definition of heterogeneous data and
to propose a reliable framework to apply cluster analysis to this kind of data. Related
to that effort, it was necessary to start with an understanding of data heterogeneity as
defined in the literature. We formalise our definition of heterogeneous data, and also
identify the need for further research in this area, in particular in relation to clustering.
We also look at data fusion techniques as they may be the best approach for our work.
Next, we suggest an intermediate fusion approach, SMF, which fuses distances between
individual elements and records the uncertainty attached to the fusion. Then we propose
an algorithm, Hk-medoids, which can utilise the output of the SMF approach including
the uncertainty information. We also suggest how late fusion methods (ensemble) can be
implemented. We discuss how to statistically validate the results obtained by the proposed
methodology in order to make comparisons between the different approaches. We also
introduce a set of five heterogeneous datasets that will be used in the experimental work
in order to examine and validate the proposed methodology. Hence, this chapter presents
all the methods we propose for clustering heterogeneous data. The next few chapters will
then present the results of testing those approaches on the selected heterogeneous datasets.
Chapter 4
Results of applying the similarity
matrix fusion
The performance of the proposed intermediate integration technique is evaluated on five
heterogeneous datasets: the prostate cancer dataset, the plants dataset, the papers dataset,
the journals dataset and the celebrities dataset. Section 3.7 gives descriptions of the five
datasets as well as the data preparation process for each experiment, while here we give
the experimental set up in Section 4.1. This is followed by the similarity measure choices
in Section 4.2. The experiment results come in the next sections and they are demonstrated
for each dataset separately. The results include: clustering configurations, performance
comparisons and validation assessment using statistical significance tests. Finally, we
sum up everything in the conclusions in Section 4.8.
4.1 Experimental set up
In order to apply and validate our proposed Similarity Matrix Fusion approach, SMF,
described in Section 3.5.1, on the five heterogeneous datasets we describe here the exper-
imental set up. We can make evaluations when applying cluster analysis to heterogeneous
objects by measuring (dis)similarities in relation to a single element compared to the inte-
grated (fused) assessment for all elements. In other words, we can judge the performance
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of SMF by studying the relation between elements that composed the heterogeneous ob-
jects, their distances and the distances between the objects themselves. We can also use
naturally groupings of objects into categories, which gives the study a semi-supervised
analysis environment, and we can investigate how clustering using individual elements
compares to clustering using the fused matrix.
After defining a suitable data representation for our objects along with the data pre-
processing, the first step in SMF is to calculate DMs for each element independently. For
each dataset we discuss the choices of the distance measures that we used and all related
issues in order to construct the pairwise DM, where each DM reports distances between
objects in relation to an individual element. At the fusion phase and by means of using
the pre-calculated DMs, we apply the next stage in our SMF approach and compute the
primary fusion matrix, FM. We set an initial equal weight for all the elements (i.e. wi = 1
for every element) and from here on we refer to this fusion matrix using the notation
FM-1. In addition, we have calculated the two primary uncertainty matrices UFM-1 and
DFM-1, which report the level of uncertainty related to the fused distances in FM-1. We
can also created more than one fusion matrix by making some changes to the weighting
scheme of the components. As presented later on, we define a second fusion matrix as
FM-2. In this matrix, the weights are not equal but are instead selected based on some
criteria. We propose to use clustering performance obtained on each individual element in
order to set new weights for DMs. Accordingly, we have to produce amended uncertainty
calculation matrices which can be referred to as UFM-2 and DFM-2.
We used heatmap visualisations to exemplify our approach. That leads us to present
the pre-computed pairwise distance matrices using heatmap visualisation for each element
of each dataset. Our visualisation also takes into consideration uncertainty as represented
by UFM-1 and DFM-1. Accordingly, we can observe the correlation between the dif-
ferent distance matrices corresponding to different elements. In addition, we calculate
correlation between DMs. Since most of the currently available comparison techniques
are based on the Mantel test [168], we used the standard test to express the significance
of the correlation. The Mantel test is a non-parametric statistical method that computes
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the correlation between two distance matrices. The coefficients fall between −1, strong
negative correlation, and +1, strong positive correlation, where a value of 0 indicates no
correlation.
Next, we apply k-medoids clustering on the distance matrices and the results are pre-
sented for each heterogeneous dataset. We feed the algorithm with the pre-calculated
DMs as well as several versions of Fusion Matrices, FMs, independently. The perfor-
mance of the SMF approach is then evaluated in comparison to the results of applying
the same clustering algorithm to each element separately and to FMs. Our hypothesis is
that the combined information contained in the FMs produces better clustering than the
individual elements.
For every heterogeneous dataset, we evaluate clustering in relation to the possible
grouping(s) of the objects in the dataset. Each experiment consists of the following steps:
1. Choose a grouping system, in case we have more than one. The possible groupings
are described within the definition of each dataset in Section 3.7.
2. Set the number of clusters, k, to be equal to the number of categories existing in the
grouping system.
3. Produce a clustering solution using k-medoids with one of the pre-computed DMs.
4. Use external validation methods to evaluate the solution taking advantage of the
labels and evaluate also using an internal method.
5. Repeat step 3 and step 4 for each DM and for the FMs.
Hence for each dataset and grouping system we apply k-medoids algorithm on each
individual DM and on the FM(s). We divided our experimental work into three main sets
of experiments:
1. Apply cluster analysis to distance calculations of all the objects by means of using
the DMs for different elements. Since objects of each heterogeneous dataset are
described by SD element and one or two other data types, we report the performance
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of the results generated by clustering DMs that are related to SD. We also report the
performance of the best and the worst performing element that is drawn from other
data types and in some cases the average performance of all the other types where
it is suitable.
2. Apply cluster analysis to cluster fused distance calculations using the initial FM-1
and the amended versions of the fused matrix and compare it to the previous set of
experiments. Since in SMF we can use weights in the fusion step, we have exam-
ined different weightings. However, it may not always be possible to establish the
degree of relevance of each element and hence weighted fusion may not be an op-
tion. Having said that, in our experiment, we used clustering performance of each
individual element to specify elements’ weights and produced several amended
FMs. The influence of playing with these weights on the fused distance calcula-
tions is reported in FM-2.
3. A repetition of the previous experiment using only certain distances (i.e. we filter
FM-1 using UFM-1 and DFM-1). We use a filtering approach to remove objects
that are related to uncertain distances and then apply k-medoids to the remaining
objects. We set out thresholds for UFM-1 and DFM-1 in order to filter out objects.
We then eliminate objects that exceed these thresholds when they are compared to
half or more of the other objects. For example, if the dataset consists of 100 objects,
then we may remove an object if it holds uncertain fused distances between the
object itself and 50 or more of the other 99 objects. Moreover, in some cases we
have used more than one filter. For example, in the prostate cancer dataset, we set
three filters: in filter 1 we used UFM-1 and DFM-1 expressions together, whereas
in filters 2 and 3 we used UFM-1 and DFM-1 individually. As a second step we
can use the clustering results of the certain objects to cluster the uncertain ones. In
other words, we use the medoids that were generated with the filtering approach
to assign the residual objects that were removed from the analysis to the produced
clusters.
In all these experiments, we aim to examine if fused DMs are more informative to the
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k-medoids algorithm than using individual DMs. In cluster evaluation, we use the ground-
truth labels that we previously gave to the objects in order to calculate the external valida-
tion indices. To evaluate the results we calculate three different external validation tests:
Jaccard coefficients, Rand statistic and Dice’s index. We choose these three methods as
they are defined differently. Rand statistic includes negative matches whereas Jaccard
and Dice’s coefficient do not. Also, Dice’s considers the positive matches as more signif-
icant in the calculation and thus it gives them more weight. With regards to the choice
of an internal validation method, we use the Dunn index as it measures both compact-
ness (i.e. maximum distance between data objects of clusters) and clusters separation (i.e.
minimum distance between clusters). Large values indicate the presence of compact and
well-separated clusters.
Finally, we demonstrate the significance of SMF performance using statistical testing.
Note that as the nature of k-medoids implies that we may get different results with dif-
ferent initialisations, we applied each algorithm 50 times. Each run was executed with
random initialization. In the results we report the best outcome for each experiment out
of 50 runs.
In the thesis we present experimental results by selecting the best run, since there
are little differences among multiple runs for most of the cases including FMs and in-
dividual DMs. We attached the full detailed performance of 50 clustering runs for one
of our dataset (the celebrities dataset) using jaccard coefficient in Appendix C. The re-
sults confirm a stable clustering performance as the variances calculated over the 50 runs
were small. The variance of the 50 results obtained by clustering DMSD, DMT SWeb and
DMT SUtube and FM-1 were 0.004568314, 0.007842824, 0.006584078 and 0.006383843,
respectively. In addition, the main conclusions holds equally when we analyse the results
based on either the average or the best of the 50 runs. In this context, by clustering DMSD,
DMT SWeb and DMT SUtube and FM-1, the averages of performances were 0.322745098,
0.371764706, 0.368627451 and 0.42627451, while the best obtained results for these ma-
trices respectively were, 0.41, 0.53, 0.50 and 0.54. Thus, both statistics lead to the same
conclusions in terms of what methods lead to best clustering performances.
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4.2 Computing DMs
In order to construct DMs, we have chosen one similarity measure for each data type.
For the SD element, Standardized Euclidean distance was employed since it is well estab-
lished and works efficiently in countless experiments. For TE, we used Cosine calculation
as it is a widely studied and examined method in text mining problems and it has proved
its efficiency. With regards to TSs, we used a Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) approach
for several reasons:
1. DTW has been used before to measure the similarities between TSs in the field of
data mining; it was first introduced into this community in 1996 [19].
2. DTW is a non-linear (elastic) technique that allows similar shapes to match even if
they are out of phase in the time axis.
3. The ability of DTW to handle sequences of variable lengths has been investigated
by Keogh and Ratanamahatana [202] and they concluded that re-interpolating se-
quences into equal lengths does not produce a statistically significant difference to
comparing them using their original lengths directly by means of DTW.
Accordingly, we used DTW to assess the TS elements since we want our calculations
to reflect that two TSs are close to each other if they have a similar behavior through the
time-line regardless of the actual timing and the TSs’ lengths. Every calculated distance
for the TSs was computed by dividing the cumulative distance by the sum of both series’
lengths. This normalization step is especially important in DTW when comparing align-
ments between time series of different lengths and also when performing partial matches,
which is applicable in some cases like the prostate cancer dataset.
For IE, following what the multimedia data mining researchers do, we have taken the
advantage of using a recent image descriptor system. We used GIST which has shown
good performance in different image mining tasks.
By applying those similarity measures on our data, we have constructed the pairwise
DMs, one for each element. Note that, the DM for element i has no null values in the
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case of having all the objects with a present element i. However, the null value occurs
when comparing incomplete objects. As previously explained, UFM and DFM address
this problem.
4.3 The results of the cancer dataset
We begin our experiments with a real dataset that satisfies our definition of heterogeneous
data, including the objects’ description and the presence of cases with different levels and
types of uncertainty. This dataset can be considered as a set of independent, but clinically
related, measurements on patients that aid our goal of deriving consistent and relevant
clustering configurations from heterogeneous data. A description of the data is given in
Section 3.7.1 while the experimental results are given in the following sections. Before
proceeding to apply SMF on the whole dataset, we present first a worked example. It
examines the proposed approach on a smaller scale as this was our first experimental
data.
4.3.1 A worked example of the SMF approach
Before proceeding to apply clustering algorithms, we present here a worked example that
examines the proposed approach for calculating distances of heterogeneous objects in the
context of different scenarios. We selected a small sample of 16 patients that represent
the following scenarios:
S1 4 patients, O1 : O4, that are described as complete heterogeneous objects, with 22
TSs and SD element with 26 recorded values. Manual examination of the raw data
indicated they are very similar (but not identical) in all of their elements. Thus, we
are certain that they represent a cohort of similar patients.
S2 4 patients, O5 : O8, that are described as complete heterogeneous objects, with 22
TSs and SD element with 26 recorded values. Manual examination of the raw
data shows they are dissimilar, and all their DMs reported concordant large values
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(associated with dissimilarity). Thus, we are certain that this patients are dissimilar
according to all their elements.
S3 The same four patients in S1 are used with some of their elements discarded to create
uncertainty, O9 : O12. They all hold a complete SD element but are described by
different number of TSs as we have removed some. The no. of present TSs are
O9=14, O10=16, O11=13 and O12=15. Thus, they are similar but we are uncertain
as the objects are incomplete.
S4 O13 : O16, the same four patients in S2 but with some added noise to the raw data
so that they reported large but divergent similarity according to the different DMs.
Also we discarded some of the TSs so the no. of TSs present are: O13=15, O14=16,
O15=17 and O17=12. Thus, they are dissimilar but we are uncertain as disagreement
and objects’ incompleteness are present.
Note that in the process of removing TSs, we sometimes deleted the same TS element,
ETSi, from two objects and other times we discarded different TSs, ETSi and ETSj, in
order to test both cases.
Patients in the sample were compared to each other following our SMF approach. Fig-
ure 4.1 provides a visulisation of our results for the small sample of data. Objects in S1
reported dissimilarity values in the FM < 0.2 while the FM dissimilarities for patients in
S2 were > 0.7. Both had all associated variance values, DFM, ≤ 0.1 and incomplete-
ness values, UFM, equal to 0. Patients in S3 reported dissimilarity values in FM < 0.2
with variances reported in DFM ≤ 0.2 and incompleteness values in UFM > 0.4. Pa-
tients in S4 reported dissimilarity values > 0.7 in FM with variances in DFM > 0.2 and
incompleteness in UFM > 0.4.
In Figure 4.1 the UFM and DFM are used to report uncertainty in the right hand
heatmap (coloured in grey). We can see in the heatmap on the right that patients from
S1 and S2 are similar/dissimilar respectively but in both cases the similarity reported in
the FM is certain according to the companion uncertainty heatmap. On the other hand,
patients in S3 are still similar (as they related to S1 patients) but report higher levels of
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Figure 4.1: FM for the data sample (A, to the left) and its combined uncertainty filter (B,
to the right): The uncertainty filter reports the average of UFM and DFM. In A, dark blue
reflects strong similarity (FM≤0.1) and then it scales through green until it reaches bright
yellow to reflect dissimilarity (FM=0.9). In B, the scales of grey colour report uncertainty,
the darker the colour the higher the level of uncertainty. The white area in B supports the
FM calculations for S1 and S2 cases with combined uncertainty values ≤ 0.05. The other
calculations are subject to varying levels of uncertainty.
uncertainty, whereas the S4 patients are both dissimilar (as they relate to S2) and uncer-
tain.
The worked example on a small sample of patients shows what we were expecting
from SMF. Moreover, it shows how the distance and uncertainty calculations may be
visualised via heatmaps.
4.3.2 DMs and FM calculation results
DMs were calculated for SD element and for every TS. Next, We fused DMs and con-
structed FM-1 along with the associated uncertainty matrices UFM-1 and DFM-1. In all
the results, we refer to the elements using their names. More information about them can
be found in the data dictionary in Appendix A.
Since the size of each generated DM is very large (1598×1598), we use the heatmap
graphical representation to provide an immediate visual summary of distance calcula-
tions. Figure 4.2 shows visualization of our distance matrices using colours to represent
distance values in a two-dimensional graph for each individual element. As before, we
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use dark blue to reflect strong similarity and then the colour scales through green until
it reaches bright yellow to reflect strong dissimilarity. In addition, we use red to report
null values that appear in DMs when comparing incomplete objects. For FM-1, in Figure
4.2 we represent the entire fused calculations for all the objects while in Figure 4.3 we
use the grey colour to represent all patients that report uncertain distance values in FM-1
due to exceeding one or both of the determined thresholds for UFM-1 and DFM-1. The
thresholds were set up as UFM-1=0.4 and DFM-1=0.2, thus we omitted fused distances
for patients (represented in grey colour) that have UFM-1 values ≥ 0.4 or DFM-1 ≥ 0.2.
We present FM-1 before and after filtering objects because we will use both matrices in
the application of k-medoids algorithm in the next section (Section 4.3.3). Note that, in
both figures patients are reported in ascending order using their identifiers from left to
right on the x-axis and from up to down on the y-axis.
The visualisations allow us to draw some initial conclusions about DMs that seem to
be related to each other. However, to explore this in more detail, we used the Mantel test
as a DM comparison technique. Calculated correlation coefficients that reflects the degree
of the relationships between the DMs and FM-1 are summarised in Table 4.1. By looking
at the calculations in the table, we can conclude that B20, B22, B23 and B26 are all well-
correlated elements as the coefficients between every pair is ≥ 0.5750. This is confirmed
also by the heatmap visualisations in Figure 4.2. Moreover, the degree of associations
between B20-B22 and between B22-B23 is very strong with values of 0.8296 and 0.9809
respectively. Another strong correlation (0.8074) appears to be between B2 and B3, in
addition to a moderate association that correlates both P-B1 as well as B10-B12. One
interesting observation from these statistics is the relationship between SD and both B22
and B23 as the coefficients here reflect the only negative correlations in the table. The
heatmap visualisations in Figure 4.2 confirms all these stated associations. These findings
may have some medical relevance which we will explore with the domain expert as all
the blood tests that we analyse are not always associated with prognosis or risk in prostate
cancer; our analysis may reveal some unknown correlations that may be of interest and is
novel in its own way.
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Figure 4.2: Heatmap representation for DMs and FM-1 calculated for the prostate cancer
dataset: DMs for SD and TSs use red colour to represent missing values; blue indicates
similarity and yellow indicates dissimilarity. The fusion matrix, FM-1, represent the fused
distances without taking into account uncertainty.
It is also worth observing that the FM maintains a higher degree of correlation with
some elements than with others. For example, elements B10 to B20, B22 and B23, and
B25-B27 appear well represented in terms of the correlation measure. Hence the well
correlated elements are able to exert a stronger influence in the FM.
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Figure 4.3: Heatmap representation for the filtered fused matrix (FM-1) calculated for the
prostate cancer dataset
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4.3.3 Clustering results
This section presents the results of applying a k-medoids algorithm to each of the pre-
calculated DMs and also to several constructed fused matrices starting with the initial
fused calculations, FM-1. The section is organized to report the clustering experimental
work in the three sets of experiments that we have designed in Section 4.1. The main aim
of these experiments is to examine if the FMs are more informative for the k-medoids
algorithm than using individual DMs. NICE, GS-1, GS-2 and MG grouping systems
(defined in Section 3.7.1) were used to evaluate SMF clustering configurations in all the
experiments. Consequently, we started with patients labeling following all the different
classification systems.
We applied the NICE guidance to label our patients. Table 4.2 shows number and
percentage of patients in each risk category following the NICE categorisation system.
level of risk number of patients percentage
Low risk 16 1.0%
Medium risk 806 50.43%
High risk 776 48.56%
Table 4.2: NICE risk groups for prostate cancer dataset
As can be observed, the ’Low risk’ category presents low numbers in our data.
With regards to GS-1 and GS-2 groupings, table 4.3 presents the difference between
both systems as well as number and percentage of patients that were assigned to each risk
category.
level of risk Gleason scores number of patients percentage
Gleason-score-1
Low risk primary + secondary ≤ 6 70 4.38%
Medium risk primary + secondary = 7 1142 71.46%
High risk primary + secondary ≥ 8 386 24.16%
Gleason-score-2
Low risk primary + secondary ≤ 6 70 4.38%
Medium-1 risk primary =3 and secondary =4 594 37.17%
Medium-2 risk primary =4 and secondary =3 548 34.29%
High risk primary + secondary ≥ 8 386 24.16%
Table 4.3: Gleason grade risk group classification system for localised prostate cancer
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Similarly, GS-1 and GS-2 categorisation has assigned a minority group of patients
to the ’Low risk’ class. In addition, we can observe that GS-2 system has divided the
’medium risk’ patients into approximately two equal subgroups.
The last possible groupings, MG, is quite different because it looks at the patients’
outcome at the end of the study period, instead of the assessment of risk at the beginning
of the study period. Since our TS represent bio-markers of the patient health status for the
follow up period, they may be informative in establishing the outcome hence we though
we would study this. The four mortality categories after we have made our changes on the
death indicator as described in Section 3.7.1 are: died due to prostate cancer, died because
of other reasons, survived for three years and insufficient follow up to establish three year
outcome (i.e. undetermined). Table 4.4 presents number and percentage of patients that
are classified in each mortality group.
mortality conditions number of patients percentage
Died due to prostate cancer 158 9.89%
Died due to other reasons 28 1.75%
Survived 902 56.45%
Undetermined 510 31.91%
Table 4.4: Mortality conditions grouping for prostate cancer dataset
It can be concluded from the table that the majority of our cancer patients survived
for three years, while a small percent of the patients died due to reasons other rather than
prostate cancer.
For the next step of applying k-medoids, the number of clusters, k, was determined de-
pending on the selected grouping system, i.e. we set k=3 for NICE and GS-1 experiments
and k=4 in GS-2 and MG experiments. The presentation of clustering results are divided
below into the three main sets of experiments that we have designed in the experiment set
up section:
1. Results of applying k-medoids to cluster distance calculations of all objects by
means of using the DMs calculated for elements. Figure 4.4 shows the performance
of clustering evaluated according to the four possible groupings, NICE, GS-1, GS-2
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and MC. The figure includes a summary of the statistics calculated using the three
external validation indices: Jaccard, Rand and Dice’s coefficients. The indices eval-
uate the clustering configurations produced by k-medoids using: SD and TSs DMs.
In the figure we report SD and the best TS performer (Max TS), the worst(Min TS)
and the average of all 22 TSs (Average TS).
Figure 4.4: Summary of the performance of k-medoids clustering obtained using the in-
dividual DMs for the prostate cancer dataset
It can be observed from the figure that although the SD element contains the in-
formation that defines four groupings, it does not seem to be the best performer.
According to two of the validation methods, Dice’s and Jaccard, the SD element
alone performs worse than the Max TS and the average TS. The Rand coefficient,
however, evaluates the clustering performance obtained by the SD as competitive,
and better in the case of GS-2. The other two validation methods make different
judgments. In general, the Jaccard and Dice methods behave similarly whereas the
Rand index reports different results. When we compare SD and Min TS, for both
Dice and Jaccard, Min SD performs better than SD, except for the calculation of
Dice’s index in the MC groupings.
In most cases, SD has worse performance than the Min TS, average TS and the
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Max TS, hence some of the TSs appear to have good information for the clustering
process.
2. For the second set of experiments, in addition to the initial FM-1, we produced
another version of the fused matrix, FM-2. Since in SMF we can use weights in
the fusion step, we have examined different weightings. In our experiment, we
used clustering performance of each individual element to establish weights. For
each classification system, we have selected the top five elements that produced
the highest averaged evaluation coefficients. The elements that we have selected
for NICE system are P, B1, B9, B21 and B27 and for GS-1 they are B1, B8, B10,
B12 and B25 elements. For GS-2 classification, we use B2, B3, B7, B12 and B26
elements. For MC groupings, we chose B1, B10, B13, B19 and B20 elements.
By looking at the DMs heatmap visualisations in Figure 4.2, we can observe the
degree of association between some of the elements selected here. For example, P,
B1 and B21 (used for NICE); B8, B10, B12 and B25 (used for GS-1); B10, B13
and B19 (used for GS-2) and B10, B13 and B19 (used for MC) seem to be similar
DMs. Some of these associations are also supported by the calculations of Mantel
test in Table 4.1. For example, NICE uses B1 which is moderately related to P,
B21 and B9 with 0.4355, 0.3945 and 0.3155 correlation values respectively, also P
has a moderate correlation value (0.3677) with B21. A strong relation is estimated
between B10 and B12, used as top performers for GS-1. With regards to GS-2, we
found that B2 and B3 show a strong relation with values of 0.8074. Other moderate
correlations are estimated between B3 and B7 (0.3697) also between B2 and B7
(0.4054). Another interesting finding that can be discussed with the domain expert
is having B7 and B9 as good elements to classify patients according to NICE and
GS-2 even though they have a large number of missing values. The number of
patients that lack the two elements respectively is 1584 and 1394. For MC, B13
and B19 are also correlated with value of 0.3642. Note that what we have done
here may not be appropriate in a real scenario as we may not be able to establish
the worth of each element in clustering the data, specially in the absence of external
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assessment. However, we consider it a worthwhile exercise in order to understand
how privileged information about the best contributors could affect the clustering
outcome.
We calculate FM-2 for each grouping system by giving the selected DMs a dou-
ble weight compared to the remain 18 DMs. The influence of playing with these
weights on the clustering performance is demonstrated in Figure 4.5. This com-
pares FM-2, the weighted fusion matrix, to FM-1 that fuses DMs by giving equal
weights for all the elements. Again, the performance here is evaluated and pre-
sented according to the three external indices.
Figure 4.5: Summary of the performance of k-medoids clustering obtained on fusion
matrices for prostate cancer dataset
By looking at Figure 4.5, it is obvious, and perhaps expected, that FM-2 produces
better clustering results than FM-1. Therefore, prior knowledge about the most
important contributors could be exploited positively. Having said that, we need to
remember that such information may not be available.
Figure 4.6 summarises the comparison between the clustering performance when
using individual DMs, FM-1 and FM-2. The figure shows the evaluation of clus-
tering using SD, Min TS, Average TS, Max TS, FM-1 and FM-2. The performance
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here is reported with regards to the four grouping systems, and for the purpose of
presentation simplification, by Jaccard coefficients only as a representative of the
three calculated external indices. We chose Jaccard as there is seems to be an agree-
ment between its calculations and Dice’s judgment, in contrast with Rand statistics
in some occasions.
Figure 4.6: Summary of the performance of k-medoids clustering obtained on both ele-
ments’ DMs and fusion matrices for prostate cancer dataset
The results show that by combining DMs (i.e. using FM-1 or FM-2), we obtained
better performance than Min TS and than SD. This is interesting in the context that
the ground-truth labels are contained within SD. For example, although Gleason
scores are part of the SD element and they are key factors of the first all three clas-
sification systems, NICE, GS-1 and GS-2, FM-1 and FM-2 produced better clus-
tering results compared to the SD element. Also interestingly, for all classification
systems, Average TS seems to be better than SD element. Hence the information
contained in the blood test time series aids in defining our groupings more accu-
rately than the information contained in SD. Also, by experimenting with FM-1
and FM-2, we obtain better or comparable performance to the Average of individ-
ual TSs. Thus, the SMF approach combines data from the different type of elements
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to give an accurate configurations and since it may not be possible a priori to know
which TS is the best performer it is reassuring that the combination approach is
within some acceptable deviation from the Average of TSs and the best TSs.
3. The third set of experiments is concerned with applying k-medoids to cluster certain
data only. As described in Section 4.1, we filtered all the uncertain data to perform
the clustering and then assigned the uncertain data as a separate step. In order to
screen the objects, we set three filters. In filter 1, we remove records and columns
from FM-1 that correspond to 175 patients, as those patients have UFM-1 values
≥ 0.4 and DFM-1 ≥ 0.3. In filter 2, we set a threshold only for UFM-1 to remove
objects that miss≥ 30% of the calculations in FM-1. In filter 3 we used DFM-1 only
by setting a threshold of 0.1. As a result, by using filter 2 we removed 405 patients
while by using filter 3 we excluded 383 patients. Table 4.5 shows a summary of the
experiments compared to the results of clustering using all objects (from experiment
2). We report Jaccard coefficient as a representative for the clustering validity for all
the approaches and the calculations presented evaluate the results of applying filter
1. The results indicate that the k-medoids algorithm applied to the filtered data
does not produce better clustering performance. The accuracy of our model has
decreased by experimenting with all three filters compared to the results previously
reported for using the full FM-1. In addition to what is presented in Table 4.5, a
similar deterioration occurs when we used the medoids of the generated clusters
to assign the residual objects, 175, 405 and 383 patients, that were removed by
the three filters respectively. Filtering is therefore not a suitable approach. Note
that Rand and Dice’s indices concurred with the same conclusion, moreover, the
results of trying the other two filters came up with the same interpretation. We
can concluded here that uncertain fused calculations that are related to incomplete
objects and/or objects with high degree of disagreement between their elements in
the similarity assessments seem to have information that aids the clustering process.
Thus, we can say that they need to be included in the analysis, however, we may use
the uncertainty information in a different manner. Our plan is to produce a modified
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classification system FM-1 Filtering:certain objects
NICE 0.5382 0.4132
GS-1 0.5651 0.3440
GS-2 0.4061 0.3292
MC 0.4781 0.3333
Table 4.5: The performance of clustering prostate cancer dataset using certainty filters
version of k-medoids algorithm in a way that will use the uncertainty information
to inform the clustering process. That will be the subject of chapter 5.
4.3.4 Statistical testing
A number of clustering configurations have been evaluated with regards to four possible
groupings, NICE, GS-1, GS-2 and MG. Again, we report here Jaccard index as a rep-
resentative of the three external validation calculations, for the same reasons mentioned
earlier. We applied a z-test to establish if the differences in performance between the var-
ious versions were statistically significant. We compare the difference in performance of
data fusion and the SD element alone and also to the average of the TSs performances.
Table 4.6 reports for each experimented classification systems the Jaccard as well as statis-
tics for the test of significance of difference between the performance of fusion matrices
compared to the individual DMs.
All p values that compare the performance of SD and FMs are < 0.05 which indicates
significant difference between accuracy percentage. With regards to p values that compare
the performance of the average TSs and FMs, the statistics report them as significant as
well for all classification systems. In general, these statistics prove that the SMF approach
produces better result than the SD element alone and also the TSs average. Furthermore,
we have evaluated the difference between FM-1 and FM-2 for all the grouping systems
and the statistical tests concluded that the difference in NICE and MC is is significant
where p values were 7.31E−4 and 2.899E−3 respectively. In the other two classification
systems, GS-1 and GS-2, the difference between performances of FM-1 and FM-2 was
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groupings system SD FM-1 FM-2 TSs FM-1 FM-2
NICE
Jaccard 0.3335 0.5381 0.5939 0.4712 0.5381 0.5939
z score – +−11.663 +−14.76 – +−3.782 +−6.951
p value – < 1.0E−5 < 1.0E−5 – 7.8E−5 < 1.0E−5
GS-1
Jaccard 0.4230 0.5651 0.5882 0.4746 0.5651 0.5882
z score – +−8.034 +−9.34 – +−5.12 +−6.435
p value – < 1.0E−5 < 1.0E−5 – < 1.0E−5 < 1.0E−5
GS-2
Jaccard 0.2829 0.4061 0.4205 0.3229 0.4061 0.4205
z score – +−7.328 +−8.145 – +−4.886 +−5.709
p value – < 1.0E−5 < 1.0E−5 – < 1.0E−5 < 1.0E−5
MC
Jaccard 0.3191 0.4781 0.5269 0.3403 0.4781 0.5269
z score – +−9.18 +−11.889 – +−7.922 +−10.643
p value – < 1.0E−5 < 1.0E−5 – < 1.0E−5 < 1.0E−5
Table 4.6: Statistical analysis of SMF performance on the prostate cancer dataset. The
table reports statistics for Jaccard coefficient of k-medoids clustering obtained with re-
gards to four possible groupings of the prostate cancer dataset. The first group of columns
provides the statistical test that calculates the significance of SMF performance compared
to using SD and the second group of columns compares to the average performance of all
TSs
not significant with 0.093084 and 0.204119 p values.
It is also interesting to see the TSs that are particularly good performers, i.e. those
that have the highest values according to the previous set of experiments as they are blood
tests that may either be indicative of risk or mortality. They are PSA test (P, 0.5119), HDL
Cholesterol (B12, 0.5569), Aspartate transaminase (B4, 0.3767) and Haemoglobin (B20,
0.3899) for NICE, GS-1, GS-2 and MC, respectively, where the figures in the brackets are
the Jaccard external evaluation coefficients of the blood tests.
We also computed the Dunn internal index for every single DM and FMs using the
results of applying clustering in relation to the four groupings. Table 4.7 shows the coeffi-
cients that have evaluated SD element, FM-1, FM-2 and the best individual DM for each
classification system. The best individual DM represented in the table are the ones that
have been chosen according to the internal validation calculations.
In general, Dunn index considers B3, B21, B23 and B26 as the top TSs that have poten-
tial to produce good quality clustering results (i.e. well separated and compact clusters).
In ascending order the top five DMs according to Dunn evaluations for NICE system are:
SD, FM-2, FM-1 and B23 and B4; for GS-1: SD, FM-1, FM-2, B23 and B4; for GS-2:
SD, FM-1, FM-2, B26 and B21; and for MC: SD, FM-1, FM-2, B26 and B21. For all the
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DM NICE GS-1 GS-2 MC
SD 0.025244647 0.039554437 0.035023101 0.035023101
B23 0.002995108 0.002440136 – –
B4 0.001565763 0.001668239 – –
B21 0.000350434 – 0.000784296 0.005162134
B26 – – 0.002904887 0.010576913
FM-1 0.008457828 0.023813098 0.009207189 0.016180151
FM-2 0.008720526 0.020815176 0.008968838 0.014523745
Table 4.7: The Dunn index values from the results of clustering the prostate cancer
dataset: the statistics are reported for SD and FMs as well as the top TS that are cho-
sen by internal validation calculations. We use – to represent the case when the DM is not
associated with the top informative TS for a particular grouping.
experiments that we have conducted, the Dunn index ranks SD as the best and FM-1 as
the second best DM, except for NICE where FM-1 ranks third after FM-2. FM-2 holds
the third top position in terms of quality of the clustering that might be obtained using this
matrix. Accordingly, in general, Dunn evaluates FM-1 as more informative than FM-2.
Moreover, it does not rate DMs that were considered as the best performers according to
external validation indices as one of the top informative DM, except in the case of NICE
(they agree on B21) and GS-2 (they agree on B26). Hence interestingly, external and in-
ternal validation metrics do not agree on the same conclusion, but their judgment of FM-1
and FM-2 for all groupings as top performers were the same. Thus, the fused matrices
seem to have reasonable performance according to both internal and external validation.
In other words, DMs that have been evaluated as good performers using external and in-
ternal methods are not the same, except for the two fusion matrices, FM-1 and FM-2,
for all the four groupings. This may be a positive result for the SMF approach when we
do not have external information. In real clustering problems, we are not expected to
have the ground truth labels, thus, the only way to examine different elements is by using
internal quality measures. From our results and supposing that we agree with external
evaluation as guidance on the true clusters, internal validation may not produce a good
ranking of elements in terms of their ability to produce good clusters. Hence in many
clustering exercises it would not be possible to know a prior which elements to use to
produce good clustering. However, the FMs may provide a combined evidence approach
that aids the clustering towards producing good results. Thus, when we cannot establish
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which elements to use or give more weight to, the fusion matrix can be used to produce
clustering results that are not very far from what we could obtain using the best elements.
4.4 The results of the plants dataset
We have created a dataset about plants. Objects in this dataset are also described by a
mixture of data types, but different from those in the prostate cancer patients and hence
providing us with new challenges. It will enable us to further validate the feasibility of our
approach on different combinations of data types. In addition, all objects are classified
into pre-defined classes which is beneficial at the stage of assessing and comparing the
performance. A description of the data is given in Section 3.7.2 while the experiment is
giving in the following next sections.
4.4.1 DMs and FM calculation results
A plant object is defined by three data types: structured data, SD, free text element, TE,
and an image, IE. We selected three distance measures, as described in Section 4.2, and
then generated pairwise DMs for each of the three elements. We calculated DMSD, DMT E ,
DMT ENoRare, DMIE and DMIEReduced . These matrices are for the following respectively:
SD, TE, TE element represented without rare terms, IE and IE element represented with
reduced colours. Next, we fused DMs and constructed the initial FMs along with the
associated uncertainty matrices DFMs-1 where there was no need to calculate UFM-1
as in this dataset we do not compare incomplete objects. We computed four FMs; by
fusing all possible combination of DMs and including all the three data types. FM-1
fuses DMSD, DMT E and DMIE ; FM-NoRare-1 fuses DMSD, DMT ENoRare and DMIE ;
FM-NoRare-Reduced-1 fuses DMSD, DMT ENoRare and DMIEReduced; and FM-Reduced-1
fuses DMSD, DMT E and DMIEReduced . In all the results, we may refer to the elements
using their names. More information about them is available in the data dictionary in
Appendix A.
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Since the size of each generated DM is large (100×100) to be compared, we use the
heatmap graphical representation to provide an immediate visual summary of distance
calculations. Figure 4.7 shows visualization of our distance matrices using colours to
represent distance values in a two-dimensional graph for each individual element. As
before, we use dark blue to reflect strong similarity and then the colour scales through
green until it reaches bright yellow to reflect strong dissimilarity. For the four FMs, in
Figure 4.7 we represent the entire fused calculations for all the objects while in Figure
4.8 we use the gray colour to represent all plants that report uncertain distance values in
FMs due to exceeding the determined threshold for DFM-1. The threshold was set up as
DFM-1=0.4 for the the four FMs, thus we omitted fused distances for plants (represented
in grey colour) that have DFM-1 ≥ 0.4. We present FMs before and after filtering objects
because we will use both matrices in the application of k-medoids algorithm in the next
section (Section 4.4.2). Note that, in both figures, plants are reported in ascending order
using their identifiers from left to right on the x-axis and from up to down on the y-axis.
We have the 42 fruits first then the 22 roses and finally the 36 types of grass at the end.
The visualisations allow us to draw some initial conclusions about DMs that seem to
be related to each other. However, to explore this in more detail, we used the Mantel test
as a DM comparison technique. Calculated correlation coefficients that reflects the degree
of the relationships between the DMs and FM-1 are summarised in Table 4.8. By looking
at the calculations in the table, we can conclude that SD, TE and TE-NoRare are all well-
correlated elements as the coefficients between every pair is ≥ 0.4183. Moreover, the
degree of associations between TE-TE-NoRare and between IE-IE-Reduced is very strong
with values of 0.9950 and 0.9727 respectively. However, this is to be expected as those
represent the same data element. This is confirmed also by the heatmap visualisations in
Figure 4.7. In addition, all the statistics indicate positive relationship between elements
as there are no negative coefficients.
It is also worth observing that the four FMs maintains a higher degree of correlation
with some elements than with others. The SD and both DMs that report the similarity
calculations for TE element appear well represented in terms of the correlation measure.
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Figure 4.7: Heatmap representation for DMs and FMs-1 calculated for the plants dataset:
DMs for SD, TE, TE-NoRare, IE and IE-Reduced. We use blue colour to indicate similar-
ity and yellow to indicate dissimilarity. The fusion matrices, FMs-1, represent the fused
distances without taking into account uncertainty.
However, the text element seems to be the most correlated to the FMs. Hence the well
correlated elements are able to exert a stronger influence in the FM. In addition, by look-
ing at all DMs and FMs in figures 4.7 and 4.8, the representation reflect some expected
similarities among plants of the same type. For example, given that the objects are ordered
by class, the dark blue square at the right bottom corner of the DMs and FMs correlate to
the expected strong similarity between grass objects. Also, strong similarity was reported
among fruits objects, in contrast to the calculated distances between roses.
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Figure 4.8: Heatmap representation for the filtered fused matrices, FM-1, FM-NoRare-1,
FM-NoRare-Reduced-1 and FM-Reduced-1, calculated for the plants dataset
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4.4.2 Clustering results
Here we present the results of applying the standard k-medoids algorithm to individual
DMs and also to FMs; including FM-1 and FM-2. Our main aim is to examine if the FMs
lead the k-medoids algorithm to produce better clustering results than using individual
DMs. To do this we conducted three sets of experiments that we have designed in Section
4.1. The plant type is the grouping system that was used to evaluate SMF clustering
configurations in all the experiments. This categorisation has 22 % of the objects classed
as ‘roses’. In addition, the ‘fruits’ class contains approximately half of our objects (42%),
while the remaining 36 plants belonging to the class ‘grass’.
The number of clusters, k, was determined depending on this grouping system, thus,
for this experiments we set k=3. The results are presented below and divided into three
sets according to the experiment set up section:
1. First we present the results of applying k-medoids to cluster our heterogeneous
objects by means of using the individual DMs. Figure 4.9 shows the performance
of clustering evaluated according to the truth-labels of the plants. As before, three
external validation indices: Jaccard, Rand and Dice’s coefficients are presented in
the figure. They were calculated to evaluate the results produced by k-medoids
using: SD, TE, TE-NoRare, IE and IE-Reduced DMs.
It can be observed from the figure that the TE-NoRare element alone performs better
than the other four elements with regards to all coefficients. In general, text element
and structured data seem to be perform better than the image element. Thus, the IE
element is the least informative for the grouping. However, Jaccard and Dice’s
indices put IE-Reduced slightly ahead of the other version of the image element,
IE.
2. The second set of experiments, examines the initial fusion matrices, FMs-1, and the
special weighted fusion matrices, FMs-2. Here we produced the following versions
of the FM-1: FM-1, FM-NoRare-1, FM-NoRare-Reduced-1 and FM-Reduced-1.
All those combine DMs with equal weight. We also produced FM-2 using differ-
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Figure 4.9: Summary of the performance of k-medoids clustering obtained using the in-
dividual DMs for the plants dataset
ent weights: FM-2, FM-NoRare-2, FM-NoRare-Reduced-2 and FM-Reduced-2. In
order to determine these weights, we used clustering performance of each individ-
ual DM. Note that in the absence of external assessment, we may not be able to
establish the worth of each element using the approach that we propose here.
We calculate FMs-2 by giving the text element, which is the best performer, a dou-
ble weight compared to the remaining two DMs. The influence of playing with
these weights on the clustering performance is demonstrated in Figure 4.10 which
compares FMs-2 to FMs-1. The figure demonstrates the results for each of the
four different ways of grouping individual DMs: FM, FM-NoRare, FM-NoRare-
Reduced and FM-Reduced. Again, the performance here is evaluated using the
three external indices.
As it was expected, Figure 4.10, shows that FM-2 produces better clustering results
than FM-1. Nevertheless, examining different weighting has not improved the per-
formance of FM-NoRare-Reduced. This fuses: SD, TE-NoRare and IE-Reduced.
In addition, we can conclude from Figure 4.10 that the best fusion of the three ele-
ments that compose our objects is by combining: SD, TE-NoRare and IE Reduced.
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Figure 4.10: Summary of the performance of k-medoids clustering obtained by fusion
matrices for plants dataset
We conducted a comparison between the clustering performance when using in-
dividual DMs, FMs-1 and FMs-2 and the results are summarised in Figure 4.11.
The figure shows the evaluation of clustering using SD, TE, TE-NoRare, IE and
IE-Reduced. It compares these matrices to the best FMs-1 performer (Max FM-1)
and the worst (Min FMs-1) and the same for FMs-2 matrices (Max FM-2 and Min
FM-2). The best fusion matrix was FM-NoRare-Reduced and the worst was FM.
The performance here is reported, for the purpose of presentation simplification, by
Jaccard coefficients only as a representative of the three calculated external indices.
In general, the results show that FM-1 and FM-2 produced better performance than
individual DMs. Min FM-1 and Min FM-2 seem better than the individual DMs,
except for TE-NoRare when compared to Min FM-1. Thus, we conclude that our
results are reassuring as the combination approach is within some acceptable devi-
ation from the best individual matrices even when it is not possible to determine the
best performer.
3. To conduct the third set of experiment, as described in Section 4.1, we filter all the
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Figure 4.11: Summary of the performance of k-medoids clustering obtained on both ele-
ments’ DMs and best and worst fusion matrices for plants dataset
uncertain data to perform the clustering and then assign the uncertain data as a sepa-
rate experiment. Accordingly, we removed 14, 24, 25 and 20 plants, as those plants
have DFM-1 values ≥ 0.3 in all FMs-1. Table 4.9 shows a summary of the exper-
iments reported by Jaccard coefficient compared to the results of clustering using
all objects. The results indicate that when we applied k-medoids algorithm to the
filtered data, the perfomance of clustering configuration has decreased compared to
the results reported for the full FMs-1.
Fusion matrix FMs-1 Filtering:certain objects
FM-1 0.69 0.4651
FM-NoRare-1 0.73 0.4468
FM-NoRare-Reduced-1 0.85 0.5761
FM-Reduced-1 0.69 0.4375
Table 4.9: The performance of clustering plants dataset using certainty filters
In addition to what is presented in Table 4.9, a worse deterioration was reported when
we used the generated medoids using certain data only to assign the residual objects that
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fusion matrix SD FMs-1 FMs-2 text FMs-1 FMs-2 image FMs-1 FMs-2
FM
Jaccard 0.66 0.69 0.77 0.64 0.69 0.77 057 0.69 0.77
z score – +−0.453 +−1.723 – +−0.749 +−2.016 – +−1.757 +−3.008
p value – 0.325274 4.2444E−2 – 0.226929 2.19E−2 – 3.9459E−2 1.315E−3
FM-NoRare
Jaccard 0.66 0.73 0.81 0.76 0.73 0.81 0.57 0.73 0.81
z score – +−1.075 +−2.403 – +−0.487 +−0.861 – +−2.372 +−3.669
p value – 0.141187 8.131E−3 – 0.313129 0.194619 – 8.846E−3 1.22E−4
FM-NoRare-Reduced
Jaccard 0.66 0.85 0.86 0.76 0.85 0.86 0.58 0.85 0.86
z score – +−3.124 +−3.311 – +−1.606 +−1.802 – +−4.229 +−4.41
p value – 8.92E−4 4.65E−4 – 0.054137 3.5773E−2 – 1.2E−5 < 1.0E−5
FM-Reduced
Jaccard 0.66 0.69 0.83 64.00 0.69 0.83 0.58 0.69 0.83
z score – +−0.453 +−2.758 – +−0.749 +−3.044 – +−1.616 +−3.876
p value – 0.325274 2.908E−3 – 0.226929 1.167E−3 – 0.053047 5.3E−5
Table 4.10: Statistical analysis of SMF performance on the plants dataset. The table
reports statistics for Jaccard coefficient of k-medoids clustering obtained with regards to
the different fusion combinations. The first set of columns provides the statistical test that
calculates the significance of SMF performance compared to using structured data, the
second set of columns compares to the performance of the text element while the last set
of columns is for the image element. – means that the statistic can not be calculated
were removed. Thus, we can concluded here that uncertain fused calculations seem to
have information that aids the clustering process. Thus, we need to include them but in a
different manner. This confirms our previous conclusion in Section 4.3.3. Note that Rand
and Dice’s indices concurred with the same conclusion.
4.4.3 Statistical testing
The performance of clustering were evaluated here to examine the significance of the dif-
ferences between Jaccard calculations that were computed for clustering results obtained
using FMs and individual DMs. We applied a z-test to establish if the differences in per-
formance were statistically significant. Table 4.10 shows the Jaccard values and statistics
for the test of significance.
The p values confirm that the difference between the performance of FMs-2 and each
of the individual element: SD, text and image is significant, except for FM-NoRare-2
when compared to the text element. With regards to p values that compare the perfor-
mance of FMs-1 to text (TE or TE-NoRare) and SD, the statistics report them as not
significant apart from the one that compares FM-NoRare-Reduced-1 and SD. The statisti-
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SD 0.181775611 FM-1 0.275899167 FM-2 0.092507311
TE 0.327597615 FM-NoRare-1 0.226079578 FM-NoRare-2 0.162051703
TE-NoRare 0.114691349 FM-NoRare-Reduced-1 0.168005112 FM-NoRare-Reduced-2 0.158479823
IE 0.154771467 FM-Reduced-1 0.184643632 FM-Reduced-2 0.178111331
IE-Reduced 0.116527353 – – – –
Table 4.11: The Dunn index values from the results of clustering the plants dataset: the
statistics are reported for the different representation of the three elements, DMS. Also,
the two versions of the FMs for the different combinations of data fusion.
cal test also considers that FMs-1 perform significantly better than the image element (IE
or IE-Reduced), except for one fusion matrix, FM-Reduced-1. Although, some of these
statistics are not significant, the SMF approach produces at least comparable results, and
some times significantly better results, to the individual elements separately, especially
in the case of using weights. We have also evaluated the difference between FMs-1 and
FMs-2. For each fusion combination, statistical tests concluded that the difference is not
significant; except for FM-Reduced combination with 1.0225E−1 p value. Thus, in the
case of just combining everything together without weightings (i.e. using FMs-1), SMF
can be used to produce clustering results that are not very far from what we could obtain
using the best elements.
We also computed the Dunn internal index for every single DM and FMs. Table 4.11
shows the coefficients that have evaluated SD element, text, image, FMs-1 and FMs-2.
Dunn index considers text element as the top individual DMs that have potential to
produce good quality clustering results. It evaluates FM-1 and FM-NoRare-1 as the next
best distance matrices. In general, for all the experiments that we have conducted, the
Dunn index ranks FMs-1 as better matrices in terms of quality of the clustering that might
be obtained over FMs-2. Accordingly, Dunn evaluates FMs-1 as more informative than
FMs-2. Therefore, external and internal validation metrics do not agree on the same
conclusion. In addition, external validation evaluates TE-NoRare as the best performer
whereas the internal index points at TE.
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4.5 The results of the journals dataset
We have created a dataset of journals in the context of scientometrics analysis. Objects
in this dataset are described by two different data types, similar to the mixture of data
types in the prostate cancer patients but with some changes. In addition, all objects are
classified into pre-defined classes which facilitates the process of assessing and comparing
clustering performances. A description of the data is given in Section 3.7.3 while the
experiment is giving in the following sections.
4.5.1 DMs and FM calculation results
A journal object is defined by two data types composed of three elements: structured data,
SD, and two Time-series, TSs. We selected two distance measures, as described in Section
4.2, and then generated pairwise DMs for each of the three elements. We calculated
DMSD, DMT StoJ and DMT S f romJ . These matrices are for the following respectively: SD,
TS to the journal and TS from the journal. Next, we fused DMs and constructed the
initial FM-1 along with the associated uncertainty matrices DFM-1 and UFM-1. In all
the results, we refer to the elements using their names. More information about them is
presented as a data dictionary in Appendix A.
Since the size of each generated DM is large (135×135), we use the heatmap graphical
representation to provide an immediate visual summary of distance calculations. Figure
4.12 shows a visualization of our distance matrices using colours to represent distance
values in a two-dimensional graph for each individual element. Colours are mapped as
previously.
For FM-1, in Figure 4.12 we represent the entire fused calculations for all the objects
while in Figure 4.13 we use the grey colour to represent all objects that report uncertain
distance values in FM-1 due to exceeding one or both of the determined thresholds for
UFM-1 and DFM-1. The thresholds were set up as UFM-1=0.33 and DFM-1=0.1, thus
we omitted fused distances for journals that have UFM-1 values ≥ 0.33 or DFM-1 ≥ 0.1.
We present FM-1 before and after filtering objects because we will use both matrices in
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the application of k-medoids algorithm in the next section (Section 4.5.2). Note that, in
both figures, journals are reported in ascending order using their identifiers from left to
right on the x-axis and from up to down on the y-axis.
Figure 4.12: Heatmap representation for DMs and FM-1 calculated for the journals
dataset: DMs for SD and two TSs with red colour to represent missing values; blue in-
dicates similarity and yellow indicates dissimilarity. The fusion matrix, FM-1, represent
the fused distances without taking into account uncertainty.
The visualisations allow us to draw some initial conclusions about DMs but we will
also use the Mantel test as before. The calculated correlation coefficients reflects a strong
degree of the relationships between TStoJ and TSfromJ with 0.9950. This is confirmed
also by the heatmap visualisations in Figure 4.12. By looking at the other calculations,
we can conclude a moderate association that correlates both SD-TStoJ as well as SD-
TSfromJ with 0.4183 and 0.4198 respectively. The heatmap visualisations in Figure 4.12
confirms all these stated associations. In addition, all the statistics indicate positive rela-
tionship between elements as there is no negative coefficients.
It is also worth observing that the FM maintains a higher degree of correlation with
some elements than with others. For example, SD appear to be the least representative
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Figure 4.13: Heatmap representation for the filtered fused matrix (FM-1) calculated for
the journals dataset
element in terms of the correlation measure while the others are more correlated elements
which means they may have a stronger influence on the FM-1.
4.5.2 Clustering results
In order to examine our FMS approach, we applied k-medoids to DMs and FMs to eval-
uate and compare the generated clustering configurations. Three sets of experiments,
designed in Section 4.1, were conducted and their results are presented below. The plant
type is the grouping system that was used to validate the results. For evaluation, we used
IF, ES and AI grouping systems that are defined in Section 3.7.3.
We started with journals labeling following all the different classification systems.
Table 4.12 shows number and percentage of journals in each category following the three
categorisation system.
As can be observed, each of the three classification assigned a minority group of jour-
nals to the last category. In IF labeling system, the data is well distributed in the middle
clusters while in ES and AI groupings much of the data belongs to the first category.
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IF ES AI
cluster no. % cluster no. % cluster no. %
IF≤0.5 28 20.74% ES≤0.0025 84 62.22% AI≤0.4 62 45.93%
0.5<IF≤1.0 36 26.67% 0.0025<ES≤0 30 22.22% 0.4<AI≤0.8 41 30.37%
1.0<IF≤1.5 29 21.48% ES>0 21 15.56% AI>0.8 32 23.70%
1.5<IF≤2.0 22 16.30% – – – – – –
IF>2.0 20 14.81% – – – – – –
Table 4.12: Classification systems for journals dataset
For this experiment, we set k=5 for IF grouping and k=3 in ES and AI grouping. The pre-
sentation of clustering results are divided below into the three main sets of experiments
as before:
1. Results of applying k-medoids to cluster distance calculations of all objects by
means of using the DMs calculated for elements. Figure 4.14 shows the perfor-
mance of clustering evaluated according to the three possible groupings, IF, ES
and AI. The figure includes a summary of the statistics calculated using the three
external validation indices: Jaccard, Rand and Dice’s coefficients to evaluate the
clustering configurations. In the figure we report SD, TStoJ and TSfromJ.
Figure 4.14: Summary of the performance of k-medoids clustering obtained using the
individual DMs for the journals dataset
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From figure 4.14, it can be observed that with regards to Jaccard and Dice’s coef-
ficients in ES and AI classification systems, the order of the best performances is
TStoJ, TSfromJ and SD. Rand agrees with this ordering in the ES groupings. How-
ever, Rand has different judgment in the other classifications, IF and AI, where SD
seemed to be more informative than TSfromJ. The other two indices, Jaccard and
Dice’s evaluate our DMs similarly for IF classification. Again, we confirm here that
the Jaccard and Dice’s methods behave similarly whereas the Rand index reports
different results. Nevertheless, all the three validation methods rank TStoJ as the
best performer for all three grouping systems.
2. For the second set of experiments, we produced a weighted fusion matrix, FM-
2, for each grouping system by giving the best performer, TStoJ, a double weight
compared to the remain two DMs. The influence of playing with these weights on
the clustering performance is demonstrated in Figure 4.15 which compares FM-2
to FM-1. Again, the performance here is evaluated and presented according to the
three external indices.
By looking at Figure 4.15, the biggest improvement in the performance seems to be
in IF and AI classification while for ES the improvement is marginal. This applies
for all three validation coefficients.
We compare the performance of individual DMs and FMs, Figure 4.16 summarises
this comparison. The figure shows the evaluation of clustering using every element
alone, FM-1 and FM-2. The performance here is compared by Jaccard coefficients
only, for the purpose of presentation simplification.
The results show that by combining DMs, using FM-1 and FM-2, we obtained
stable performance that is better than individual DMs in all groupings, except AI.
For AI grouping, the best individual DM, TStoJ, seems to be more informative for
the clustering algorithm than FM-1, however, FM-2 outperformed TStoJ. All these
findings are very similar to the conclusions that are suggested by the other two
external calculations.
3. In this set of experiments, we were interested in clustering certain data. We fil-
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Figure 4.15: Summary of the performance of k-medoids clustering obtained on fusion
matrices for journals dataset
tered out 41 journals that exceeded the thresholds UFM-1=0.33 and DFM-1=0.1.
The results indicate that the k-medoids algorithm applied to the filtered data does
not produce better clustering performance. A deterioration occurs when we fil-
tered uncertain journals. Moreover, worst results are produced when we assigned
the residual journals to medoids that are generated when clustering certain objects
only. Table 4.13 compares Jaccard coefficients that are calculated for the results
of clustering certain objects compared to the results of clustering all objects. In
general, we concluded here, as previously, that filtering is not a suitable approach.
Thus, we need to use certainty calculations in a different manner.
classification system FM-1 Filtering:certain objects
IF 0.355555556 0.3085106383
ES 0.792592593 0.4468085106
AI 0.533333333 0.4361702128
Table 4.13: The performance of clustering journals dataset using certainty filters
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Figure 4.16: Summary of the performance of k-medoids clustering obtained on both ele-
ments’ DMs and fusion matrices for journals dataset
4.5.3 Statistical testing
With regards to three possible groupings, IF, ES and AI, a number of clustering config-
urations have been evaluated. We applied a z-test to establish if the differences in per-
formance as before are statistically significant. Table 4.14 reports for each experimented
classification systems the Jaccard as well as statistics for the test of significance of dif-
ference between the performance of fusion matrices compared to the individual DMs. p
values indicate that the differences between fusion matrices and TStoJ is not significant.
This is not very surprising as TStoJ is the individual DM with best performance and there
are not many additional pieces of information that can be combined in the FMs. When we
compared the performances of FMs with SD, we found that the differences are significant
in ES and AI. p values also suggest a significant difference between FMs and TSfromJ
for both IF and ES. Thus, we may conclude that when the number of elements is low,
the SMF approach produces comparable result to the best individual elements alone. Fur-
thermore, we have evaluated the difference between FM-1 and FM-2 for all the grouping
systems and the statistical tests concluded that the difference is not significant.
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groupings system SD FM-1 FM-2 TStoJ FM-1 FM-2 TSfromJ FM-1 FM-2
IF
Jaccard 0.325925926 0.355555556 0.414814815 0.340740741 0.355555556 0.414814815 0.311111111 0.355555556 0.414814815
z score – +−0.514 +−1.512 – +−0.256 +−1.255 – +−0.775 +−1.772
p value – 0.303626 0.065267 – 0.398975 0.104739 – 0.21917 3.8197E−2
ES
Jaccard 0.62962963 0.792592593 0.807407407 0.733333333 0.792592593 0.807407407 0.688888889 0.792592593 0.807407407
z score – +−2.954 +−3.248 – +−1.145 +−1.447 – +−1.944 +−2.243
p value – 1.568E−3 5.81E−4 – 0.126105 0.073948 – 2.5948E−2 2.448E−2
AI
Jaccard 0.42962963 0.533333333 0.57037037 0.548148148 0.533333333 0.57037037 0.511111111 0.533333333 0.57037037
z score – +−1.705 +−2.313 – +−0.244 +−0.368 – +−0.366 +−0.977
p value – 4.4097E−2 1.0361E−2 – 0.403615 356437 – 0.357183 0.16428
Table 4.14: Statistical analysis of SMF performance on the journals dataset. The table
reports statistics for Jaccard coefficient of k-medoids clustering obtained with regards to
three possible groupings of the journals dataset. The first set of columns provides the
statistical test that calculates the significance of SMF performance compared to using SD,
the second set of columns compares to the TStoJ and the third set of columns to TSfromJ
DM IF ES AI
SD 0.019812955 0.014436103 0.038107798
TStoJ 0.006900568 0.053354258 0.009976748
TSfromJ 0.021527789 0.065227503 0.065227503
FM-1 0.012628299 0.01562139 0.08445345
FM-2 0.004698804 0.017382167 0.034164988
Table 4.15: The Dunn index values from the results of clustering the journals dataset: the
statistics are reported for SD and FMs.
In addition to the external validation, we also computed the Dunn internal index for
every single DM and FMs using the results of applying clustering in relation to the three
groupings. Table 4.15 shows the coefficients that have evaluated individuals elements,
FM-1 and FM-2 for each classification system.
With regards to individual DMs, the Dunn index considers TStfromJ as the top individ-
ual element that has the potential to produce good quality clustering results. That applies
for each classification systems. However, this was not the same conclusion that we have
reached by the external coefficients. Moreover, the Dunn index does not rank FMs (FM-1
and FM-2) as highly effective in terms of quality of the clustering that might be obtained
except in the case of the AI classification.
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4.6 The results of the papers dataset
We have constructed a dataset about research papers. Objects in this dataset are also
described by a mixture of data types. In order to have further validation of our approaches,
the arrangements for this data were different from the previous datasets, which allows
us to examine different combinations of data types. In addition, like the other datasets,
all objects here are classified into pre-defined classes which is beneficial at the stage of
assessing and comparing the performance. A description of the data is given in Section
3.7.4 while the experimental result are given in the following sections.
4.6.1 DMs and FM calculation results
A paper object is defined by three data types: structured data, SD, time-series, TS and free
text element, TE. We selected three distance measures, as described in Section 4.2, and
then generated pairwise DMs for each of the three elements. We calculated DMSD, DMT S,
DMT E and DMT ENoRare. These matrices are for the following respectively: SD, TS, TE
and TE element represented discounting rare terms. Next, We fused DMs and constructed
the initial FMs along with the associated uncertainty matrices UFM-1 and DFMs-1. We
computed two FMs by fusing all possible combination of DMs and including all the three
data types. FM-1 fuses DMSD, DMT S and DMT E ; FM-NoRare-1 fuses DMSD, DMT S
and DMT ENoRare. In all the results, we refer to the elements using their names. More
information about them can be found in the data dictionary in Appendix A.
We use the heatmap graphical representation to provide an immediate visual summary
of distance calculations as the size of each generated DM is large (300×300). Figure 4.17
shows visualization of our distance matrices using colours to represent distance values in
a two-dimensional graph for each individual element. As before, we use dark blue to
reflect strong similarity and then the colour scales through green until it reaches bright
yellow to reflect strong dissimilarity. For the two FMs, in Figure 4.17 we represent the
entire fused calculations for all the objects while in Figure 4.18 we use the gray colour to
represent all plants that report uncertain distance values in FMs due to exceeding one or
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both of the determined thresholds for UFM-1 and DFM-1. The thresholds were set up as
UFM-1=0.33 and DFM-1=0.4, thus we omitted fused distances for papers (represented in
grey colour) that have UFM-1 values≥ 0.33 or DFM-1≥ 0.4. We present FMs before and
after filtering objects because we will use both matrices in the application of k-medoids
algorithm in the next section (Section 4.6.2). Note that, in both figures, papers are reported
in ascending order using their identifiers from left to right on the x-axis and from up to
down on the y-axis. However, we have the 100 computer science papers first then the 100
business economics articles and finally the last 100 papers represent research in health
care services.
Figure 4.17: Heatmap representation for DMs and FMs-1 calculated for the plants dataset:
DMs for SD, TS, TE and TE-NoRare with red colour to represent missing values. We use
blue colour to indicate similarity and yellow to indicate dissimilarity. The fusion matrices,
FMs-1, represent the fused distances without taking into account uncertainty.
The visualisations together with Mantel test results allow us to draw some initial con-
clusions about DMs that seem to be related to each other. Calculated correlation co-
efficients that reflects the degree of the relationships between the DMs and FMs-1 are
summarised in Table 4.16. By looking at the calculations in the table, we can conclude
that the degree of associations between TS-TE is very strong with values of 0.9989. This
is confirmed also by the heatmap visualisations in Figure 4.17 where we have the dark
blue in both DMs in the diagonal positions. Another moderate association seem to be be-
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tween SD and TE-NoRare with a degree of 0.4939. In addition, all the statistics indicate
positive relationship between elements as there is no negative coefficients.
Figure 4.18: Heatmap representation for the filtered fused matrices, FM-1 and FM-
NoRare-1 calculated for the papers dataset with grey representing uncertainty
Again we observe that the two FMs maintain a higher degree of correlation with some
elements than with others. The SD and TE-NoRare appear well represented in terms of
the correlation measure. Thus, the text element that is represented without taking into
account the rare words seems to be the most correlated to the FMs. Hence the well
correlated elements are able to exert a stronger influence in the FM. Consequently, they
might produce a better clustering configuration.
SD TS TE TE-NoRare FM-1 FM-
NoRare-1
SD 0.0519 0.0537 0.4939 0.6787 0.6780
TS 0.9989 0.0508 0.1897 0.2010
TE 0.0508 0.1895 0.2014
TE-NoRare 0.8663 0.8649
FM-1 0.9999
FM-NoRare-1
Table 4.16: Correlation coefficients between DMs and FMs-1 calculated for papers
dataset
4.6.2 Clustering results
We present in this section the results of applying the k-medoids algorithm to DMs and
FMs. We report the clustering experimental work in the three sets of experiments that
we have designed in Section 4.1. The paper research field is the grouping system that
was used to evaluate SMF results in all the experiments. This categorisation has assigned
100 papers to each of the three categories we have: computing sciences, business and
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healthcare services. According to the grouping system, we set k=3 for the next step of
applying k-medoids. The results were:
1. The results of applying k-medoids to cluster distance calculations of all objects by
means of using the DMs calculated for elements are shown in Figure 4.19. As
before, we report three external validation indices: Jaccard, Rand and Dice’s coef-
ficients. The indices evaluate the clustering configurations produced by k-medoids
using: SD, TS, TE and TE-NoRare DMs.
Figure 4.19: Summary of the performance of k-medoids clustering obtained using the
individual DMs for the papers dataset
It can be observed from the figure that the TS DM performs marginally better than
the other three DMs with regards to all coefficients. TE and TE-NoRare produced
similar results. The three indices agreed that SD is marginally less informative for
the grouping.
2. For the second set of experiments, we constructed: FM-1, FM-NoRare-1, FM-2
and FM-NoRare-2. According to the evaluations in the first set of experiment, we
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constructed FMs-2 by giving the TS element, which is the best performer, a double
weight compared to the remain two DMs. Figure 4.20 compares FMs-2 to FMs-1
using the three external indices.
Figure 4.20: Summary of the performance of k-medoids clustering obtained on fusion
matrices for papers dataset
By looking at Figure 4.20, it is obvious that FMs-2 produced better clustering con-
figurations than FMs-1 for both combination of DMs. Thus, including weights
has improved the performance of the initial fused matrices according to all three
coefficients. In addition, we can conclude from Figure 4.20 that from the fusion
point of view, the best combination of the three elements includes the TE-NoRare
representation. This conclusions were confirmed by the three validation indices.
Figure 4.21 summarises the comparison between the clustering performance when
using individual DMs, FMs-1 and FMs-2 and is reported for the purpose of presen-
tation simplification by Jaccard coefficients only.
The results show that by combining DMs, we obtained moderately better perfor-
mance compared to the results obtained using individual DMs. This is especially
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Figure 4.21: Summary of the performance of k-medoids clustering obtained on both ele-
ments’ DMs and best and worst fusion matrices for papers dataset
true, for the FMs-2. When it is not be possible a prior to know which element is the
best performer it is reassuring that the combination approach is producing similar
results to the best individual performer, TS.
3. The third set of experiments is concerned with applying k-medoids to cluster certain
data by using certainty filters. As described in Section 4.1, we filtered all the uncer-
tain data to perform the clustering and then assign the uncertain data as a separate
experiment. We remove records from FMs-1 that correspond to 99 papers in both
FM-1 and FM-NoRare-1, as those papers have UFM-1 values ≥ 0.33 or DFM-1
values≥ 0.4. Table 4.17 reports Jaccard calculations that evaluate the results of our
experiment and compares them to the results of clustering all objects, from exper-
iment 2. Note that Rand and Dice’s indices concurred with the same conclusions.
The results indicate as before that filtering data in this way is not appropriate.
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Fusion matrix FMs-1 Filtering:certain objects
FM-1 0.683333333 0.4246031746
FM-NoRare-1 0.683333333 0.5238095238
Table 4.17: The performance of clustering papers dataset using certainty filters
4.6.3 Statistical testing
Table 4.18 shows the Jaccard as well as statistics (z-test ) for the test of significance of the
difference between the performance of FMs compared to the individual DMs.
fusion matrix SD FMs-1 FMs-2 TS FMs-1 FMs-2 text FMs-1 FMs-2
FM
Jaccard 0.62 0.683333333 0.723333333 0.67 0.683333333 0.723333333 0.656666667 0.683333333 0.723333333
z score – +−1.628 +−2.695 – +−0.349 +−1.421 – +−0.695 +−1.765
p value – 0.051762 3.519E−3 – 0.363545 0.077658 – 0.243528 3.8782E−2
FM-NoRare
Jaccard 0.62 0.683333333 0.763333333 0.67 0.683333333 0.763333333 0.663333333 0.683333333 0.763333333
z score – +−1.628 +−3.801 – +−0.349 +−2.537 – +−0.522 +−2.708
p value – 0.051762 7.2E−5 – 0.363545 5.59E−3 – 0.300835 3.385E−3
Table 4.18: Statistical analysis of SMF performance on the papers dataset. The table
reports statistics for Jaccard coefficient of k-medoids clustering obtained with regards
to the different fusion combinations. The first column provides the statistical test that
calculates the significance of SMF performance compared to using structured data, the
second column compares to the performance of time-series element while the last column
is for the text element. – means that the statistic can not be calculated
p values confirm that the difference between the performance of FMs-2 and the indi-
vidual elements (SD, TS and TE) is significant. Differences between FMs-1 and DMs
are not significant. Furthermore, we evaluated the difference between FMs-1 and FMs-
2 for both fusion combinations. The statistical tests concluded that the difference be-
tween performances in the first combination was not significant with p value 0.141636.
The differences between FM-NoRare-1 and FM-NoRare-2 were significant with p value
of 0.014262.
We also computed the Dunn internal index for every single DM and all FMs. Table
4.19 shows the coefficients that have evaluated SD element, time-series, text, FMs-1 and
FMs-2. We can observe that Dunn index considers the text elements as the top individual
DMs. In ascending order the top three DMs according to Dunn evaluations are: text
matrices, FMs-2 and FMs-1. For all the experiments, the Dunn index ranks FMs-2 as the
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SD 0.018373434 TE-NoRare 0.286613925 FM-2 0.278251405
TS 0.026078378 FM-1 0.270661232 FM-NoRare-2 0.266406871
TE 0.33819674 FM-NoRare-1 0.244223864 – –
Table 4.19: The Dunn index values from the results of clustering the papers dataset:
the statistics are reported for the different representation of the three elements and the
different combinations of data fusion.
second of the top matrices in terms of quality of the clustering obtained and then FMs-1.
Accordingly, Dunn evaluates FMs-2 as more informative than FMs-1.
4.7 The results of the celebrities dataset
We have created a dataset about celebrities. Objects in this dataset are described by two
data types, namely structured data and time-series. Like the previous datasets, all ob-
jects here are classified into pre-defined classes which is beneficial when assessing and
comparing clustering configurations. A description of the data is given in the Section 3.8
while the experimental results are given in the sections below.
4.7.1 DMs and FM calculation results
A celebrity object has a description in form of SD and another in form of two distinct TSs.
We selected two distance measures, as described in Section 4.2, and then generated three
pairwise DMs for each of the three elements. More information about them can be found
in the data dictionary in Appendix A. We calculated DMSD, DMT SWeb and DMT SUtube.
These matrices are for the following respectively: SD, TS for the trends of web searches
and TS for the trends of youtube searches. Next, we fused DMs and constructed the initial
FM, FM-1, along with the associated uncertainty matrix DFM-1 where there was no need
to calculate UFM-1 as in this dataset we do not compare incomplete objects.
Figure 4.22 shows the heatmap graphical representation of our distance matrices as
before. In Figure 4.22 we represent the entire fused calculations for all the objects while
in Figure 4.23 we use the grey colour to represent all celebrities that report uncertain
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distance values in FM-1. We omitted fused distances for celebrities (represented in grey
colour) that have DFM-1 ≥ 0.2. Since we will use FM-1 before and after filtering objects
in the application of k-medoids algorithm in the next section (Section 4.6.2), we present
both. Note that, in both figures, celebrities are ordered so that we have 30 actors/actresses
first, then 34 musicians, and finally 46 other celebrity personalities including athletes,
directors, producers and authors.
Figure 4.22: Heatmap representation for DMs and FM-1 calculated for the celebrities
dataset: DMs for SD, TSWeb and TSUtube. We use blue colour to indicate similarity and
yellow to indicate dissimilarity. The fusion matrix, FM-1, represent the fused distances
without taking into account uncertainty.
We also calculated the Mantel test as before. Calculated correlation coefficients that
reflect the degree of the relationships between the DMs and FM-1 are summarised in Ta-
ble 4.20. The degree of associations between TSWeb and TSUtube is the strongest with
values of 0.4549. This is also confirmed by the heatmap visualisations in Figure 4.22. An-
other interesting association appears to be between SD and TSUtube where the statistic
reports negative coefficient. Also, the heatmap visualisation confirms this stated associa-
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tion.
Figure 4.23: Heatmap representation for the filtered fused matrices, FM-1 calculated for
the celebrities dataset
FM-1 maintains a higher degree of correlation with the TSs, more so than with SD.
Hence the well correlated elements are able to exert a stronger influence in the FM-1.
SD TSWeb TSUtube FM-1
SD 0.01890 -0.0074 0.3482
TSWeb 0.4549 0.7817
TSUtube 0.8163
FM-1
Table 4.20: Correlation coefficients between DMs and FM-1 calculated for celebrities
dataset
4.7.2 Clustering results
The results of clustering each of the individual DMs and also the fused matrices are pre-
sented in this section. The type of the celebrity’s profession classification (defined in
Section 3.7.3) was used to evaluate SMF clustering configurations in all the experiments.
The 100 celebrities are classified into three different groups of professions. Consequently,
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for the next step of applying k-medoids, we set k=3 for experiments. We have 30 ac-
tors/actress, 24 musicians and 46 other celebrity personalities. The clustering perfor-
mance was:
1. Results of applying k-medoids using the DMs calculated for elements. Figure
4.24 includes a summary of the three external validation indices: Jaccard, Rand
and Dice’s coefficients. In the figure we report the performance of clustering SD,
TSWeb and TSUtube.
Figure 4.24: Summary of the performance of k-medoids clustering obtained using the
individual DMs for the celebrities dataset
For Jaccard and Dice’s calculations, TSs are better than SD and both TSs perform
equally. Rand ranks the SD element higher and TSWeb seems to produce better
performance than TSUTube.
2. For the second set of experiments, we produced a weighted version of the fusion
matrix, FM-2. In FM-2 we give TSWeb more weight as the internal validation using
Dunn put it ahead in terms of performance. The difference between the performance
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of FM-1 and FM-2 that is evaluated using the three external indices is demonstrated
in Figure 4.25. Figure 4.25 shows that FM-2 produces better clustering results than
FM-1 according to Jaccard and Dice’s methods, but not according to Rand.
Figure 4.25: Summary of the performance of k-medoids clustering obtained on fusion
matrices for celebrities dataset
In figure 4.26 we present a comparison between the clustering performance when
using individual DMs and FMs. Jaccard and Dice’s coefficients show that by com-
bining DMs in FM-1 and FM-2, we obtained better performance than by using the
individual elements. However, Rand still shows that SD is a strong element with a
comparable performance to FMs.
3. To work on certain objects, we filtered 23 celebrities with a DFM-1 threshold of
0.2. According to all the external validity, the results indicate that the k-medoids al-
gorithm applied to the filtered data does not produce better clustering performance.
The accuracy of our model according to Jaccard index has decreased (0.42) com-
pared to the results previously reported for using the full FM-1 (0.54). A further
deterioration occurs when we used the generated medoids to cluster the remain 23
uncertain objects. This confirm our previous conclusion that uncertain objects need
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Figure 4.26: Summary of the performance of k-medoids clustering obtained on both ele-
ments’ DMs and fusion matrices for celebrities dataset
to be involved in the analysis as they seem to have information that aids the cluster-
ing algorithm.
4.7.3 Statistical testing
We tested the significance of differences in the performance of FMs (as measured by Jac-
card) compared to the individual DMs by applying a z-test. We found that the differences
between the SD and FMs were significant with 3.2811E − 2 and 5.448E − 3 p values
when we compared SD to FM-1 and FM-2, respectively. For the other elements, TSs, the
differences have not been considered as significant according to our calculations. Further-
more, we have evaluated the difference between FMs-1 and FMs-2 and concluded that it
was not significant with 0.237923 p value.
In addition, we also computed the Dunn internal index for every single DM and FMs.
Table 4.21 shows the coefficients that have evaluated SD element, TSs and FMs.
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SD 0.111833878 FM-1 0.084541164
TSWeb 0.059412059 FM-2 0.169743689
TSUtube 0.173080824 – –
Table 4.21: The Dunn index values from the results of clustering the celebrities dataset:
the statistics are reported for all DMs and FMs
We can observe that Dunn index considers TSUtube as the most informative DMs. In
ascending order the top three DMs according to Dunn evaluations are: TSUtube, FM-2
and then SD. This is a very different result from what we have concluded from the external
calculations.
4.8 Chapter summary
In this chapter, we investigated the challenge of clustering heterogeneous data using an
intermediate fusion approach. We have presented some results to evaluate our proposed
SMF approach. For the experimental work, we have examined five datasets. These are:
prostate cancer, plants, journals, papers and celebrities. They are composed of different
combinations of data types. The results are reported in a novel way using a graphical
representation and statistical calculations.
In general, one of our main findings is that by using intermediary fusion we may gain
significant advantage on clustering performance in comparison to using only one data
element. This may be true even when the data labels may be derived from one element
(e.g. structured data in the prostate cancer dataset). Also using the fused distances does
not result in deterioration of clustering results so it is a safe approach when objects are
described by different elements and we are not sure as to which element may best describe
the objects.
With our approach, we are able to identify which elements behave similarly with re-
spect to distance between objects. We can also identify the elements that may produce the
best clustering results. In the prostate cancer dataset in particular, the results may have
some clinical relevance. For example, knowing that the progression of certain blood re-
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sults over time enable us to group patients according to risk or mortality more accurately
may be of interest to clinicians.
We have found that time series data is often able to produce good clustering results.
With regards to text data, the removal of rare terms seems to be beneficial. Structured
data seemed to be less able to produce good clustering results than other modalities. We
did not have enough image elements to make any conclusions for this data modality.
We have also found that external and internal clustering validity indices do not often
agree on their judgment of cluster quality. Internal validity indices may lead to differ-
ent choices than external validity indices in terms of elements to use in the clustering.
However, both indices tend to judge fusion matrices as delivering good clustering. Even
among external validity indices there is not always agreement. For example, the Jaccard
and Dice’s indices behave similar to each other but differently from the Rand index.
Although we have so far found a method for recording uncertainty in the fusion pro-
cess, we have not yet used this information to our advantage. We need to explore varia-
tions in the standard clustering algorithms that may enable us to produce more accurate
results, taking uncertainty into account. We are therefore planning a modified implemen-
tation of the k-medoids clustering algorithm.
In addition, there are many issues that could be addressed in our approach, for example,
the introduction of additional data types, or the identification of the optimal number of
clusters for applications with no external knowledge of the clustering. Other problems
include appropriate weighting schemes. What we have done here in terms of deriving
weights may not be appropriate in a real scenario as we may not be able to establish
the worth of each element in clustering the data, specially in the absence of external
assessment. However, we consider it a worthwhile exercise in order to understand how
privileged information about the best contributors could affect the clustering outcome. An
alternative that can be used in the absence of external assessment is to base the weights
on internal indices instead, but as we saw external and internal methods rarely agreed on
the same conclusions.
Chapter 5
Results of applying the Hk-medoids
algorithm
The performance of the proposed clustering algorithm, Hk-medoids is evaluated on five
heterogeneous datasets: the prostate cancer dataset, the plant dataset, the papers dataset,
the journals dataset and the celebrities dataset. Section 3.7 gives descriptions of the five
datasets as well as the data preparation process for each experiment. Here we give the ex-
perimental set up in Section 5.1 and that is followed by the experimental results on clus-
tering configurations, performance validation assessment and comparisons to the results
obtained by SMF. Then, in Section 5.7, the time complexity of executing the Hk-medoids
is presented by comparing the cost of our algorithm to a PAM implementation in Section
5.7.1. The sensitivity of setting the thresholds is practically discussed in Section 5.7.2
because it has an effect on Hk-medoids in terms of running time and performance. At the
end of the chapter we summarise our findings.
5.1 Experimental set up
This section describes the experimental set up in order to validate the potential of our
adaptive k-medoids algorithm, Hk-medoids, described in Section 3.5.2. We can evaluate
Hk-medoids against our previously proposed SMF approach as it represents an extension
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of it. The results of applying SMF to the five heterogeneous datasets are reported in
Chapter 4. SMF benefited from the semi-supervised analysis environment (i.e. the natural
groupings of objects into categories) to investigate clustering results and Hk-medoids also
uses those groupings.
k-medoid algorithms use a distance matrix to represent dis/similarities between ob-
jects. Since SMF produces such matrix for heterogeneous objects, as well as uncertainty
measurements, we use those in Hk-medoids. Hence Hk-medoids is an extension of SMF
to better incorporate uncertainty in the clustering process. The experimental process in-
volves the following steps:
1. Implement SMF first to calculate the fused distances in FM and the uncertainty
expressions, UFM and DFM.
2. Define certainty criteria by setting threshold(s) for one or both of the UFM and
DFM expressions, for example, UFM≥ φ1 and/or DFM≥ φ2. Accordingly, we can
establish objects for which FM calculations are certain, given defined thresholds,
and produce a certainty vector, CV such as CV = {CV O1,CV O2, . . . ,CV ON}, where:
CVOi =
0, UFMOi ≥ φ1 and/or DFMOi ≥ φ21, otherwise (5.1)
3. Execute Hk-medoids.
4. Validate the resulting clusters using external assessment methods.
5. Compare the results obtained by SMF to those obtained by Hk-medoids.
As previously, in order to compute DMs for the SD element in all the experimented
datasets, we chose the Standardized Euclidean distance, which requires computing the
standard deviation vector. With regards to TE elements, we used the standard in text min-
ing to measure similarities, the Cosine calculation [209] as this measure is widely used
and reported to be effective with text, such as in numerous information retrieval appli-
cations [15] and in clustering [148]. For TSs, we use Dynamic Time Warping (DTW),
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first introduced into the data mining community in 1996 [19]. DTW can cope with TSs
of different lengths. Its ability to do this was tested by many researchers (e.g., [202]).
However, our calculated distances are normalized through the sum of the lengths of the
TSs that we are comparing. For IE, we use the GIST [189] descriptor as it is easy to com-
pute, provides a compact representation of the images and it is not prone to segmentation
errors. Also, it has recently shown good performance in different image tasks (e.g., image
retrieval [153] and image completion [104]).
By choosing the above similarity calculations, we were able to obtain individual DMs
as the first step of SMF. Afterwards, we combined the individual DM as proposed in
section 3.5.1 to calculate the FMs, then we calculated UFMs, DFMs and CVs. Using
all these calculations, we first applied a standard k-medoids algorithm to the FMs using
all objects. A second phase focused on certain objects only to find the clusters using
k-medoids with specified thresholds for UFMs and DFMs, and then assigned uncertain
objects to the closest generated medoids. We tried to use settings for UFM and DFM that
resulted in a reasonable number of uncertain objects. Thus, we neither asses a very big
nor a very small proportion of objects as uncertain. Specifically, we looked for threshold
that considered less than 35% and more than of 10% of the total number of objects for
each dataset as uncertain. In addition, for the plants dataset and the celebrities dataset
only DFM was considered as all objects are complete so we deal only with uncertainty
that arises from the disagreement between DMs. We designed the second experiment to
examine the effect of eliminating uncertain objects from the analysis. Third, we imple-
ment our proposed Hk-medoids algorithm using all the required pre-calculated matrices
and specified settings. Finally, we assess all the obtained clustering solutions.
With regards to the results assessment, the five heterogeneous datasets we have com-
piled have one or more natural grouping system(s). Thus, we can benefit from the ground
truth labels when evaluating clustering performance. To evaluate the results we calculate
three different external validation tests: Jaccard coefficient [123], Rand statistic [200] and
Dice’s index [54]. Finally, we demonstrate the significance of Hk-medoids performance
using statistical testing. We apply a z-test to establish if the differences in performance
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between Hk-medoids and the best individual DM and between Hk-medoids and SMF
are statistically significant. We compare the difference in performance using the Jaccard
calculations as a representative of the external validation coefficients in order to be con-
sistent.
A generic outline that describes Hk-medoids algorithm is given below:
1. Begin with a random start to initialize the algorithm by selecting k objects as clus-
tering seeds (i.e. initial medoids).
2. Assign all the remaining N-k objects to the closest centroids using the FM matrix.
the batch-updating phase for certain objects only. The batch-updating phase is an
iterative process that is repeated until convergence. Convergence can be, for exam-
ple: maximum number of iteration, minimal decrease in squared error or no more
changes in membership of clusters. In each pass of the batch-updating phase, the
algorithm works on certain objects, all at once, in the following way:
• New medoids are calculated using only certain memberships.
• Certain objects are reassigned to other medoids if this minimises the average
squared Euclidean distance between certain objects and the clusters’ medoids.
3. Begin the PAM-like online-updating phase for uncertain objects only: it is called
sometimes the adaptive training and it studies uncertain objects one by one as fol-
lows:
• Reassign the uncertain membership to the closest medoids, if needed.
• Recompute the medoids each time a single uncertain object is reassigned.
• Reassign all objects, of medoids changed.
Note that as the nature of Hk-medoids implies that we may get different results with
different initialisations. Hence, we applied each algorithm 50 times. Each run was exe-
cuted with random initialisation. In the results we report the best outcome,measured by
the chosen external validation methods, for each experiment out of 50 runs.
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5.2 The results of the cancer dataset
We begin our experiments with a real dataset that satisfies our definition of heterogeneous
data, including the objects’ description and the presence of cases with different levels
and types of uncertainty. A description of the data is given in Section 3.7.1. Briefly,
this dataset, after the preparation stage, is about 1,598 patients that were diagnosed with
prostate cancer. A patient is described by SD element and 23 distinct TSs. Patients are
classified into groups following four different categorization systems: NICE, GS-1, GS-2
and MC. Patients are grouped into three classes according to the first two systems and
four classes following the other two.
First, we implemented SMF, as explained in Section 4.3. SMF produced 24 DMs that
reflect the distances for each element separately in addition to FM-1 which fuses all the 24
elements with equal weights. Uncertainty related to FM-1 was calculated in UFM-1 and
DFM-1. Thresholds were set as UFM-1=0.4 and DFM-1=0.3, as a result we considered
175 patients as uncertain objects which is about 11%of the total number of objects. Note
that he same patients were excluded using the filter approach in the third set of clustering
experiment in Chapter 4.
Next, Hk-medoids was executed to produce a clustering solution using FM-1, UFM-1,
DFM-1 and their respective thresholds. Table 5.1 shows the performance of Hk-medoids
using the fused matrix for all patients. Also it compares SMF applied to all patients
and to certain objects only. We report here Jaccard coefficient as a representative for the
clustering validity. All the other external validity indices gave similar results.
In general, the results in Table 5.1 suggest that although using uncertainty to filter out
objects does not work well, the Hk-medoids approach to using uncertainty has produced
better clustering performance for all the groupings. To validate this important conclusion,
we have tested if the differences in performances are significant. All p values that compare
the performance of SMF with certainty filters and Hk-medoids are < 0.05 which indicates
significant difference between Jaccard calculations. With regards Hk-medoids and SMF
without certainty filters, differences are also significant. p values were < 0.00001, 2.305,
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grouping SMF SMF Hk-medoids
system without certainty filter with certainty filter
NICE 0.5382 0.4132 0.7021
GS-1 0.5651 0.3440 0.6358
GS-2 0.4061 0.3292 0.4431
MC 0.4781 0.3990 0.5307
Table 5.1: A comparison between the performance of SMF and Hk-medoids clustering for
the prostate cancer dataset: Jaccard coefficients are reported to validate clustering results
using ground truth labels for the four classification systems. The table consists of three
columns, the first two report the accuracy of SMF (all objects versus complete objects)
and that is compared to the results of the Hk-medoids in the third one.
0.017172 and 0.00147 for NICE, GS-1, GS-2 and MC grouping respectively.
Table 5.2 compares the results of SMF and Hk-medoids to the ones obtained by SD
element alone as well as to the results of the best individual TS in all the four grouping
systems. For the cancer dataset, the proposed Hk-medoids outperformed clustering on
the SD alone in all cases according to Jaccard and Dice’s and in two of the groupings
for the Rand index. In addition, in comparison to the best individual TSs, Hk-medoids
also performed well. With regards to the significant testing, all p values that compare
the performance of SMF and Hk-medoids to the SD element and to the best TS using
the Jaccard index are < 0.05 which shows significant differences (indicated by + in the
table). Hence in terms of using individual elements to cluster versus using the combined
information used in the SMF approach, for the cancer dataset the proposed Hk-medoids
outperforms using the SD alone, despite the groupings being derived from information
contained in the SD, and also it outperforms using the best TS.
5.3 The results of the plants dataset
We have created a dataset about 100 plants. Objects in this dataset are described by
SD, TE and IE which is a different combination of data types that provides us with new
challenges. Plants objects are classified into pre-defined classes which is beneficial for
assessing and comparing performances. We have 42 fruit plants, 22 kinds of roses and 36
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grouping system SD best TS SMF Hk-medoids
Jaccard Rand Dice’s Jaccard Rand Dice’s Jaccard Rand Dice’s Jaccard Rand Dice’s
NICE 0.3335 0.5037 0.4002 0.5119 0.5195 0.5059 0.5382+ 0.5072 0.5184 0.7021*+ 0.5807 0.58407
GS-1 0.4230 0.4860 0.4583 0.5569 0.5065 0.5269 0.5651+ 0.51751 0.5306 0.6358*+ 0.5480 0.5598
GS-2 0.2829 0.5985 0.3613 0.3767 0.5975 0.4297 0.4061+ 0.5828 0.4482 0.4431*+ 0.5502 0.4698
MC 0.3191 0.5412 0.3896 0.3899 0.5263 0.4381 0.4781+ 0.5209 0.4888 0.5307*+ 0.4878 0.5172
Table 5.2: A comparison between the performance of SMF, Hk-medoids, clustering by
SD element alone and by the best TS element in the four natural grouping systems of the
prostate cancer dataset. The best results for each validation measure and grouping are
highlighted in bold. * denotes statistically significant difference of the Jaccard indices
with respect to the standard SMF approach. A + indicates statistical difference between
the value of Jaccard coefficients for the Hk-medoids algorithm and DMs including SD
and best TS.
types of grass. A full description of the data is given in Section 3.7.2.
First, we implemented SMF as explained in section 4.4. SMF produced five DMs for:
SD, TE, TE without rare terms, IE and IE with reduced colours. In addition we have four
FMs by fusing all possible combination of the five DMs to combine the three elements
and give them equal weights.
• FM fuses DMSD, DMT E and DMIE ;
• FM-NoRare fuses DMSD, DMT ENoRare and DMIE ;
• FM-NoRare-Reduced fuses DMSD, DMT ENoRare and DMIEReduced;
• FM-Reduced fuses DMSD, DMT E and DMIEReduced .
Uncertainty related to FMs was calculated using DFMs-1 only as there were no incom-
plete objects. Using DFMs-1=0.3 filter, we had 14, 24, 25 and 20 incomplete objects
in the analysis using FM-1, FM-NoRare-1, FM-NoRare-Reduced-1 and FM-Reduced-1
respectively. The number of uncertain objects according to this filter was in all cases
≤ 25% of the total number of plants objects. These plants were excluded using the same
threshold as in Chapter 4 for the plants dataset.
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After that, we implemented Hk-medoids. Table 5.3 summarises the results. We report
here Jaccard coefficient as a representative for the clustering validity but similar results
were given by the other external validity indices.
fusion SMF SMF Hk-medoids
matrix without certainty filter with certainty filter
FM-1 0.6900 0.4651 0.7200
FM-NoRare-1 0.7300 0.4468 0.8500
FM-NoRare-Reduced-1 0.8500 0.5761 0.8600
FM-Reduced-1 0.6900 0.4375 0.8300
Table 5.3: A comparison of SMF and Hk-medoids clustering for the plants dataset: Jac-
card coefficients are reported to validate clustering results using ground truth labels for the
four fusion matrices.The table consists of three columns, the first two report the accuracy
of SMF (all objects and certain objects) and the third reports Hk-medoids.
The results in table 5.3 are similar to the previous dataset. Hk-medoids shows an
increase in clustering performance. Filtering uncertain objects is again not an appropriate
practice. We have tested if the differences between performances are significant. All p
values indicate significant difference between SMF with certainty filters compared to Hk-
medoids. Difference in performance of Hk-medoids and SMF without certainty filters was
significant in two of the FMs: FM-NoRare-1 (p value= 0.018626) and FM-Reduced-1
(p value= 0.010225).
Table 5.4 compared the performances of SMF and Hk-medoids to the one obtained
by the best individual DMs for all the four different FMs. Hk-medoids outperformed the
best individual DM for all the four fusion matrices in the majority of cases. SMF has
performed better than the best individual matrices according to Jaccard and Dice’s but not
to Rand. As in other experiments, Jaccard and Dice’s conclude the same outcome while
Rand agreed on their judgment for Hk-medoids only. Thus, all three external validation
techniques agreed that Hk-medoids outperforms the best individual DM in all four cases.
However, The significance tests between Jaccard index of Hk-medoids and the best indi-
vidual DM, represented by + in the table, show that the difference is significant only for
FM-NoRare-Reduced-1 and FM-Reduced-1.
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fusion matrix best DM SMF Hk-medoids
Jaccard Rand Dice’s Jaccard Rand Dice’s Jaccard Rand Dice’s
FM-1 0.6600 0.6778 0.5690 0.6900 0.6469 0.5798 0.7200 0.6778 0.5902
FM-NoRare-1 0.7600 0.7251 0.6032 0.7300 0.7101 0.5935 0.8500* 0.8103 0.6296
FM-NoRare-Reduced-1 0.7600 0.7251 0.6032 0.8500 0.6296 0.6324 0.8600+ 0.8319 0.6323
FM-Reduced-1 0.6600 0.6778 0.5690 0.6900 0.6477 0.5798 0.8300*+ 0.7826 0.6241
Table 5.4: A comparison between SMF and Hk-medoids clustering and the best indi-
vidual element for the plants dataset. The best results for each validation measure and
grouping are highlighted in bold. * denotes statistically significant differences between
Hk-medoids and the standard SMF approach using Jaccard calculations. + indicates sta-
tistical difference between the value of Jaccard coefficients for the Hk-medoids algorithm
and the best DM.
5.4 The results of the journals dataset
We have created a dataset about 135 journals in a context of scientometrics analysis ap-
plication. A description of the data is given in Section 3.7.3. Objects in this dataset are
described by two different data types, SD and two TSs. All objects are classified into
pre-defined classes according to three different classification systems. IF groups journals
into five classes while each of ES and AI groups them into three classes.
We began by implementing the SMF approach, Section 4.3 describes the experiment
and the results. All the required matrices calculations were produced by SMF; three DMs
that reflect the distances for each element separately in addition to FM-1 which fuses
all the three elements with equal weights. We also computed UFM-1 and DFM-1 to
report uncertainty. The thresholds were set up as UFM-1=0.33 and DFM-1=0.1, thus we
considered fused distances for journals that have UFM-1 values ≥ 0.33 or DFM-1 ≥ 0.1.
By applying this filter, we considered 41 journals as uncertain which is about 30% of the
135 journals that we have. These journals were removed using the same filter when we
conducted the third set of clustering experiment for the journals dataset in Chapter 4.
Then, we executed Hk-medoids to produce a clustering configuration using FM-1,
UFM-1, DFM-1 and their thresholds. Table 5.5 compares the performances of three ex-
periments. These are SMF when applied to all journals objects, SMF when applied to
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certain objects and Hk-medoids. The representative for the clustering validity in the table
is the Jaccard coefficient. All the other external validity indices gave similar results.
grouping SMF SMF Hk-medoids
system without certainty filter with certainty filter
IF 0.3556 0.3085 0.4222
ES 0.7926 0.4468 0.8222
AI 0.5111 0.4362 0.5926
Table 5.5: A comparison between SMF and Hk-medoids clustering for the journals
dataset: Jaccard coefficients are reported to validate clustering results using ground truth
labels. There are more than one natural grouping system for the objects and are repre-
sented in the table using their names. The table consists of three columns, the first two
report the accuracy of SMF (all objects versus certain objects), the last reports on Hk-
medoids.
As before, filtering uncertain objects results in deterioration against the results reported
using the full FM-1. On the other hand, Hk-medoids produced better clustering perfor-
mance compared to the other two approaches. Using uncertainty information within the
clustering algorithm is therefore a promising approach. The same conclusions were de-
rived also by the other two external validation indices. When we tested for significance,
p values were all < 0.05 when we compared standard SMF with certainty filters (Jac-
card index) to Hk-medoids. However, when comparing to the standard SMF approach , p
values reported the difference as not significant, except for AI classification (0.024477).
Table 5.6 shows the performances of SMF and Hk-medoids as well as TStoJ for all the
three groupings. We found that in each classification system Hk-medoids outperformed
the best performer which was TStoJ. In general, Jaccard and Dice’s conclude the same
outcome. Rand agreed on their judgment when we compare the best individual performer
to the results of Hk-medoids in IF and ES but not AI. Although there are improvements
in performance, the statistical tests indicate that the differences are significant only in the
case of ES when comparing the Jaccard index for Hk-medoids to the one TStoJ. This is
signified in the table using + symbol. With regards to comparing SMF to TStoJ, in IF and
ES SMF produces similar or better results than those obtained by the best individual ma-
trix, however that was not the case in AI. This conclusion is driven by all three validation
coefficients and the difference between Jaccard indexes was not significant in any case.
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grouping system best DM SMF Hk-medoids
Jaccard Rand Dice’s Jaccard Rand Dice’s Jaccard Rand Dice’s
IF 0.3407 0.6977 0.4053 0.3556 0.6816 0.4156 0.4222 0.7216 0.4578
ES 0.7333 0.6986 0.5946 0.7926 0.8292 0.6132 0.8222+ 0.7703 0.6218
AI 0.5481 0.6646 0.5230 0.5111 0.4779 0.5161 0.5926* 0.6524 0.5424
Table 5.6: A comparison between SMF, Hk-medoids and the best individual DM for the
journals dataset in all the three classification systems. The best results for each valida-
tion measure and grouping are highlighted in bold. * signifies statistically significant
differences between Hk-medoids and the standard SMF approach using only Jaccard cal-
culations. A + indicates statistical difference between Hk-medoids algorithm and the best
DM.
5.5 The results of the papers dataset
We have established a dataset about 300 research papers, a description of the data is given
in Section 3.7.4. Objects in this dataset are also described by a mixture of data types, SD,
TS and TE. Like the other datasets, all objects here are classified into pre-defined classes
which are three fields of research. We have 100 papers from each research area: computer
science, business economics and health care service.
First, we implemented SMF, full details of the experiment is given in Section 4.6. SMF
produced four DMs for: SD, TS, TE and TE element without rare words. In addition we
also produced two FMs by fusing all possible combination of the four DMs to combine
the three elements and give them equal weights:
• FM fuses DMSD, DMT S and DMT E ;
• FM-NoRare fuses DMSD, DMT S and DMT ENoRare.
Uncertainty thresholds were set up as UFM = 0.33 and DFMs = 0.4. Using those filters,
99 papers were considered in both FM and FM-NoRare as uncertain objects or < 0.33 of
the total number of objects. These papers were excluded using the same threshold when
we used when we conducted the third set of clustering experiment in Chapter 4 for the
plants dataset.
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Next, we implemented Hk-medoids to apply cluster analysis using FMs-1, UFM-1,
DFMs-1 and their thresholds. Table 5.7 presents results as for the other datasets. The Jac-
card coefficient is reported as a representative for the external clustering validity indices.
A similar conclusion was obtained by the other external validity coefficients, Rand and
Dice’s index.
fusion SMF SMF Hk-medoids
matrix without certainty filter with certainty filter
FM-1 0.6833 0.4246 0.7233
FM-NoRare-1 0.6833 0.5238 0.7333
Table 5.7: A comparison between SMF and Hk-medoids clustering for the papers dataset:
Jaccard coefficients are reported to validate clustering results using ground truth labels.
The table consists of three columns, the first two report the accuracy of SMF (all objects
versus incomplete objects) and that is compared to the results of the Hk-medoids in the
third one.
Results for these database agree with previous result. Hk-medoids shows an increase
in clustering performance compared to the results obtained by clustering the full FMs-1.
Differences are statistically significant for SMF with certainty filters versus Hk-medoids,
as all p values were < 0.05. On the other hand, p values that compare the performance of
Hk-medoids and the standard SMF that did not show statistical significance.
Table 5.8 shows comparisons with individual DMs. SMF and Hk-medoids show in-
creased clustering performance compared to the results obtained by clustering the individ-
ual matrices in all cases. According to Jaccard and Dice’s indices the increase obtained by
SMF is marginal. All three validation calculations agreed that Hk-medoids outperforms
the best individual DM, however, the statistical tests do not show significant improve-
ments.
5.6 The results of the celebrities dataset
We have created a dataset about the 100 most popular celebrities in 2013. A description
of the data is given in the Section 3.8 . Objects in this dataset are described by two data
types, namely SD and two TSs. Celebrities objects are classified into pre-defined classes,
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fusion matrix best DM SMF Hk-medoids
Jaccard Rand Dice’s Jaccard Rand Dice’s Jaccard Rand Dice’s
FM-1 0.6700 0.7313 0.5726 0.6833 0.7265 0.5775 0.7233 0.7526 0.5902
FM-NoRare-1 0.6700 0.7313 0.5726 0.6833 0.7265 0.5775 0.7333 0.7603 0.5946
Table 5.8: A comparison between SMF, Hk-medoids and best individual DMs for the
celebrities dataset. The best results for each validation measure and grouping are high-
lighted in bold.
we have 30 actors/actresses, 34 musicians and 46 other celebrity personalities including
athletes, directors, producers and authors.
We follow same process as in previous experiments. There were three DMs that reflect
the distances for each element separately and FM-1 which fuses all the three elements
with equal weights. DFM-1 was computed but UFM-1 was not calculated as there is no
incomplete objects in the dataset. The threshold was set up as DFM-1=0.2. As a result of
applying this filter, we dealt with 23% objects as uncertain. These objects were removed
also in the third set of clustering experiment for the celebrities dataset in Chapter 4. After
that, we executed Hk-medoids to generate a clustering configuration using FM-1, DFM-1
and its threshold. Results are presented in Table 5.9 using Jaccard calculations, however,
similar results were obtained by the other two external indices.
fusion SMF SMF Hk-medoids
matrix without certainty filter with certainty filter
FM-1 0.5400 0.4286 0.6200
Table 5.9: A comparison between SMF and Hk-medoids clustering for the celebrities
dataset: Jaccard coefficients are reported to validate clustering results using ground truth
labels. The table consists of three columns, the first two report the accuracy of SMF (all
objects versus incomplete objects) and that is compared to the results of the Hk-medoids
in the third one.
Using the filtered data, as before, performance has decreased compared the standard
SMF approach. However, Hk-medoids produced better results. The differences in perfor-
mances between the filtered SMF and Hk-medoids are significant according to statistical
tests. However, the p value for Hk-medoids and standard SMF performance difference is
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fusion matrix best DM SMF Hk-medoids
Jaccard Rand Dice’s Jaccard Rand Dice’s Jaccard Rand Dice’s
FM-1 0.5300 0.5469 0.5146 0.5400 0.5921 0.5192 0.6200 0.6374 0.5536
Table 5.10: A comparison between SMF , Hk-medoids clustering and the best DMs for
the celebrities dataset. The best results for each validation measure and grouping are
highlighted in bold.
not significant.
Table 5.10 shows that SMF performed slightly better than the best individual matrix,
TSWeb. For this dataset, Hk-medoids outperformed all the DMs including the best per-
former but not with a significant difference according to a z-test.
5.7 Time complexity of Hk-medoids
In this section, we review the time complexity of Hk-medoids. In order to do this, we need
to also look at the thresholds for certainty as those have a main bearing on the running of
the algorithm. The specifications of the processor we used to run our implementations are:
Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-3337U CPU, 1.8 GHz, 64-bit windows 8.1 operating system with
6 GB installed RAM. Section 5.7.1 discusses the costs of the Hk-medoids and Section
5.7.2 tests the impact of the certainty thresholds on the results in terms of clustering
performance and elapsed time needed to produce the outcome.
5.7.1 Time complexity of Hk-medoids
With regards to the time cost of Hk-medoids, we said that our Hk-medoids is, theoreti-
cally, faster than the standard PAM implementation of the k-medoids. To back this with
empirical evidence, we compared the elapsed time needed to produce the results by both
algorithms for all the previous experiments over the five datasets. Table 5.11 compares
the actual running time measured in seconds for all the 14 experiments. To demonstrate
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grouping system/ Hk-medoids PAM
fused matrices
The cancer dataset
NICE 0.090856 2.696481
GS-1 0.091641 2.697643
GS-2 0.094189 2.781021
MC 0.092765 2.764705
The plants dataset
FM 0.006175 0.011016
FM-NoRare 0.00603 0.011506
FM-NoRare-Reduced 0.005926 0.011456
FM-Reduced 0.00635 0.012425
The journals dataset
IF 0.006851 0.018278
ES 0.007501 0.01645
AI 0.006707 0.01404
The papers dataset
FM 0.008335 0.033052
FM-NoRare 0.008053 0.03301
The celebrities dataset
FM 0.006441 0.013363
Table 5.11: The execution time measured in seconds of Hk-medoids and PAM implemen-
tation of the standard k-medoids for all the experiments.
how Hk-medoids behaves in relation to the number of objects in datasets compared to
PAM, a summarised graph of the running times is shown in Figure 5.1. The figure shows
the average time needed to execute both algorithms on each of the datasets. Note that the
graph orders the datasets according to the number of objects in an ascending order: Plants,
celebrities, journals, papers and cancer dataset. Table 5.11 and Figure 5.1 are empirical
evidence of our claim about the time complexity of our algorithm, discussed in Section
3.5.2. The difference in the running time between the two algorithms is substantial when
the number of objects changes from the minimum in the plants/celebrities datasets (100)
to the maximum in the cancer dataset (1589). Hence, for real world datasets such as the
cancer dataset our approach holds some promise.
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Figure 5.1: The average execution time measured in seconds of Hk-medoids and PAM
implementation of the standard k-medoids calculated for the heterogeneous datasets or-
dered in ascending number or objects where the percentages of uncertain objects are 25%,
23%, 30%, 33% and 11%, for the plants, celebrities, journals, papers and cancer dataset,
respectively.
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5.7.2 Thresholds parameter sensitivity
In this section, we study the sensitivity of UFM and DFM and the impact of setting differ-
ent thresholds on clustering performance and running time. As we discussed in Section
3.5.2, we want to set the thresholds in a way that considers a reasonable number of objects
as uncertain, thus, we neither assess a very big nor a very small proportion of objects as
uncertain. Our parameter experimentations lead to thresholds associated with between
10% and 35% of objects being considered as uncertain because between those margins
we saw little effect on clustering performance. However, when going outside those mar-
gins, clustering performance deteriorates. We illustrate the sensitivity of this parameter
using all the five dataset in Table 5.12. It compares Jaccard coefficients for Hk-medoids
when we set different thresholds for UFM and DFM. We can see that thresholds leading to
less than 10%, and greater than 35% of objects being considered as uncertain gave worse
results for Hk-medoids. In contrast, when we observed performances between 10% and
35% by examining two points within those margins: one in 10%-20% and one in 20%-
35% we obtained the best reported results. This conclusion is achieved for each set of
experiments, i.e. grouping system/fusion matrix represented in each row of the table. For
clarification, since the UFM and DFM calculations vary from one dataset to another and
also the number of objects is different in each dataset, we could not test every point in
the margins given. Instead, for each grouping system/fusion we tested one unique point
within the margins given in the table header and report the results in the table so the
margins are just indicative.
Hence, when we examine the influence of thresholds (showed in Table 5.12 and Table
5.13 ) on the performance of Hk-medoids we meet our expectations. The cost of the Hk-
medoids increases as the percentage of uncertain objects rises (see section 3.5.2) as shown
in Table 5.13. Table 5.13 has the actual running time measured in seconds for all the 14
set of experiments including four grouping systems for the cancer dataset, four fusion
matrices for the plants dataset, three grouping systems for the journal dataset, two fusion
matrices for the papers dataset and one fusion matrix for the celebrities dataset.
This section gives us some empirical justification for our selected thresholds consider-
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margins limits objects≤5% 5%<objects≤10% 10%<objects≤20% 20%<objects≤35% 35%<objects≤50% 50%<objects≤75%
for uncertain objects
The cancer dataset
NICE 0.4685 0.53250 0.7021 0.7494 0.5891 0.5325
GS-1 0.4850 0.51583 0.6358 0.7325 0.6616 0.5969
GS-2 0.3085 0.36660 0.4431 0.4850 0.3785 0.4230
MC 0.4066 0.48250 0.5307 0.5004 0.4875 0.5494
The plants dataset
FM 0.51 0.52 0.57 0.72 0.58 0.60
FM-NoRare 0.62 0.62 0.74 0.85 0.76 0.66
FM-NoRare-Reduced 0.57 0.58 0.63 0.86 0.71 0.71
FM-Reduced 0.58 0.61 0.78 0.83 0.81 0.77
The journals dataset
IF 0.3200 0.3926 0.3907 0.4222 0.3800 0.3841
ES 0.6852 0.7062 0.7259 0.8222 0.6296 0.6444
AI 0.4893 0.4963 0.5337 0.5926 0.5333 0.5093
The papers dataset
FM 0.4233 0.5300 0.6300 0.7233 0.5000 0.3500
FM-NoRare 0.4633 0.5833 0.6133 0.7333 0.6567 0.4300
The celebrities dataset
FM 0.32 0.41 0.62 0.62 0.45 0.52
Table 5.12: Certainty thresholds sensitivity and their effect on Hk-medoids performance:
performance on the five datasets: cancer, plants, journals, papers and celebrities dataset is
measured by Jaccard coefficients. The first raw indicates the thresholds margins range.
margins limits objects≤5% 5%<objects≤10% 10%<objects≤20% 20%<objects≤35% 35%<objects≤50% 50%<objects≤75%
for uncertain objects
The cancer dataset
NICE 0.0200238 0.0358446 0.090856 0.265991 1.069387 2.392394
GS-1 0.0360720 0.0634855 0.091641 0.220607 1.001270 2.021214
GS-2 0.0283484 0.0546670 0.094189 0.193269 0.950642 2.158189
MC 0.0572720 0.0760780 0.092765 0.175929 0.904731 1.915334
The plants dataset
FM 0.005024 0.005178 0.006314 0.006175 0.009408 0.018353
FM-NoRare 0.00405 0.005885 0.006004 0.006030 0.009114 0.012870
FM-NoRare-Reduced 0.041581 0.004302 0.005233 0.005926 0.008987 0.010787
FM-Reduced 0.004051 0.004775 0.005941 0.006350 0.008064 0.011980
The journals dataset
IF 0.006392 0.006967 0.007379 0.006851 0.012160 0.015225
ES 0.006164 0.007556 0.007441 0.007501 0.015331 0.016213
AI 0.005092 0.005972 0.006317 0.006707 0.011062 0.016044
The papers dataset
FM 0.004942 0.006105 0.009425 0.008335 0.015062 0.019532
FM-NoRare 0.003167 0.004965 0.007044 0.008053 0.015740 0.031405
The celebrities dataset
FM 0.004353 0.005043 0.00687 0.006441 0.010893 0.010587
Table 5.13: Certainty thresholds sensitivity and their effect on on Hk-medoids execution
cost. Running time is computed in seconds for the five datasets: cancer, plants, journals,
papers and celebrities. The first raw indicates the thresholds margins range.
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ing between 10% and 35% of the objects as uncertain. Our choice gives a balance between
performance and execution time. Moreover, the same conclusion was drawn for the SMF
approach when we studied the effect of different thresholds on the performance.
5.8 Chapter summary
In this chapter, we investigated the challenge of clustering heterogeneous data using our
proposed clustering algorithm. We introduced Hk-medoids, an adapted version of the
standard k-medoids algorithm. The adaptation refers to the capability to handle the prob-
lem of clustering objects that are described by a diversity of data types, heterogeneous
data, while utilising the uncertainty information generated by the distance measuring pro-
cess. The implementation proposed here incorporates uncertainty expressions initially
suggested by the intermediate fusion approach, SMF, into the k-medoids algorithm. Al-
though in SMF we found a method for recording uncertainty in the fusion process, in
Chapter 4 we did not used this information to our advantage. Hk-medoids, explores a
variation in the standard clustering algorithm that has enabled us to produce more accu-
rate results by taking the uncertainty into account while also speeding up the clustering
process.
We have experimentally evaluated the potential of our proposed algorithm using five
datasets. These are: prostate cancer, plants,journals, papers and celebrities. Our hetero-
geneous objects are represented by standard data, text, time series and images in various
combinations. Also, these five dataset that are compiled for our experimentation all are
available to other researchers.
The results are reported using external validity coefficients and differences are tested
for statistical significance. Our results showed that Hk-medoids produced equal or better
performance compared to the standard SMF approach. In some cases, though not in
all, Hk-medoids produces significantly better result than SMF. Additionally, Hk-medoids
outperformed clustering using the best individual matrix in a majority of cases. It is still
worth noting that identifying the best individual DM may not be feasible in real scenarios,
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hence for those the SMF approach would hold promise. Another important feature in our
implementation is that we adapted k-medoids that is known as less sensitive to outliers
compared to other popular clustering techniques. Moreover, our proposed algorithm deals
with uncertainty that arises from the disagreement between DMs, calculated as DFM,
which may tackle noise in the data. All this increases the credibility of our proposal.
With regards to the comparisons between the time cost of our proposed Hk-medoids
against the standard PAM implementation of k-medoids, our algorithm performs better
in terms of computation time, in all cases. Since the certainty parameter plays an es-
sential role in our proposal, we tested practically how we can set up this parameter to
gain a performance advantage. Our experimentation leads us to conclude that values that
correspond to 10%-35% uncertain objects showed good results so we consider those the
acceptable margins. Nonetheless, others implementing our approach may wish to experi-
ment within those margins but also possibly outside those margins.
We have experimented with intermediate data fusion to cluster heterogeneous data
through both SMF and Hk-medoids. The next step is to investigate how a late data fusion
approach can deal with this kind of problem. In late fusion we will perform clustering
analysis separately on each data type and then at a later stage we arrive to the final clus-
tering result by some form of ensemble.
Chapter 6
Clustering heterogeneous data using
late fusion
The performance of the late data fusion approach on heterogeneous data is examined here
on five heterogeneous datasets: the prostate cancer dataset, the plant dataset, the papers
dataset, the journals dataset and the celebrities dataset. Descriptions of the experimented
datasets are given in Section 3.7, in addition to information about how the data prepara-
tion process was conducted on each dataset. In this chapter, we explain the experimental
set up for late fusion in section 6.1. This is followed by the experimental results for
each dataset. The results include clustering configurations, performance validation as-
sessment and comparisons to the results obtained by the intermediate fusion approach.
We then present a comparison summary of all experimented clustering approaches along
with comprehensive statistical tests in Section 6.7. Section 6.8, provides a summary of
this chapter.
6.1 Experimental set up
The aim of these set of experiments is to examine if cluster ensembles can be used to
boost the quality of clustering results, that is, we will combine a set of partitions obtained
from applying clustering analysis to a partial definition of the heterogeneous objects. In
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this sense, we will be performing late fusion as the fusion will occur after the model
development. To test this scenario, we run a clustering algorithm several times, each
time we cluster according to an individual element from those that define the objects
in full. Nevertheless, each clustering algorithm has access to all objects. We produced
these partitions for two reasons: as a generational step to begin the ensemble method and
also to compare the results of the individual clustering to the aggregated configurations
according to both intermediate and late fusion techniques. We begin by discussing the
cluster ensembles including the design of the individual ensemble members, the methods
by which the individual clustering results are combined and how the final configurations
are assessed.
In the generation stage, we employ the standard k-medoids algorithm in order to be
consistent and to produce comparable results to those previously obtained by the inter-
mediate fusion approaches. k-medoids is applied several times to cluster objects in the
heterogeneous dataset; each run is intended to build the clustering model in relation to
an individual element (e.g. a text element or an image element). The algorithm in each
run works on a pre-computed DM for the selected element. In order to create DMs, we
select the same distance measures that we previously used in the intermediate fusion ap-
proach for all the experimented datasets as all the selected methods have shown good
performance in different clustering tasks. As a reminder to the reader, for SD element, we
choose the Standardized Euclidean distance; for TE elements, we use the Cosine calcula-
tion; for TSs, we use Dynamic Time Warping (DTW); and for IE, we use the GIST.
Hence, for each experimented dataset we apply k-medoids to every DM that represents
similarity calculations between objects by means of one of its element. Thus, we produced
M lists of clustering labels, each reporting how the algorithm allocates objects to clusters
according to an individual element. Next, we move to the aggregation stage, in which we
combined the generated M lists of labels in order to create the final clustering results.
In the aggregation stage, individual results are integrated to recover the full structure
of the data by applying an object co-occurrence matrix technique. Object co-occurrence
matrix technique is explained in details in Section 2.6.2. In general, this type of ensemble
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technique analyses the pre-produced M label lists and examines how many times an object
belongs to one cluster or how many times two objects belong together in the same cluster.
Explicitly, it maps the partitions (i.e. M lists) in the cluster ensemble into an intermediate
representation, called the co-association similarity matrix. This matrix can be considered
as a N ×N new matrix that measures pair-wise similarity between the N objects ∈ H.
Generally speaking, the more objects appear in the same clusters, the more similar they
are considered. We use three different methods to estimate similarities between objects
using the M label lists: Connected-Triple-based Similarity (CT S) [139], SimRank-based
Similarity (SRS) [127] and Approximate SimRank-based Similarity (ASRS) [120] matri-
ces. A description of these three similarity matrices can be found in Section 3.5.3. CT S,
SRS and ASRS are all improved techniques to measure the similarity compared to the orig-
inal co-occurrence matrix [79], which ignores in its calculations the similarity amongst
clusters.
Using the co-association matrices, CT S, SRS and ASRS, as the similarity measure, we
estimate the aggregated similarity between the objects. The constant decay factor or the
level of confidence with which two non-identical clusters can be accepted as similar is ∈
(0,1]. In our work, it was set to 0.8. The choice of the constant decay factor was made
according to its definition and role in the calculations. Moreover, it has been set it to 0.8
in several works [127, 120].
After acquiring the final similarity matrices, their quality is typically assessed using
internal validity indices, which evaluate the potential of the matrices to produce good con-
figuration using only quantities and features of the clustering solution measurable from
the dataset without reference to external information. In order to be consistent with the
previous experiments, we use the Dunn index. A large value of the Dunn index signifies
compact and well-separated clusters.
The final clustering solution is obtained by applying any similarity-based clustering
algorithm to the similarity matrices obtained in the previous step. According to the
recent literature, researchers tend to employ hierarchical clustering algorithms with the
co-occurrence matrix techniques. Therefore, we evaluate three different hierarchical ag-
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glomerative clustering variants: single-linkage (SL), complete-linkage (CL) and average-
linkage (AL). We applied them using the CT S, SRS and ASRS similarity matrices.
To validate the final clustering results, we use external indices Jaccard, Rand and
Dice’s, to be consistent with validation of intermediate fusion. Since, in the ensemble
process we examine three different similarity matrices with three different hierarchical
clustering algorithms, we need to show the results in an appropriate way for simplifica-
tion reasons. Thus we report only the outcomes of the settings that generated the best
configurations for each external index. This is so that we can compare the best late fu-
sion performance with intermediate fusion. So for each validation index, the combination
of similarity matrix and clustering algorithm that produced best results for all databases
becomes number 1, then 2, etc. This ranking system therefore decides on the best set-
tings by investigating the results of all the five datasets and all their classifications (or a
combination between the individual DMs). Table 6.1 shows the results of ranking in this
way.
Jaccard Dice’s Rand
CT S SRS ASRS CT S SRS ASRS CT S SRS ASRS
SL 1 1 1
AL 2 2 3
CL 3 3 2
Table 6.1: The ensemble settings that produced the best clustering results: clustering al-
gorithm are presented in rows, similarity matrices are presented in columns. The ranking
is given for each external index individually.
Based on, Table 6.1, all three validation methods put CT S matrix with single-linkage
as best ensemble for all the conducted experiments. Also, we can observe that Jaccard
and Dice’s coefficients rank ASRS and average-linkage hierarchical algorithms in posi-
tion 2. For Rand, positions 2 and 3 are different from the other two validity measures.
Subsequently, we presented the late fusion results in the following sections according to
the majority judgment (Jaccard and Dice’s). Full results of all experiments for all the five
evaluated datasets are presented in Appendix B.
Finally, we apply a z-test and calculate p values in order to establish if the differences
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in performance between the late fusion and other approaches are statistically significant.
We compare the difference in performance using the Jaccard calculations in order to be
consistent with the previous chapters. Note that as the nature of k-medoids implies that
we may get different results with different initialisations, we applied each algorithm 50
times. In the results we report the best outcome for each experiment out of 50 runs.
6.2 The results of the cancer dataset
A description of the cancer heterogeneous dataset is given in Section 3.7.1. In brief, after
the data preparation processes, this dataset includes about 1,598 male patients diagnosed
with prostate cancer. Every patient is described by 24 elements derived from two data
types: one SD element and 23 distinct TSs. There are four different categorization sys-
tems that were used to label the patients. These are: NICE, GS-1, GS-2 and MC. Patients
are grouped into three classes according to the first two systems and four classes following
the other two.
First, we produce 24 DMs that reflect the distances between objects using the selected
distance measures, mentioned in Section 6.1. We compute the DMs for each of the 24
elements to express separately the distance between objects in relation to the 24 elements.
Next, we start the generation process by applying k-medoids clustering algorithm to each
of the pre-calculated 24 DMs. The process is repeated to generate k= 3 and k= 4 clusters
to match our grouping systems. The result of the generation step is 24 distinct lists of ob-
ject labels used then in the aggregation step. After that, we conduct the aggregation step,
as explained earlier, using different settings, including both different similarity measures
and different hierarchical clustering algorithms. The Dunn index was examined for the
three matrices, when k = 3, and the coefficients were 0.38440, 0.01669 and 0.19897, for
CT S, SRS and ASRS respectively. The same was concluded when k = 4. The hierarchical
clustering algorithms used SL, CL and AL to produce the aggregated configuration.
We then measured performances on the aggregated clustering results by computing
Jaccard, Dice’s and Rand index for every one of the nine experimented combinations
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between the similarity matrices and the clustering algorithms. This was done for each
of the categorization systems, NICE, GS-1, GS-2 and MC, separately. In Table 6.2 we
present results of the clustering ensemble for the combination settings that produced the
best results for all the experimented datasets according to the ranking presented in Table
6.1. Appendix B gives the full representation of the results of all the nine settings.
grouping ensemble Jaccard Dice’s Rand
system setting
SL + CT S 0.50501 0.50249 0.49007
NICE CL + CT S 0.43680 0.46627 0.49441
AL + ASRS 0.50313 0.50156 0.48998
SL + CT S 0.71464 0.58836 0.57082
GS-1 CL + CT S 0.61577 0.55188 0.54675
AL + ASRS 0.71339 0.58793 0.56964
SL + CT S 0.37109 0.42600 0.31690
GS-2 CL + CT S 0.28223 0.36080 0.5068
AL + ASRS 0.37234 0.42683 0.31679
SL + CT S 0.01814 0.03502 0.43149
MC CL + CT S 0.41927 0.45609 0.46802
AL + ASRS 0.01877 0.03619 0.43088
Table 6.2: Summary of the performance of clustering ensemble for the cancer dataset:
the table reports Jaccard, Dice’s and Rand coefficients for the selected ensemble setting
combinations. The statistics are organised by the four grouping systems, NICE, GS-1,
GS-2 and MC. Best performance for every grouping system and index is highlighted in
bold
From Table 6.2, we can observe that Jaccard and Dice’s indices coincide in their as-
sessment and show similar good performance for the SL and CT S combinations. Rand
index favours CL+ CT S more often.
In addition, in Table 6.3, we compare late fusion with the SMF approach (see Section
4.3) and Hk-medoids (see Section 5.2) using Jaccard as a representative index. The table
also reports the performances of the SD element and the best time-series element. There-
fore, Table 6.3 summarises the difference in performances of the intermediate and the late
fusion approaches when they were executed on the prostate cancer dataset compared to
the performance of individual DMs.
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grouping Individual DMs Intermediate fusion Late fusion
system SD best TS SMF Hk-medoids ensemble
NICE 0.3335 0.5119 0.5382* 0.7021 0.5050
GS-1 0.4230 0.5569 0.5651 0.6358* 0.7146
GS-2 0.2829 0.3767 0.4061* 0.4431 0.3723
MC 0.3191 0.3899 0.4781* 0.5307 0.4193
Table 6.3: Summary of the performance of individual DMs intermediate and late fu-
sion approaches which were examined in order to apply cluster analysis to the cancer
dataset: the table compares the performances, calculated by Jaccard coefficients, of the
SD element, best TS element, SMF approach, Hk-medoids algorithm and the best re-
sults obtained by late fusion for the cancer dataset. The statistics are organised by the
four grouping systems. The best results for each grouping system are highlighted in bold
while the second best approach is highlighted with *.
In general, Table 6.3 suggests that Hk-medoids algorithm outperforms all the other ap-
proaches, except for GS-1 classification system. Also, we can observe that SMF comes in
second place for the experimented approaches after Hk-medoids (highlighted with * in the
table). Thus, we can conclude that for this database intermediate fusion including SMF
and Hk-medoids produces better clustering results than the best individual DMs and the
late fusion approach. To validate this important conclusion, we have tested if the differ-
ences between performances are significant. All p values that compare the performance
of late fusion and the best two approaches (highlighted in bold or by * in the table) are
< 0.05 which indicates significant difference between Jaccard calculations. In the case of
GS-1 grouping, the significant difference in favor of the late fusion.
6.3 The results of the plants dataset
The plants dataset has 100 plants. Each plant in this dataset is described by three data
types: SD, TE and IE. A full description of the data is given in Section 3.7.2. Plants
objects are classified into three pre-defined classes. We have 42 fruit plants, 22 roses
and 36 types of grass. The labelled objects will enable us to assess and compare the
performances using external validation methods.
The first step of the cluster ensemble framework is to establish cluster ensemble mem-
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bers. In order to do that, we first produced five individual DMs using the selected mea-
sures (see Section 6.1). Each one was used to estimate similarities between objects in
relation to: SD, TE, TE elements without rare terms, IE and IE element with reduced
colours. Second, we created five lists of labels using k-medoids as a base clustering al-
gorithm with k = 3 clusters. The output produced from this step is a 100× 5 matrix of
cluster labels for 100 data objects from five base clusterings.
With the cluster ensemble produced from the generation stage, the relationship be-
tween any pair of objects is calculated using link-based measures. As before, we ex-
amined three similarity matrices (CT S, SRS and ASRS) and three hierarchical clustering
methods (SL, CL and AL). These algorithms were applied to all possible combinations of
the five DMs in order to combine the three elements in each experiment. We called each
of these combinations as follows:
• comb1: DMSD, DMT E and DMIE ;
• comb2: DMSD, DMT ENoRare and DMIE ;
• comb3: DMSD, DMT ENoRare and DMIEReduced; and
• comb4: DMSD, DMT E and DMIEReduced .
The Dunn index for CT S, SRS and ASRS matrices was calculated for each DMs combi-
nation where k = 3. Table 6.4 shows the calculations that were made for all the combina-
tions: comb1, comb2, comb3 and comb4. From the table, CT S matrix seems to produce
the best clustering results according to Dunn index, while SRS seems to be not useful for
this task.
For each of the four combinations and for each similarity matrix, we ended up with
a 100× 3 matrix (of cluster labels for 100 objects) produced by three different methods
(SL, CL and AL). Next, we computed the external validation methods but we present this
here only for the settings that are best ranked as discussed in Section 6.1. In table 6.5, we
show the performances using Jaccard, Dice’s and Rand index. The full results of all the
nine settings is given in Appendix B.
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DMs CT S SRS ASRS
combination matrix matrix matrix
comb1 0.28291 0.0 0.10660
comb2 0.27238 0.0 0.23303
comb3 0.35560 0.0 0.12084
comb4 0.43441 0.0 0.12084
Table 6.4: Summary of the Dunn index that was calculated for the plants dataset: Dunn
index was calculated in order to examine the ability of the computed similarity matrices:
CT S, SRS and ASRS to produce good results by applying cluster ensemble analysis. The
best results for each DMs combinations are highlighted in bold.
DMs ensemble Jaccard Dice’s Rand
Combination setting
SL + CT S 0.38000 0.43182 0.59252
comb1 CL + CT S 0.38000 0.43182 0.64424
AL + ASRS 0.57000 0.53271 0.63172
SL + CT S 0.08000 0.13793 0.64141
comb2 CL + CT S 0.32000 0.39024 0.72505
AL + ASRS 0.04000 0.07407 0.63152
SL + CT S 0.53000 0.51456 0.63657
comb3 CL + CT S 0.09000 0.15254 0.63495
AL + ASRS 0.37000 0.42529 0.36343
SL + CT S 0.49000 0.49495 0.43172
comb4 CL + CT S 0.08000 0.13793 0.64343
AL + ASRS 0.25000 0.33333 0.40263
Table 6.5: Summary of the performance of clustering ensemble for the plants dataset:
the table reports Jaccard, Dice’s and Rand coefficients for the selected ensemble settings
which combine a hierarchical clustering algorithm (SL, CL or AL) with a similarity matrix
(CT S or ASRS). The statistics are organised by the four combinations of DMs. We used
the bold to highlight the setting with the best performance for every DMs combination
and according to each validity method. The second best approach is highlighted with *
From Table 6.5, we can conclude that in a majority of experiments CT S with CL or
SL algorithms produced the best results. However, for comb1 Jaccard and Dice’s put AL
algorithm with ASRS matrix in the lead.
We compare Jaccard coefficients in Table 6.6 for the late fusion, SMF approach (see
Section 4.4) and Hk-medoids (see Section 5.3). The table also presents the best results
obtained by an individual element. Accordingly, Table 6.6 summarises the performances
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of the intermediate and late fusion approaches when they were executed on the plants
dataset compared to the performance of individual DMs.
DMs Individual DMs Intermediate fusion Late fusion
combinations best DM SMF Hk-medoids ensemble
comb1 0.64 0.69* 0.72 0.57
comb2 0.76* 0.73 0.85 0.64
comb3 0.76 0.85* 0.86 0.53
comb4 0.64 0.69* 0.83 0.54
Table 6.6: Summary of the performance of individual DMs, intermediate and late fusion
approaches for the plants dataset: Jaccard coefficients of the best element, SMF approach,
Hk-medoids algorithm and the best results obtained by a clustering ensemble setting. The
statistics are organised by the four combinations of DMs. The best results for each DMs
combination are highlighted in bold while the second best is highlighted by *.
Table 6.6 shows that Hk-medoids algorithm outperforms all the other approaches for
all the DMs combinations. In addition, we can observe that late fusion is the worse
approach for all the combinations. SMF seems to be the second best after the Hk-
medoids for all DMs combinations, except for comb2. For comb2, the best individual
DM, DMT ENoRare, comes in second place after the Hk-medoids algorithm. Accordingly,
in general, the results obtained by intermediate fusion approaches (i.e. SMF and Hk-
medoids) are better than the best individual DMs and the late fusion approach. We have
tested if the differences between performances are significant in order to validate these
results. All p values indicate significant difference between performance of late fusion
and the best two other approaches, i,e. all p values, calculated using Jaccard index, are
<0.05. The p values for differences between late fusion and best approach (highlighted in
bold in the table) are 0.013312, 0.000328, <0.00001 and <0.00001 for the four DMs com-
binations respectively. p values that compare the late fusion and the second best approach
(highlighted with * in the table) were 0.039459, 0.032013, < 0.00001 and 0.014629 for
comb1, comb2, comb3 and comb4 respectively.
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6.4 The results of the journals dataset
We have created a dataset of 135 journals in the context of scientometrics analysis. A full
description of the data is given in Section 3.7.3. Briefly, objects in this dataset are de-
scribed by two different data types composed of three elements: structured data, SD, and
two time-series, TStoJ and TSfromJ. All objects are classified into pre-defined classes,
which facilitates the process of assessing and comparing clustering performances. The
objects are classified according to three different classification systems: IF, ES and AI. IF
groups journals into five classes while ES and AI group them into three classes.
As a first step, we generated three pair-wise DMs using the selected distance measures,
described in Section 6.1. We calculated DMSD, DMT StoJ and DMT S f romJ for SD, TS to the
journal and TS from the journal. Next, we established the cluster ensemble members by
creating a list of labels for each element using k-medoids as a base clustering algorithm.
The number of clusters was k = 5 for the IF grouping, and k = 3 for the ES and AI
classifications. The output produced from this step is a 135× 3 matrix of cluster labels
for 135 journals from three clusterings.
After the generation step, we begin the late integration strategy as before. Dunn index
was computed for these matrices twice, for k = 3 and for k = 5. However, the values were
the same for CT S, SRS and ASRS: 0.14632, 0.0 and 0.0322, respectively. Next, these
similarity matrices were used with three hierarchical clustering algorithms: SL, CL and
AL.
For the evaluation, we compute three external validation methods: Jaccard, Dice’s and
Rand indices. Table 6.7 shows the results for the chosen clustering ensemble settings
according to the ranking system described in Section 6.1. The full results for all the nine
settings are given in Appendix B.
From the statistics presented in Table 6.5, we can observe that the best results for all
indices for IF and ES grouping systems were obtained by applying CL and SL algorithms,
respectively, with CT S. For AI classification, Jaccard and Dice’s indices have CT R matrix
with SL algorithm as best. Rand index puts AL algorithm with ASRS matrix in the lead.
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grouping ensemble Jaccard Dice’s Rand
system setting
SL + CT S 0.20741 0.29319 0.29895
IF CL + CT S 0.21481 0.30052 0.31940
AL + ASRS 0.20741 0.29319 0.30072
SL + CT S 0.65185 0.56592 0.69585
ES CL + CT S 0.06667 0.11765 0.61979
AL + ASRS 0.08148 0.14013 0.66081
SL + CT S 0.32593 0.39462 0.38795
AI CL + CT S 0.23704 0.32161 0.49033
AL + ASRS 0.23704 0.32161 0.49563
Table 6.7: Summary of the performance of clustering ensembles for the journals dataset:
the table reports Jaccard, Dice’s and Rand coefficients for the selected ensemble settings,
which combine a hierarchical clustering algorithm (SL, CL or AL) with a similarity ma-
trix (CT S or ASRS). The statistics are organised by the three grouping systems: IF, ES
and AI. We used bold to highlight the setting with the best performance for every DMs
combination and according to each validity method.
It is worth noting that the biggest difference between the results obtained by the best
ensemble setting and others occurred for the ES classification.
We compare late fusion and intermediate fusion through the Jaccard coefficients in Ta-
ble 6.8. The table compares the performances of the clustering ensemble, SMF approach
(see Section 4.5) and Hk-medoids (see Section 5.4). Also, the table presents the best
results obtained by clustering individual elements.
grouping Individual DMs Intermediate fusion Late fusion
system best DM SMF Hk-medoids ensemble
IF 0.34074 0.35556* 0.42222 0.25926
ES 0.73333 0.79259* 0.82222 0.68889
AI 0.54815* 0.53333 0.59259 0.46667
Table 6.8: Summary of the performance of individual DMs, intermediate and late fusion
approaches for the journals dataset: Jaccard coefficients are presented for the best ele-
ment, SMF approach, Hk-medoids algorithm and best results obtained by a clustering
ensemble. The statistics are organised by the three grouping systems: IF, ES and AI.
The best results for each DMs combination are highlighted in bold while the second best
approach is highlighted as *.
Based on Table 6.8, we observe that Hk-medoids algorithm is the overall best strategy
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in all tested systems. The other intermediate approach, SMF, outperformed late fusion and
clustering based on individual elements for IF and ES. For AI grouping, the best individual
DM, DMDMToJ , comes in second place after the Hk-medoids algorithm. Accordingly,
in general, the results obtained by intermediate fusion approaches including both: SMF
and Hk-medoids, are promising. Interestingly, clustering ensembles produced the worse
performances for all the classification systems. The differences between Jaccard indices
for late fusion and Hk-medoids, show statistical significance with 0.002371, 0.005386
and 0.01904 p values. Comparison between ensemble and the second best approach gave
p values > 0.05 for two grouping systems: IF (0.043173) and ES (0.025827). However,
for AI it was 0.08996. Thus, the difference in performance between late fusion and the
second best clustering approach was significant, except for AI classification.
6.5 The results of the papers dataset
We have established a dataset of about 300 research papers. A paper object is defined
by three data types: structured data, SD, time-series, TS and a free text element, TE. A
more detailed description of the data is given in Section 3.7.4 and the data dictionary
is available in Appendix A. Like the other datasets, all objects here are classified into
pre-defined classes. The classes are three research fields: computer science, business
economics and health care service. The number of papers belong to each research area is
equal.
We used the selected distance measures, as described in Section 6.1, to generate the
pairwise DMs, which estimate the distances between objects in relation to the three ele-
ments. We calculated DMSD, DMT S, DMT E and DMT ENoRare. These matrices are for the
SD, TS, TE and TE element without rare terms.
After that, there were two steps leading to the final consensus clustering. First, we
ran the base clustering algorithm, k-medoids, to get a set of base clustering results. Sec-
ond, various settings of the cluster ensemble were examined, combining the link-based
similarity measures with the similarity-based clustering algorithms. In the first step, we
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created four lists of labels. The output produced from this step is a 300× 4 matrix of
cluster labels for 300 data objects from four base clusterings (i.e. four individual DMs).
In the second step, we examined three similarity matrices: CT S, SRS and ASRS with three
hierarchical clustering techniques: SL, CL and AL. These algorithms were applied to all
possible combinations of the four DMs in a way that combined the three elements in each
ensemble experiment. We called each of these combination, comb, and they were:
• comb1: DMSD, DMT S and DMT E ;
• comb2: DMSD, DMT S and DMT ENoRare.
The Dunn index for CT S, SRS and ASRS matrices was calculated for both combi-
nations where k = 3. Table 6.9 shows the calculations that were made for comb1 and
comb2. It is clear that CT S has the potential to perform better than the other two matrices
according to Dunn index.
DMs CT S SRS ASRS
combination matrix matrix matrix
comb1 0.37376 0.0 0.20678
comb2 0.35005 0.0 0.22615
Table 6.9: Summary of the Dunn index for the papers dataset for similarity matrices:
CT S, SRS and ASRS. The best results for each DMs combinations are highlighted in bold.
For both combinations and for each similarity matrix, we ended up with a 300× 3
matrix of cluster labels for 300 objects produced by three different clustering algorithms.
To evaluate the ensemble results, we computed three external validation methods. Here
we only present in Table 6.10 the results of the chosen ensemble settings according to
our ranking. The full results of all the nine experimented ensemble settings are given in
Appendix B.
By analysing Table 6.10, we can conclude that all the three validation methods agree
that CT S with SL algorithm produced the best results for comb2. A similar conclusion
can be made for comb1 according to Jaccard and Dice’s methods.
In Table 6.11 we compare Jaccard coefficients for the tested fusion approaches. Also,
we included the performance of the individual element that produced the best results. This
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DMs ensemble Jaccard Dice’s Rand
Combination setting
SL + CT S 0.49000 0.49495 0.68832
comb1 CL + CT S 0.26667 0.34783 0.72109
AL + ASRS 0.32000 0.39024 0.34029
SL + CT S 0.84667 0.62871 0.82305
comb2 CL + CT S 0.27333 0.35345 0.75483
AL + ASRS 0.10333 0.17127 0.63534
Table 6.10: Summary of the performance of clustering ensemble for the papers dataset:
the table reports Jaccard, Dice’s and Rand coefficients for the selected ensemble settings
which combine a hierarchical clustering algorithm (SL, CL or AL) with a similarity matrix
(CT S or ASRS). The statistics are organised by two combinations of DM. We used bold to
highlight best performance for every combination and according to each validity method.
element was TS, which is one of the DMs that is involved in both combinations and that
was also used as one of the ensemble members.
DMs Individual DMs Intermediate fusion Late fusion
combinations best DM SMF Hk-medoids ensemble
comb1 0.67000 0.68333* 0.72000 0.49000
comb2 0.67000 0.68333 0.73333* 0.84667
Table 6.11: Summary of the performance of individual DMs, intermediate and late fu-
sion approaches for the papers dataset: Jaccard coefficients for the best element, SMF
approach, Hk-medoids algorithm and the best results obtained by a clustering ensemble
setting. The statistics are organised by two possible combinations of DMs. The best
results for each combination are highlighted in bold while the second best approach is
highlighted with *.
Table 6.11 shows that the Hk-medoids algorithm outperforms all the other approaches
for comb1, while the late fusion approach produced better results for comb2. Intermediate
fusion techniques worked better than the late fusion strategy for comb1 experiments. For
comb1, the z-test and the calculated p values reported the difference in performance of
late fusion compared to the best approach as significant with < 0.00001 p value. Also, for
comb2 the test indicated significant difference with 0.000521 p value; however that was
in favor of the late fusion.
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6.6 The results of the celebrities dataset
We have created a dataset of the 100 most powerful celebrities in 2013. A celebrity
object has a description in the form of SD and another in the form of two distinct TSs.
A description of the data is given in Section 3.8 and the data dictionary is presented in
Appendix A. Again, the objects here are classified into classes and have ground truth
labels. We have 30 actors/actresses, 34 musicians and 46 other celebrity personalities
including athletes, directors, producers and authors.
Using the two selected distance measures, as described in Section 6.1, we constructed
three DMs that reflect the distances according to each element separately. We calculated
DMSD, DMT SWeb and DMT SUtube. These matrices are for the following respectively: SD,
TS for the trends of Web searches and TS for the trends of Youtube searches.
Next, we started the ensemble generation process by applying k-medoids clustering
algorithm to the pre-calculated three DMs. The result of the generation step was three
distinct lists of 100 object labels. Each list allocated the celebrities to the generated clus-
ters according to one of the three elements. It should be noted that, number of clusters, k,
was three as stated in the categorisation system. We then conducted the aggregation step
using these lists as ensemble members. Different ensemble settings were experimented
with. These are described in Section 6.1. We calculated CT S, SRS and ASRS similarity
measures in the ensemble step with values of 0.41893, 0.0 and 0.21653 for the Dunn in-
dex respectively. After this, we used SL, CL and AL clustering algorithms in order to find
the final aggregated configuration.
After that, we measured the performances by computing Jaccard, Dice’s and Rand
indices. Table 6.12 shows the results of the late fusion strategy for the three chosen
ensemble settings (see Section 6.1). Appendix B gives the full representation of the results
for all the nine settings.
From Table 6.12, two of the external validation methods assessed two ensemble set-
tings as equivalent for the celebrities dataset. Explicitly, SL algorithm with CT S and AL
algorithm with ASRS produced the same quality of aggregated configurations according
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ensemble Jaccard Dice’s Rand
setting
SL + CT S 0.50000 0.50000 0.42162
CL + CT S 0.15000 0.23077 0.48505
AL + ASRS 0.50000 0.50000 0.42162
Table 6.12: Summary of the performance of clustering ensemble for the celebrities
dataset. The table reports Jaccard, Dice’s and Rand coefficients for the selected ensem-
ble settings which combine a hierarchical clustering algorithm (SL, CL or AL) with a
similarity matrix (CT S or ASRS). We used the bold to highlight the setting with the best
performance for every DMs combination and according to each validity method.
to Jaccard and Dice’s statistics. Again, Rand has a different conclusion putting CL al-
gorithm with CT S at the lead. Therefore, we can conclude that all the three validation
methods agree that CT S similarity helped to produce the best clustering ensemble results.
Furthermore, in Table 6.13 we compare the performances of the intermediate and the
late fusion approaches when they were executed on the celebrities dataset. Here we
summarise the results of the clustering ensemble, SMF approach (see Section 4.7), Hk-
medoids (see Section 5.6) and the best results obtained by individual elements. The table
shows Jaccard calculations as a representative of the external validation indices.
Individual DMs Intermediate fusion Late fusion
best DM SMF Hk-medoids ensemble
0.53 0.54* 0.62 0.50
Table 6.13: Summary of the performance of individual DMs, intermediate and late fu-
sion approaches on the celebrities dataset: Jaccard coefficients of the best element, SMF
approach, Hk-medoids algorithm and the best results obtained by a clustering ensemble
setting. The best results for each DMs combination are highlighted in bold while the
second best approach is highlighted by *.
Table 6.13 indicates that the cluster ensemble generated the worst performance. In
contrast, intermediate fusion techniques seemed to be the best approaches. In particular,
for the Hk-medoid algorithm the difference was considered as significant by the z-test
with 0.043725 p value.
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6.7 Results evaluation
The Friedman test [80] is a non-parametric test for testing the difference between several
related samples. This test with the corresponding post-hoc tests was recommended by a
comprehensive recent study by Demsar [48] when conducting comparisons between mul-
tiple algorithms over multiple datasets. In his study, Demsar theoretically and empirically
examined several parametric and non-parametric statistical methods.
First, the Friedman test ranks the examined approaches separately for each experiment
(in each row) from low to high. The best performing approach getting the rank of 1, the
second best rank 2, . . ., etc. Next, it computes the average rank of approaches, as shown in
Table 6.14. From the table, we can see that the ranks themselves give a rough conclusion
about the comparison.
Original performance measures Ranked performance measures
Dataset grouping system/ Individual DMs Intermediate fusion Late fusion Individual DMs Intermediate fusion Late fusion
DMs combination best DM SMF Hk-medoids ensemble best DM SMF Hk-medoids ensemble
cancer NICE 0.5119 0.5382 0.7021 0.5050 3 2 1 4
GS-1 0.5569 0.5651 0.6358 0.7146 4 3 2 1
GS-2 0.3767 0.4061 0.4431 0.3723 3 2 1 4
MC 0.3899 0.4781 0.5307 0.4193 4 2 1 3
plants comb1 0.6400 0.6900 0.7200 0.5700 3 2 1 4
comb2 0.7600 0.7300 0.8500 0.6400 2 3 1 4
comb3 0.7600 0.8500 0.8600 0.5300 3 2 1 4
comb4 0.6400 0.6900 0.8300 0.5400 3 2 1 3
journals IF 0.3407 0.3556 0.4222 0.2593 3 2 1 4
ES 0.7333 0.7926 0.8222 0.6889 3 2 1 4
AI 0.5482 0.5333 0.5926 0.4667 2 3 1 4
papers comb1 0.67000 0.68333 0.72000 0.49000 3 2 1 4
comb2 0.67000 0.68333 0.73333 0.84667 4 3 2 1
celebrities 0.5300 0.5400 0.6200 0.5000 3 2 1 4
rank sum 43 32 16 48
average rank 3.0714 2.2857 1.1429 3.4286
Table 6.14: Ranked measure of the performance of individual DMs intermediate and late
fusion approaches: results are summarised for the five datasets. Numbers in the first four
columns compare performance calculated by Jaccard coefficients of the best individual
DM, SMF approach, Hk-medoids algorithm and the best results obtained by late fusion.
In the last four columns, we rank the performances from 1 to 4 for each experiment
separately. The last two rows compute the sum and average of ranks for each clustering
approach.
The null hypothesis for the Friedman test is that there are no differences between the
performances of our approaches, i.e. their average ranks should be equal. We reject the
null-hypothesis if the Friedman statistics, FF , is greater than the critical value of the de-
grees of freedom for the α value, which can be obtained from any statistical book. When
the null-hypothesis is rejected, it can be concluded that at least one of the approaches dif-
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fers from the rest significantly. Then we look at post-hoc test results to see which approach
differs from others. Technically, Friedman test checks whether the average ranks (the last
row in the table) are significantly different from the mean of the ranks. For any particular
approach, the mean of the ranks of the 14 experiments is (number of approaches+1)/2,
Thus, it is (4+1)/2=2.5. The Friedman statistics are:
χ2F =
12×14
4× (4+1)
[
(3.07142+2.28572+1.14292+3.42862)− 4× (4+1)
2
4
]
= 22.84296
FF =
(14−1)× (22.84296)
[14× (4−1)]−22.84296 = 15.5013
We had four approaches: apply clustering using individual DMs, SMF, Hk-medoids
and clustering ensemble. We also had 14 experiments including different grouping sys-
tems/DMs combinations, conducted on five datasets. FF is distributed according to the
F-distribution with 4−1 = 3 and (4−1)× (14−1) = 39 degrees of freedom. The criti-
cal value of F(3.39) for the confidence level α= 0.05 is 2.85. Since 15.5013 > 2.85, we
reject the null-hypothesis.
Now, we can proceed with a post-hoc test using the Nemenyi test [186] for pairwise
comparisons. According to this test, the performance of two experiments is significantly
different if the corresponding average rank difference is ≥ critical difference, CD, where
critical values are based on the Studentized range statistic divided by
√
2. The critical
value of Nemenyi test for the confidence level α = 0.05 when we want to study the dif-
ferences in performances of four approaches is 2.569 and critical difference is:
CD = 2.569
√
4× (4+1)
6×14 = 1.25
Based on CD value calculated for the confidence level α = 0.05, we can identify the
following:
• The best individual DM performed significantly worse than Hk-medoids: 3.0714−
1.1429 = 1.9285 > 1.25.
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• Late fusion performed significantly worse than Hk-medoids: 3.4286− 1.1429 =
2.2857 > 1.25.
• The difference between Hk-medoids and SMF was just below CD value so not
significant (2.2857−1.1429 = 1.1428 < 1.25).
• The difference between SMF and the late fusion ensemble was below the CD value
so not significant (3.4286−2.2857 = 1.1429 < 1.25)
• The difference between SMF and individual DMs was also below the CD value so
not significant (3.0714−2.2857 = 0.7857 < 1.25).
• The difference between late fusion and individual DMs was also below the CD
value (3.4286−3.0614 = 0.3672 < 1.25).
At the α = 0.10 confidence level the critical value of Nemenyi test for the four ap-
proaches in comparison is 2.291 and the critical difference is:
CD = 2.291
√
4× (4+1)
6×14 = 1.12
According to this CD value, Hk-medoids performs significantly better than all the other
approaches including SMF. In addition, at the confidence level of α= 0.10, we found that
the difference between the performances of SMF and the late fusion is also significant
(3.4286−2.2857 = 1.1429 > 1.12).
A Critical Difference (CD) diagram for the post-hoc Nemenyi test can be established
in the form defined by Demsar [48]. These diagrams provide an interesting visualization
of the statistical significance in order to compare all approaches against each other. Figure
6.1 shows a diagrams of the results of a Nemenyi post-hoc test. In the resulting graph, the
X-axis represents the average rank position of the respective approach across all the five
datasets. Horizontal bold lines connect the approaches for which we cannot exclude the
hypothesis that their average rank is equal. Any pair of unconnected approaches can be
considered as having an average rank that is different with statistical significance. On top
of the graph an horizontal line is shown with the critical difference.
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Figure 6.1: Visualization of post-hoc Nemenyi test for the performance of different clus-
tering approaches: In A, groups of approaches that are not significantly different at the
confidence level α= 0.05 are connected in red horizontal line. In B, groups of approaches
that are not significantly different at the confidence level α= 0.10 are also connected with
a red line.
6.8 Chapter summary
In this chapter we experimented with a late fusion approach. We examined five datasets
that fit within our definition of heterogeneous data in which objects are described by M
elements derived from different data types.
We created clustering ensemble in which the individual M ensemble members were
obtained from the M data elements separately using the k-medoids algorithm to be con-
sistent with the experiments in the previous chapters. The aggregation step was then con-
ducted using agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithms including single-linkage,
complete-linkage and average-linkage. Those were applied to consensus similarity ma-
trices CT S, SRS and ASRS. These matrices fuse the generated M ensemble members to
estimate the similarity between the objects. Next, we computed Dunn index to evaluate
the goodness of clustering structures that can be acquired using these consensus similar-
ity matrices. We also calculated external validation indices, Rand, Jaccard and Dice’s
statistics, to evaluate the performances of the cluster ensembles.
According to the Dunn index, CT S produced similarity calculations that could lead to
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the best ensemble configurations. On the other hand, external validation methods pro-
duced two divided perspectives on the best ensemble settings. Jaccard and Dice’s always
had similar assessments, as previously, while Rand produced different conclusions in
about half of the experiments. CT S with single-linkage algorithm was preferred by Jac-
card and Dice’s in 70% of the experiments compared to the other ensemble settings, while
Rand put CT S with complete-linkage in the lead for its preferred settings. Consequently,
external assessment methods validate the Dunn index results about the potential of CT S
to obtain good performances.
For all the reported results, the intermediate integration strategies presented previously
in this thesis proved to be the better than late fusion and than the best results obtained by
individual DMs (see Chapter 4). More specifically, our proposed Hk-medoids (see Chap-
ter 5) produced better results for all the experimented datasets including their different
grouping systems and DMs combinations compared to the best results obtained by the
ensemble settings except in two cases. These cases were: GS-1 grouping system in the
cancer dataset and comb2 DMs combination in the papers dataset. Nevertheless, in these
cases, Hk-medoids was the second best approach after the late fusion. Also, in these com-
parisons intermediate fusion approaches were generally better than the individual DMs.
Thus, intermediate fusion has emerged as a good approach for clustering heterogeneous
data. Most importantly, all these results were validated statistically via different statistical
tests including z-test, and then different approaches were compared on the five databases
using a Friedman test and its post-hoc Nemenyi test. The test confirmed that the proposed
Hk-medoids performs statistically significantly better than the other approaches with a
confidence level of α= 0.10.
Chapter 7
Conclusions and further research
In this chapter we look back at the aims of the research and the hypotheses initially for-
mulated and we review how the research undertaken has achieved aims and objective and
answered the initial hypothesis. We also report on the recommendations that resulted
from this study. Section 7.1 discusses the work undertaken, the findings, and recom-
mendations while Section 7.2 discusses some of the limitations of our research. It also
provides pointers to additional related research that should be conducted in the field of
applying knowledge discovery techniques to heterogeneous data.
7.1 Conclusions
The goal of clustering is to find the underlying structure of a dataset following specific
criteria. In this study, we consider the problem of clustering heterogeneous data. Simply
stated, the aim of our work is to cluster a set of heterogeneous objects that are defined
by a set of elements drawn from different data types. Applying data mining techniques
on heterogeneous data has been considered a very challenging machine learning problem
recently. The literature covers a few examples but they have not been extensive and many
experiments were not verified statistically. Hence till now studies have employ partial or
unsatisfactory solutions.
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This kind of problem is very dependent on data manipulation, and in particular distance
measures used for different data types. There are widely-known methods that can work
effectively for each data type and those are the ones we apply and recommend here. An in-
depth study of distance measures was considered outside the scope of this research. Hence
our research departs from a set of distance measures calculated for objects described by
different data types and it focuses on how to amalgamate the information embedded in
the distance measure to produce a coherent clustering configuration.
We address the problem of clustering heterogeneous data by trying to find a clustering
configuration that uses, as much as it may be beneficial, all of the objects’ components.
Our assumption is that analysing complex objects using an individual data type may miss
some hidden relationships which can be uncovered by looking at the overall description
of the object using all available data. In other words, complex (heterogeneous) objects
are properly defined by all of their constituent elements, hence clustering of complex
objects should take account of all of the data types that inform us of the overall object
configuration. We pose the overall objectives of our work in Section 1.3 in terms of
examining this hypothesis.
Chapter 2 of this thesis provides background and a literature review of relevant ma-
terial to our work in relation to clustering. It defines distance measures, the clustering
problem clustering evaluation, etc. It gives a summary of some important issues includ-
ing basic notations (e.g. cluster centroids) and how to select the appropriate number of
clusters. This is followed by a comprehensive discussion about clustering algorithms
themselves including mathematical definitions and pseudo code. The assessment meth-
ods are then explored so that we can validate clustering configurations. In particular, we
discussed internal, external and relative validation calculations. The chapter ends with the
cluster ensemble section which outlined the two main steps of this technique: members
generations and ensemble consensus. After reviewing work on clustering we identified
suitable distance measures, clustering algorithms and evaluation methods so we are ready
to implement clustering for heterogeneous data.
In Chapter 3 we formally define the problem of clustering heterogeneous data and
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present a suitable representation for heterogeneous objects. Our initial definition of het-
erogeneous objects covers element descriptors of types such as text, image and time series
as well as structured data. However, we make our definition extensible to other data types
as long as suitable distance measures can be established for them.
In Chapter 3 we also show the connection of our problem with data fusion. This en-
ables us to propose an intermediate fusion approach, Similarity Matrix Fusion or SFM,
which includes uncertainty calculations to record the uncertainty arising in the fusion pro-
cess. SMF provides a fusion of distance measures calculated for the different elements
that define an object. The fusion approach can utilise weights to allow certain elements
to become more prominent in the distance calculations. The output of SMF is a fused
distance matrix, FM, which can be directly fed into a standard clustering algorithm such
as k-medoids. We then extend this idea further by modifying k-medoids to take advantage
of the uncertainty arising from the fusion process. We propose a new algorithm called
Hk-medoids which has an initial phase using only certain objects, and a second phase in
which uncertain objects are also considered when the medoids are updated. The result-
ing algorithm is not only promising in terms of clustering results but theoretically more
efficient that the popular PAM implementation of the standard k-medoids algorithm.
As unfortunately we did not find many readily available large datasets that containing
data heterogeneity as we defined it, we have started compiling our own collection and
making them publicly available. Note that it is not easy to construct these datasets as it is
a semi manual process. Hence, although the number of objects we have gathered is lim-
ited in our datasets, they are complex as they are composed of several different elements.
Moreover, each dataset comprises different mixtures of elements, e.g. multiple TSs, im-
ages, text and SD, etc. Although there are some related similar work in the literature, it
was not possible to gain access to the datasets that were examined by other researchers.
This was additional motivation to publish our collection to the machine learning research
community.
The SMF approach is empirically tested in Chapter 4. In this chapter, we apply SMF
to each of the five databases we have compiled for this purpose. SMF is one of our
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main contributions so we need to test it extensively. We aggregate multiple pre-calculated
distance matrices for our objects before applying a clustering algorithm. We calculated
individual dis/similarity measures for each element that defines the object and fuse them
to find a single fused matrix. Thus, the fusion takes place within the step of producing
a clustering configuration. We present the results obtained by SMF in comparison to the
results produced using individual elements to cluster the objects. We experiment with
assigning weights to different element by using three external validity indices to establish
the best elements. Those elements are then assigned greater weights. Even though in
practice this may not be possible, it enables to compare against a best case scenario. We
compare results using both external and internal evaluation methods for all datasets. Our
findings are that SMF produces results that are equivalent or better to those produced
by the best individual elements, even when an element is the one that defines the cluster
labels. This is a very positive outcome because in real life we may not know which are the
best individual elements so if our combination approach produces equal or better results
it should be a preferred option.
Another of our main contributes is the proposed Hk-medoids algorithm. This cluster-
ing algorithm is a modified version of the standard k-medoids. The modification extends
the algorithm for the problem of clustering complex heterogeneous objects. In this algo-
rithm, we use SMF to calculate fused similarities between objects. The fused approach
entails uncertainty for incomplete objects or for objects which have diverging distances
according to the different component. Our implementation of Hk-medoids proposed here
works with the fused distances and deals with the uncertainty in the fusion process. We
experimentally evaluate the potential of our proposed algorithm and compare its results to
those obtained by SMF in Chapter 5. In addition, from a theoretical point of view, we ar-
gue that our proposed algorithm has lower computation complexity than the popular PAM
implementation of the standard k-medoids. Our results show that Hk-medoids produces
equal or better performance compared to the standard SMF approach. In some cases,
though not in all, Hk-medoids produces significantly better results than SMF. Addition-
ally, Hk-medoids outperformed clustering using the best individual matrix in a majority
of cases. We also validate our claim that Hk-medoids is more efficient that PAM by pro-
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ducing practical evidence on time cost analysis.
Finally and to provide a good comparison, late fusion techniques are experimented
with. We study thee different similarity methods with three different hierarchical algo-
rithms. Their results are compared to those obtained following both proposed interme-
diate data fusion approaches. In Chapter 6 we report on the experimental comparison of
intermediate and late fusion techniques. The results are followed by statistical tests using
the Friedman test and its post-hoc analysis counterpart, to examine the difference between
the performances of all the experimented approaches. Our findings are that the proposed
intermediary fusion approaches proposed outperform late fusion in most cases. We need
to stress on that this conclusion is based on the particular settings that we have arranged
for the late fusion experiments. The arrangements include: the ensemble members’ gen-
eration mechanism, the distance measure used, the aggregation technique, etc. This may
indicates to the importance of further investigation on late fusion.
The main outcome of all three results chapters suggest that the intermediate approaches
seem to be better than the late fusion techniques implemented. In particularly, Hk-
medoids results show the feasibility of the our algorithm and also they show a perfor-
mance enhancement when comparing to the application of the SMF approach in combi-
nation with k-medoids. We therefore conclude that an intermediate fusion approach is
appropriate for clustering heterogeneous data and that using uncertainty that results from
the fusion process can enhance performance and efficiency.
From the above, we conclude we have met the objectives of this study. We provide an
extensible definition of data heterogeneity which accepts incomplete objects. We propose
intermediate approaches (SMF and Hk-medoids) and practice late fusion (cluster ensem-
ble) techniques to analyse this kind of data complexity. The main contribution of SMF,
besides combining distances when evaluating similarities, is the proposed ways to record
uncertainty (UFM and DFM). Furthermore, these calculations are advantageously used
in the Hk-medoids algorithm. The complexity of Hk-medoids is less than PAM +’small’
algorithms as we observed in Chapter 3 (Section 3.5.2) and in practical experiments in
Chapter 5 (Section 5.7.1). The flexibility of our definition of heterogeneous data and the
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resilience of our proposed clustering framework allows us to fuse the data derived from
diverse data types without substantial pre-processing and the clustering results are as good
as or better than those obtained from clustering on an individual data type.
7.2 Limitations and future work
Despite some researchers working on related studies, they either have a different defi-
nition of data heterogeneity (e.g. relaying on the inter-linking of data types), work on
other data mining tasks (e.g. collaborative filtering), or their approaches are not fully
explained. Thus, a comparison against other state-of-art intermediary fusion approaches
on the same problem was not possible. This was a limitation of our work. However, we
have tried to provide a comprehensive comparison including experiments of our two pro-
posed intermediate fusion techniques, late fusion methods as well as on applying cluster
analysis separately to individual data types. Also, to counteract this limitation, we have
constructed a number of datasets that are available to other researchers so our results are
both reproducible and so that other researchers can in the future produce comparisons
with our proposed techniques.
Some of the databases we provided are relatively small because of the laborious pro-
cess to collect the data. However, the cancer dataset is a larger, real world dataset which
gives a glimpse into the behaviour of our algorithms for larger data. We have also pro-
vided different elements, e.g. text, images, etc., but there is the potential to experiment
much wider with larger datasets containing different data types (e.g. movies, audio clips,
etc).
We did not attempt to produce an early fusion strategy as that would have meant mod-
ifying the original data to fuse all data elements into one representation. We believe
intermediate or late fusion is more applicable and more extendable. However, further
research could consider a comparison to an early fusion strategy.
The identification of the optimal number of clusters for applications with no external
knowledge of the clustering is an open research issue. We assumed a scenario in which
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external knowledge was available but to make the method more applicable to real world
data, experimentation when the number of clusters is not know may need to be undertaken.
Although we experimented with some weighting schemes for the different elements
this was based on clustering performance. It may be necessary to consider more appro-
priate weighting schemes for the fusion of distances. A systematic way of giving weights
to the elements should be examined, specially for the cases of unlabelled objects. What
we have done here, again, may not be appropriate in a real scenario as we may not be able
to establish the worth of each element in clustering the data, specially in the absence of
external assessment. However, we considered it a worthwhile exercise in order to under-
stand how privileged information about the best contributors could affect the clustering
outcome.
We could also examine different techniques for the initialisation of cluster medoids as
those can have an effect on overall performance.
Considering the development a consensus function in the late fusion technique that
exploits the uncertainty expressions, which we have proposed in the SMF approach, is
also one of our future work. In this way, late fusion could perhaps become comparable to
Hk-medoids which makes use of that information.
We could also examine intermediate and late fusion techniques on other knowledge
discovery tasks, for example for classification problems. This could be easily achieved if
we use classification algorithms that take advantage of distance between objects, such as
k-nearest neighbour algorithms.
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1. The performance of clustering ensemble for the cancer dataset
grouping similarity clustering External validation
systems measures algorithm methods
Rand Jaccard Dice’s
NICE CT S SL 0.490069381 0.505006258 0.502490660
CL 0.494407145 0.436795995 0.466265865
AL 0.491453390 0.500625782 0.500312695
SRS SL 0.490069381 0.505006258 0.502490660
CL 0.504295836 0.224655820 0.310017271
AL 0.491766869 0.501251564 0.500625000
ASRS SL 0.489975337 0.503128911 0.501559576
CL 0.489994146 0.010638298 0.020833333
AL 0.489975337 0.503128911 0.501559576
GS-3 CT S SL 0.570823109 0.714643304 0.588356517
CL 0.546750282 0.615769712 0.551878856
AL 0.561345075 0.693992491 0.581236897
SRS SL 0.569639727 0.713391740 0.587931924
CL 0.522627298 0.202127660 0.287878788
AL 0.540198573 0.108260325 0.177983539
ASRS SL 0.569639727 0.713391740 0.587931924
CL 0.568572331 0.243429287 0.327441077
AL 0.569639727 0.713391740 0.587931924
GS-4 CT S SL 0.316901293 0.371088861 0.426005747
CL 0.506774671 0.282227785 0.360800000
AL 0.328163022 0.366708385 0.423104693
SRS SL 0.316901293 0.370463079 0.425593098
CL 0.459324939 0.309762203 0.382534776
AL 0.343909850 0.360450563 0.418909091
ASRS SL 0.316794710 0.372340426 0.426829268
CL 0.323411465 0.046933667 0.085812357
AL 0.316794710 0.372340426 0.426829268
MC CT S SL 0.431488797 0.018147685 0.035024155
CL 0.468027113 0.419274093 0.456092580
AL 0.433310893 0.559449312 0.528056704
SRS SL 0.431488797 0.017521902 0.033857316
CL 0.501232364 0.152065081 0.233205374
AL 0.462612549 0.025031289 0.047675805
ASRS SL 0.430875946 0.018773467 0.036188179
CL 0.430875946 0.018773467 0.036188179
AL 0.430875946 0.018773467 0.036188179
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2. The performance of clustering ensemble for the plants dataset
DMs similarity clustering External validation
combination measures algorithm methods
Rand Jaccard Dice’s
comb1 CT S SL 0.592525253 0.38 0.431818182
CL 0.644242424 0.38 0.431818182
AL 0.659797980 0.15 0.230769231
SRS SL 0.356969697 0.22 0.305555556
CL 0.657171717 0.12 0.193548387
AL 0.729898990 0.22 0.305555556
ASRS SL 0.358989899 0.24 0.324324324
CL 0.633333333 0.26 0.342105263
AL 0.631717172 0.57 0.53271028
comb2 CT S SL 0.641414141 0.08 0.137931034
CL 0.725050505 0.32 0.390243902
AL 0.744848485 0.14 0.218750000
SRS SL 0.649292929 0.64 0.561403509
CL 0.744848485 0.14 0.218750000
AL 0.791313131 0.09 0.152542373
ASRS SL 0.354949495 0.37 0.425287356
CL 0.667070707 0.24 0.324324324
AL 0.631515152 0.04 0.074074074
comb3 CT S SL 0.636565657 0.53 0.514563107
CL 0.634949495 0.09 0.152542373
AL 0.744848485 0.14 0.218750000
SRS SL 0.363030303 0.25 0.333333333
CL 0.867474747 0.03 0.056603774
AL 0.867474747 0.35 0.411764706
ASRS SL 0.363434343 0.23 0.315068493
CL 0.615353535 0.38 0.431818182
AL 0.363434343 0.37 0.425287356
comb4 CT S SL 0.431717172 0.49 0.494949495
CL 0.643434343 0.08 0.137931034
AL 0.622020202 0.54 0.519230769
SRS SL 0.356969697 0.24 0.324324324
CL 0.662424242 0.02 0.038461538
AL 0.647474747 0.05 0.090909091
ASRS SL 0.354949495 0.23 0.315068493
CL 0.629292929 0.02 0.038461538
AL 0.402626263 0.25 0.333333333
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3. The performance of clustering ensemble for the journals dataset
grouping similarity clustering External validation
system measures algorithm methods
Rand Jaccard Dice’s
AI CT S SL 0.298949696 0.207407407 0.293193717
CL 0.319402985 0.214814815 0.300518135
AL 0.389718076 0.207407407 0.293193717
SRS SL 0.228745163 0.259259259 0.341463415
CL 0.476616915 0.185185185 0.270270270
AL 0.476616915 0.185185185 0.270270270
ASRS SL 0.220453289 0.259259259 0.341463415
CL 0.348590381 0.207407407 0.293193717
AL 0.300718629 0.207407407 0.293193717
ES CT S SL 0.695854063 0.651851852 0.565916399
CL 0.619789939 0.066666667 0.117647059
AL 0.619789939 0.066666667 0.117647059
SRS SL 0.495632946 0.614814815 0.551495017
CL 0.663681592 0.133333333 0.210526316
AL 0.619789939 0.066666667 0.117647059
ASRS SL 0.473963516 0.222222222 0.307692308
CL 0.663681592 0.688888889 0.579439252
AL 0.660807076 0.081481481 0.140127389
IF CT S SL 0.387949143 0.325925926 0.394618834
CL 0.490326147 0.237037037 0.321608040
AL 0.482365948 0.318518519 0.389140271
SRS SL 0.358982863 0.318518519 0.389140271
CL 0.561636263 0.518518519 0.509090909
AL 0.568048646 0.466666667 0.482758621
ASRS SL 0.371807629 0.303703704 0.377880184
CL 0.508678828 0.214814815 0.300518135
AL 0.495632946 0.237037037 0.321608040
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4. The performance of clustering ensemble for the papers dataset
DMs similarity clustering External validation
combination measures algorithm methods
Rand Jaccard Dice’s
comb1 CT S SL 0.688316611 0.490000000 0.494949495
CL 0.721092531 0.266666667 0.347826087
AL 0.708606466 0.163333333 0.246231156
SRS SL 0.340289855 0.320000000 0.390243902
CL 0.792173913 0.276666667 0.356223176
AL 0.703879599 0.423333333 0.458483755
ASRS SL 0.335629877 0.326666667 0.39516129
CL 0.698483835 0.056666667 0.101796407
AL 0.340289855 0.320000000 0.390243902
comb2 CT S SL 0.823054627 0.846666667 0.628712871
CL 0.754827202 0.273333333 0.353448276
AL 0.829832776 0.303333333 0.377593361
SRS SL 0.342541806 0.323333333 0.392712551
CL 0.797703456 0.286666667 0.36440678
AL 0.636633222 0.510000000 0.504950495
ASRS SL 0.335585284 0.330000000 0.397590361
CL 0.773088071 0.776666667 0.608355091
AL 0.635340022 0.103333333 0.171270718
5. The performance of clustering ensemble for the celebrities dataset
similarity clustering External validation
measures algorithm methods
Rand Jaccard Dice’s
CT S SL 0.421616162 0.50 0.500000000
CL 0.485050505 0.15 0.230769231
AL 0.495959596 0.21 0.295774648
SRS SL 0.374343434 0.22 0.305555556
CL 0.546868687 0.31 0.382716049
AL 0.546868687 0.19 0.275362319
ASRS SL 0.397373737 0.20 0.285714286
CL 0.421616162 0.50 0.500000000
AL 0.421616162 0.50 0.500000000
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Run no. DMSD DMT SWeb DMT SUTube FM-1 K-medoids
1 0.35 0.34 0.31 0.39 0.44
2 0.28 0.52 0.33 0.35 0.56
3 0.31 0.4 0.3 0.35 0.42
4 0.23 0.29 0.33 0.33 0.59
5 0.25 0.29 0.27 0.5 0.3
6 0.28 0.3 0.5 0.35 0.35
7 0.38 0.36 0.37 0.4 0.42
8 0.34 0.3 0.31 0.53 0.38
9 0.39 0.36 0.27 0.36 0.44
10 0.41 0.24 0.5 0.38 0.59
11 0.26 0.3 0.28 0.51 0.54
12 0.28 0.19 0.33 0.49 0.58
13 0.19 0.36 0.51 0.48 0.32
14 0.28 0.24 0.3 0.47 0.44
15 0.21 0.29 0.38 0.31 0.3
16 0.26 0.43 0.27 0.46 0.42
17 0.41 0.34 0.31 0.33 0.4
18 0.4 0.29 0.5 0.4 0.33
19 0.25 0.36 0.37 0.38 0.55
20 0.3 0.35 0.38 0.23 0.62
21 0.35 0.19 0.37 0.49 0.59
22 0.34 0.34 0.3 0.53 0.42
23 0.2 0.36 0.37 0.33 0.58
24 0.28 0.51 0.29 0.54 0.57
25 0.35 0.5 0.37 0.44 0.32
26 0.26 0.4 0.37 0.37 0.36
27 0.41 0.36 0.48 0.41 0.48
28 0.33 0.51 0.3 0.54 0.4
29 0.41 0.51 0.5 0.39 0.37
30 0.4 0.34 0.38 0.48 0.58
31 0.25 0.39 0.41 0.37 0.27
32 0.38 0.3 0.51 0.54 0.52
33 0.28 0.34 0.31 0.44 0.38
34 0.32 0.38 0.47 0.3 0.34
35 0.39 0.29 0.48 0.52 0.42
36 0.41 0.41 0.3 0.27 0.32
37 0.38 0.39 0.38 0.43 0.42
38 0.41 0.34 0.41 0.5 0.44
39 0.38 0.51 0.47 0.49 0.59
40 0.26 0.49 0.31 0.43 0.62
41 0.21 0.51 0.3 0.53 0.61
42 0.31 0.36 0.37 0.51 0.36
43 0.34 0.5 0.31 0.48 0.55
44 0.38 0.48 0.28 0.44 0.32
45 0.41 0.51 0.21 0.32 0.59
46 0.21 0.24 0.5 0.46 0.54
47 0.34 0.36 0.35 0.39 0.5
48 0.38 0.46 0.41 0.43 0.45
49 0.32 0.4 0.3 0.36 0.59
50 0.3 0.39 0.5 0.54 0.37
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